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In this essay, I analyze and evaluate the World Bank‟s response to this
phenomenon in its recently released urban and local government strategy, Cities in
Transition. In my view, this strategy has several deficiencies and should be
improved. My evaluation is based on a model of ethically-focused, participatory
urban development and one explicitly normative approach – that of the United
Nations Development Programme. The UNDP‟s human rights approach supports an
urban development - human rights connection in its general contention that both

development and human rights share a “common vision and a common purpose – to
secure the freedom, well-being and dignity of all people everywhere” (United
Nations Development Programme 2000a).
Although moral issues seldom achieve prominence in formal urban
development strategies and policies, they ought to. Important moral issues abound,
yet the moral content of urban development and governance dialogue currently
remains implicit, fragmentary, incomplete, and (arguably) arbitrary. What is
lacking, I contend, is a procedure or framework that can raise the profile of moral
concerns to become an explicit, unified, cohesive, and pertinent influence, shaping
the means and ends of urban development and governance processes and decisionmaking. I demonstrate that this framework – in many forms – already exists within
the field of development ethics.
I argue, therefore, that the development challenge confronting cities and
towns in the South should be viewed from a moral perspective, and as a human
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Chapter 1: Introduction
A Livable City in the South?
In 1997, just over 3 million people claimed the South African port city of
Durban as their home. Durban was then a city of cities; although one Metro Council
and Metro Mayor attended to common services for the whole city, a considerable
degree of autonomy rested with six local councils, each with its own mayor,
representing a Durban that was divided into municipalities. One of the smallest,
with a 1997 population of 121,800, was the North Local Council. Renowned as a
major domestic coastal tourism destination and, further inland, an active industrial
zone servicing the adjacent periurban areas and rural sugar cane plantations, the
North Local Council was focused on the future. After nearly four decades of
apartheid rule, in which land ownership and access to opportunities were strictly
determined by race, the North Local Council had an historical legacy and many
current problems to overcome.
In many ways, the demographics of the North Local Council served as a
microcosm of the skewed and inequitable national pattern of apartheid era land and
resource allocations. Despite the fact that South Africans of Indian ethnic origin
constituted only 2.6 percent (Central Intelligence Agency 2001) of the national
population in 1997, nearly eighty percent of the residents of the North Local
Council were ethnically Indian. During the apartheid years, Indians were channeled
to the many jobs in the sugar cane growing and processing industry. There was a
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minority population of relatively affluent white South Africans, who held valuable
land holdings concentrated along the scenic coastline and in the periurban
sugarcane fields. The indigenous South Africans, almost entirely of Zulu ethnicity,
had been largely excluded from living in the North Local Council area during
apartheid rule but now were migrating into the area in significant numbers. Legally
constructed housing for low-income people was in very short supply, and many new
Zulu arrivals had no formal income anyway. As a result, most poor Zulu settled in
illegal squatter areas scattered around the municipality. Since there was very little
in the way of public transportation infrastructure, these Zulu settlers attempted to
find somewhere to live that was as close as possible to the agricultural, industrial,
and tourism jobs.
At this time, I was the managing director and senior urban planner of a new
town and regional planning firm called Siyakhana Consulting Company, jointly
owned by a major American consulting firm and a South African engineering
company. Siyakhana had been awarded the consulting services contract to advise
the political and administrative leaders of the North Local Council in the
production of an integrated urban development plan. As the senior consultant
responsible for a team of eighteen consultants, it was my task to formulate and
facilitate – within a tight budget – the implementation of the overall participatory
process and all of the strategic processes involved in the production of the first
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post-apartheid integrated development plan in the province, and one of the first in
the country.
On June13, 1997 a very important part of this participatory process took
place, as Durban‟s North Local Council convened its Visioning Workshop. Over
200 individuals, along with representatives of various designated participatory
groups met to seek consensus on a vision of the common good, intended to guide
the Council‟s development and growth into the future. Siyakhana facilitated the one
major workshop before this, at which the stakeholders reviewed and agreed upon
the baseline of current conditions and the participatory structure. The Siyakhana
consultant team also served as facilitators for this visioning exercise, and for the
two major workshops to follow. After one day filled with speeches by dignitaries,
plenary sessions, and intensive break-out groups, and a second full day of intense
but structured discussions, the common vision statement emerged:
By the year 2020, the North Local Council will be a progressive
and dynamic region within the Durban Metropolitan Area, having
developed its assets and resources to the benefit of all its people and
the wider region. It will become an attractive, unified and vibrant
area which is globally competitive, a tourist gateway and of a high
international standard. By redressing the historical imbalances, it
will have improved the quality of life for all by providing economic
and other opportunities for the future (Siyakhana Consulting
Company (Pvt.) Ltd. 1998).

Extracted from its context, this statement appears vague, superficial, and
even naive. Except for the target date, it is imprecise. It offers no clarifications of
key terms such as “progressive” and “quality of life,” imposes no ordering of
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priorities, sets no specific milestones or quantitative indicators, and offers no
formula to redress the historical legacy of inequitable distribution of the fruits of
development. To the outsider, it may seem difficult to imagine the energy, anguish,
sweat, and compromise behind the generation of this simple paragraph. Even to this
insider, the result was less than satisfactory, given the level of effort up to that point
– described below. Even with these limitations, it was notable that the future
development process had begun with an emphasis on – and public declaration of –
some commonly held values.
The Visioning Workshop was the public start of the future planning phase
in which the emphasis changed from accurately documenting the past and present
to considering what the future ought to bring. Much of the agenda was given over
to presentations by the various participating groups, described in detail in the next
chapter, all of which had developed their own lists of development priorities. Some
had even drafted their own vision statements. As facilitators at the workshop,
Siyakhana consultants were disinterested outsiders, seeking out the common ground
and encouraging the stakeholders1 to recognize it and build upon it. This consensus
crystallized, at the end of a very long weekend, into the vision statement above.
Copies of the document soon were distributed to stakeholders and (in translation) to
the Zulu population. The document also was made into a large poster for the

1

As used in this essay, a stakeholder is simply someone with an interest – or stake – in the process
and results of a body‟s decision-making. The intensities of interests vary, as do the sources of
motivation, as discussed in the essay.
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Council chambers. I have little doubt – although no way in which to measure it –
that this widespread dissemination proved to be influential in the subsequent
processes in the completion and implementation of the integrated development
plan.
Vision statements allow stakeholders to inject their normative perspective
on common development objectives and priorities into the integrated urban
development planning process. But what did the vision statement of the North
Local Council really say, and what did it leave out? In what way did the
stakeholders contribute their normative perspective? Were there issues that the
statement ought to have addressed? Did it provide practical guidance to the
decision-makers: Mayor Sanele Nxumala, Executice Council Chairman Logie
Naidoo, Town Clerk Joe David, and the elected councilors and appointed officials
of the North Local Council? Did it hold them accountable to the stakeholders for
achieving discernable progress? These questions raise some important moral
concerns.
The North Local Council‟s vision statement carries no coercive power, and
it sets no measurable thresholds. It is not an enforcement tool, a binding agreement,
or a contract. What (among other things) the statement does is to challenge the
municipality to be progressive and dynamic, and to strive for unity within the
diverse ethnic and economic melting pot of contemporary South Africa. It publicly
aspires to a global standard of quality, but without giving any guidance as to what
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that standard might be, or how it should be achieved. Finally, it seeks a better future
for all though economic “and other” opportunities. It contains no political agenda,
and makes no proposals as to how to redress past injustices – the results of which
are particularly evident in contemporary South Africa. Regarding future
development priorities, it demands no new social arrangements or policies more
favorable to ensuring equitable access to resources and opportunities. It never
mentions the words “poverty” or “human dignity”, and it does not raise issues in the
language of human rights. It doesn‟t specify what evidence would suffice to satisfy
stakeholder‟s aspirations for “improved quality of life.” On its own, it is a blunt
instrument by which to move the North Local Council towards the responsible
promotion of the welfare of its citizens. As a marker of a radically new local
government2 process for South Africa, in which people were openly encouraged to
participate in local development planning and governance, it was motivational. It
provided a moral reason to act. Given the apartheid history, in which the vast
majority of the residents of the North Local Council legally had been subjected to
the indignity of second-class citizenship, it was a major motivation indeed.
The incorporation of normative concerns into practical development
methodologies has progressed little beyond such efforts at creating vision
statements. South Africa‟s troubled past may make it among the best places for

2

This essay adopts the World Bank‟s New Urban Strategy‟s practice of using the terms local
government or local authorities mainly in reference to municipalities. As noted by the Bank:
“Although their precise legal status differs among countries, municipalities are understood here as
the lowest organized units within the administrative apparatus of the state” (World Bank 2000a, 31).
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using vision statements in planning exercises. In other countries and institutions,
the practice of “visioning” often is ignored or relegated to a mere formality,
sometimes to the point of designating a small group of people to generate such a
statement in fulfillment of a methodological requirement, with no pretence of a
deliberative process involving a credibly representative sample of development
stakeholders.3
The main lesson that I draw from my experience as an urban planner in
Durban and in many other cities and countries is that development work – if it is to
address the morally relevant development issues in a substantive manner – requires
a credible, unrushed, inclusive, and deliberative participatory process. If the
participatory process fails in one or more of these four parameters, the entire
process fails, and “participation” becomes little more than a theatrical device.

The Urban Context and Challenges
The many challenges associated with rapid urbanization in the South are
widely noted in development literature, particularly from the political, technical,
economic, social and management perspectives. Urbanization also presents many

3

This formal and largely superficial practice is evident in many US jurisdictions, such as Prince
George‟s County in Maryland, and internationally in many applications of the City Development
Strategy (CDS) of the Cities Alliance, such as in Cali, Colombia or Dhaka, Bangladesh. These are
reviewed in more detail later.
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moral challenges, and in chapter three I expand upon the more usual overview of
the important issues of urbanization to address these moral dimensions.
This essay has an urban focus, but the existence of the urban-periurban-rural
continuum and the many relationships and interdependencies between rural and
urban development are acknowledged as important in understanding urbanization.
“Urban”, “periurban” and “rural” are all designations of human settlement types
along a continuum. To consider intelligently any one part of this continuum
requires a conscious awareness of the existence of, and relationships to, settlement
characteristics along the entire continuum. Similarly, there is no bright line dividing
urban and rural development, and many causal linkages exist between the two ends
of the continuum, yet there are distinctive characteristics of each that warrant a
focused analysis. For example, while poverty is severe in both rural and urban
settings, the degree of poverty is often more extreme in rural areas (Weisband 1989,
32). Poverty, however, is far more densely concentrated in urban areas, where poor
people are crowded into congested and poorly serviced districts. The number of
people in poverty in developing countries is also expanding far more rapidly among
the urban populations (USAID 2000, 1). Growing concentrations of urban poverty
threaten political and social stability and security, generate progressive
environmental degradation, erode the quality of life, and threaten the dignity of
millions of human beings. The co-existence in cities and towns of ostentatious
affluence and crushing poverty is an unsettling reminder of vast disparities in
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opportunities, choices, and quality of life, as the “haves” and the “have-nots” are
spatially juxtaposed in ways not nearly so prominent in rural areas in the South.
Urban and rural environments exhibit many different characteristics, each
worthy of study. This essay, however, intentionally focuses on urban areas in the
South, where I have had the most professional planning experience. These urban
areas, from the immense megacities to the small secondary cities and towns, offer
the “worst case” research scenario where urban poverty is most extreme, resources
most limited, and where governance institutions are weakest. If one is concerned to
reduce global deprivation, these urban areas with their growing concentrations of
poverty must be of central concern. The scale, intensity and speed of urban growth
in the South also is alarming, as already acknowledged through various statistical
analyses of a wide number of international institutions, development agencies, think
tanks, and academic centers.4 These data indicate that more than fifty percent of the
population of the South is expected to be living in urban environments by the year
2015. By 2030 the projections jump to sixty percent of the world‟s population, or
4.9 billion people living in cities - and nearly all of that population growth will be
in the cities of the South (Johns Hopkins University 2001, 1). Urbanization of this
character is difficult to comprehend, let alone explain. With more than a million
people a week migrating to cities worldwide (Woodrow Wilson International

4

Examples include the World Bank, the United Nations, USAID, DFID, the Central Intelligence
Agency, International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives, Population Information Program
at the Center for Communication Programs of the School of Public Health at the Johns Hopkins
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Center for Scholars 1999, 3), rural to urban migration is a major factor. So too is
the natural increase of the urban population, accounting for as much as half of the
population growth in cities in the South (Rosan, Ruble, and Tulchin 2000, 22).
Some of these cities are becoming immense, well in excess of ten million
residents, placing them into the classification of “megacities”. By 2015 there will
be twenty three such megacities in the world, of which nineteen (nearly eighty three
percent) will be in developing countries (Cities Alliance 2000b, 7 - 8). The size of
such megacities generates management problems of great complexity, far exceeding
the capacity of local governance to resolve. Already some of these megacities in the
South are being overwhelmed by their own wastes due to inadequate waste
management policies and practices (Rosan, Ruble, and Tulchin 2000, 9). As stated
by the 1999 State of the World’s Cities Report, these large cities are experiencing a
“crisis of urban governance”(United Nations Centre for Human Settlements
(HABITAT 2000) in their inability to keep pace with the rate and impacts of
unplanned growth.
Environmental problems are not limited to the megacities, and are evident
throughout the wider range of urban environments. Present day conditions in the
urban South, where a significant proportion of existing urban populations are
impoverished, are hardly wholesome. According to a recent World Resources
Report, "an estimated twenty-five to fifty percent of urban inhabitants in developing

University, the Overseas Development Institute (UK), and the Woodrow Wilson International Center
for Scholars.
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countries live in impoverished slums and squatter settlements, with little or no
access to adequate water, sanitation, or refuse collection. A fifth of the world‟s
population currently lives in cities where the air is unhealthy to breathe” (USAID
2001, 1). Degraded urban environmental quality of this severity gravely threatens
human health and well being (World Resources Institute 1998) (Max-Neef 1992,
49).
The capacity of cities in the South to cope with such very rapid growth is
typically weak. In 1987, the World Commission on Environment and Development
declared that simply to maintain the conditions from 1987 until 1997, the
developing world would need to increase by sixty-five percent its capacity to
produce and manage its urban infrastructure, shelter, and services. This obviously
has not happened (Johns Hopkins University 2001, 2). To a considerable extent, the
burgeoning urban growth is beyond the control or management of any government.
Such new growth is largely unplanned or poorly planned – more than half of all
new houses in cities in the South are built without formal approval, on unserviced
sites (no or minimal infrastructure), and without clear title to the land (World Bank
1998, 18). The result is increasing deficits in the provision of even basic
infrastructure and social services, a situation further exacerbated by the spatial
implications of territorial isolation of the poor within cities in the South. The slums
and squatter areas of the poor are often located on the urban fringe, periurban areas,
or in isolated pockets in inner city locations. These areas of settlement receive
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significantly less in the way of formal urban infrastructure and services than do the
more affluent neighborhoods. The per unit cost of provision of essential resources
such as water and fuel are significantly higher in poor areas, where middlemen – for
a fee – provide what the formal infrastructure does not. For example, one-fifth of
the household expenses of squatters in Port-au-Prince, Haiti goes to such private
vendors, who charge people between seventeen and twenty-five times the going rate
for municipal drinking water in areas with piped service (Annez and Friendly
2000).
The ability of urban governments to cope with rapid growth depends in
large measure on their authority to act and their capabilities to perform, yet many
urban governments lack effective authority or capability due to political and
administrative controls being vested at the national government level. While
decentralization of governance is a growing trend in the South (United Nations
Development Programme 2000b, 8), many developing countries still retain
considerable power at the national level over the affairs of cities (World Bank
2000a, 50). This concentration of political power and regulatory authority at the
center disempowers the urban governments (even or especially in the capital city),
and undercuts whatever limited credibility the weak institutions of local governance
may have been able to generate. National governments in the South, generally well
removed from direct accountability to local urban residents, have been unwilling to
yield their powers and their prerogatives to local governments – particular with
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respect to access to resources. Where decentralization has yet to occur, municipal
“governance” exists in only a limited form that is neither institutionally structured
nor expected to provide civic leadership, generate any policies, carry out any
integrated strategic thinking on quality of life issues, or offer opportunities for any
form of effective and significant local participation in local affairs. In cities and
towns such as these, the role of urban government is limited to a very few servicedelivery functions, and remains highly dependent on centralized national-level
controls, financial disbursements, and top-down management policies. Such cities
and towns lack effective political or administrative autonomy; as presently
instituted and legally empowered it is unrealistic to expect them to be responsive to
the general demands of rapid growth, much less the moral demands of accountable,
inclusive, participatory local governance.
Where decentralization is happening, it is often a slow and unsteady
process. As the UNDP noted, decentralization imposes:
multidimensional transformational systems-wide change at both the
central and local levels and in the nature of relationships across levels and
sectors of society. The greater the change, the greater the potential resistance
to change at all levels (United Nations Development Programme 2000b,
viii).

Decentralization offers the best opportunity for urban governments to
become effective agents of positive change in the face of the urbanization
challenge. Decentralization initiatives spring from, and are dependent upon,
political processes, popular consensus, and political will. Decentralization also
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reflects the growing acceptance of the subsidiarity principle, which the UNDP calls
“the overriding principle in government reform today” (United Nations Centre for
Human Settlements 2000b, 92). Subsidiarity means that decision-making and
public responsibility should be exercised at the level of authority most responsive to
the public, with decision-making pushed to the most local level of government
unless a strong case can be made to justify removing this to a higher level of
government. The benefits of decentralization, as well as the moral justification and
logic of the subsidiarity principle, do carry persuasive power. Again, as stated by
the UNDP:
Decentralizing government…enables people to participate more directly
in governance processes and can help empower people previously excluded
from decision-making. In this way, a country can create and sustain
equitable opportunities for all its people. Closer contact between
government officials and local communities and organizations also
encourages the exchange of information that can be used to formulate
development programmes that are tailored to local needs and priorities, and
thus are more effective and sustainable (United Nations Development
Programme 2000b, 7).

Decentralization may offer considerable promise by bringing morally
accountable governance closer to the urban residents, but for many urban residents
in the South the present-day realities and limitations of weak governance at every
level will persist for the foreseeable future.
The most apparent symptom of this weak governance, and to a considerable
extent also a contributing cause of weak governance, is poverty – not only income
poverty but also poverty in the moral context of many-faceted capability
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deprivation, in which poor people are denied opportunities, freedoms and basic
needs essential to their self-development. Poverty affects both urban and rural
people, but in urban areas poverty has its own distinct characteristics and
consequently raises distinct moral challenges. As noted by the World Bank:
Urban poverty often has a broader meaning of cumulative
deprivation, characterized by squalid living conditions; risks to life
and health from poor sanitation, air pollution, crime and violence,
traffic accidents, and natural disasters; and the breakdown of
traditional family and community safety nets. Moreover, income
inequality is worsening in many urban areas, implying further
exclusion of low-income groups from employment opportunities,
basic services, political representation, legal and social protections,
and amenities. Urban poverty entails a sense of powerlessness, and
an individual and community vulnerability (World Bank 2000a, 3).

The size and speed of urbanization, the lack of technical capacity to manage
growth, the weakness of institutions of local governance, the reluctance if not
unwillingness of many national governments to decentralize authority and
resources, and the persistence of extreme poverty combine to generate a
development challenge of great gravity. Each city and town in the South has its
own distinct culture, traditions, resources, and political dynamics, which is best
known by local residents. To some significant extent, each city in the South
therefore must find based on its own distinct context its own answers and direction
to the physical and moral challenges of urbanization. Yet in nearly all cases, these
cities will rely to some extent or other on external assistance to address the complex
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issues and problems of this urban growth. Do morally compelling reasons exist for
others to come to their aid?
It can be argued that these social, economic, environmental and political
impacts of urbanization in the South only affect those in the South and that the
North should not be concerned. But the North is not immune from spillover effects
from these conditions. The poor urban governance, increasing urban poverty, and
unplanned urban development in the South lead to conditions of political
instability, environmental degradation that respects no boundaries, and increased
South to North migration. The deleterious effects of urban air and water pollution
can extend enormous distances. Politically unstable and poverty-stricken cities
create conditions favorable to the growth and spread of global terrorism. Unhealthy
urban environments of the South help spread diseases to people who travel to the
North, bringing these diseases with them. These are but a few examples of the
negative aspects of urbanization in the South threatening the political and economic
self-interest of the nations of the North. The skeptic might concede that the selfinterest of rich countries requires attention to urban poverty in the South. But, the
skeptic might question whether such deprivation constitutes a moral challenge for
anyone, especially for developed countries and international agencies.
My claim is that the severity of needs, the deprivation of opportunities, and
the effects of urban poverty in the South also are the basis for saying that
urbanization in the South is a moral challenge. The existence and impact of poverty
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of this character and scale constitutes a gross assault upon the human dignity of
those directly afflicted by poverty. So too does the toleration by the urban rich –
and by those more affluent in the North – of this degradation of human dignity.
Yet, the moral significance of this need and the harshness of this poverty has so far
failed to motivate those with the power and wealth – in both North and South – to
recognize a moral obligation to act, or to find common political and economic
cause to address the problems of urbanization in the South at a scale and speed
appropriate to the problem. The failure of motivation may lay with the morally
self-interested behavior of the wealthy North, with the tendency to present the
problems of urbanization in the South almost exclusively from the non-moral
perspective, or for other reasons. Before unpacking the motivational issues (see
chapter six), the moral challenge needs to be raised in an articulate, reasoned
manner in each city and town; only then will we, and the residents and stakeholders
of those cities and towns, be able to gauge the moral character of the response.

Objectives of the Essay
As this planning example in Durban suggests, development is complex, and
certain approaches to the planning and governance of development – such as those
based on stakeholder participation – are fraught with potential problems. This
becomes even more evident as I revisit the example in Durban throughout this essay
in a series of case study sections at the end of chapters two through seven, in which
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I describe the important participatory character of the process, and the lack of any
explicit, integrated, comprehensive and justified approach to the ethical5 issues is
noted. As will be seen, the North Local Council example is an instructive instance
of an urban strategy aimed at specific development goals and improvements in local
governance. As a local example, it also provides a counterpoint and basis of
comparison for the central focus of this essay, which is a prominent non-local
example of a strategy for urban development and good governance – the new urban
strategy of the World Bank.
The World Bank, which I introduce in detail in the next chapter, is the
world‟s largest development institution. It routinely produces a variety of strategy
documents in which the concerted efforts of dedicated development theorists and
practitioners, development policy makers and decision-makers come together. The
World Bank‟s 1999 new urban and local government strategy, as one such World
Bank strategy, did not exist when I first contemplated the concerns of a small local

5

In its standard dictionary definition, one meaning of ethical is in accord with principles or rules of
right or good conduct; stresses conformity with ideal standards of right and wrong: “The world has
achieved brilliance without conscience. Ours is a world of nuclear giants and ethical infants” ~
Omar N. Bradley (American Heritage Dictionary 1992). The terms moral or ethical are also
sometimes used in lieu of “good” or “right,” as opposed to “unethical” or “immoral” (Frankena
1973, 5). In this essay, ethical takes on a more comprehensive meaning, referring to an active
process of critical and reflective consideration of value in contrast with the non-ethical. Non-ethical,
as used in this essay, refers to issues whose value is primary empirical and objective, such as the
legal and regulatory analysis of the degree of decentralization of national government power, or the
economic assessment of land ownership and material resources within the informal sector.
Unethical, by contrast, refers the opposite of ethical, that is something that does not conform with
ideal standards of right and wrong, or defined codes of behavior that are used to delineate what is
and is not appropriate. Immoral conveys a stronger or more fundamental sense of wrong or bad than
unethical – immoral being something contrary to established standards or moral principles.
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council in Durban. This essay moves from the localized Durban experience to
evaluate the World Bank‟s new urban strategy in the context of many moral
concerns in urban development, and the degree of the strategy‟s relevance to urban
settings like the North Local Council. In this essay, I consider whether the World
Bank‟s new urban strategy is morally persuasive, and whether the new urban
strategy provides a morally compelling and ethically justifiable basis for
individuals, institutions, and governments to be motivated to reach beyond narrow
self-interest towards a common pursuit of the good.
Morality and ethics can be approached from many philosophical bases, for
reasons I will describe presently, and in this essay I have selected a specific human
rights approach as my tool of applied development ethics. To my best knowledge,
and according to the principal authors of the Bank‟s new urban strategy6, no one yet
has carried out a comprehensive review of the World Bank‟s new urban strategy.
Certainly no one has approached a review of it from a moral perspective.
The choice of concentrating this research on the World Bank is
straightforward; the World Bank is arguably the single most influential global
institution affecting urban development policy-making and resource allocations in

6

Interviews on April 6, 2001 with Christine Fallert Kessides (urban economics advisor in the Urban
Development and Infrastructure Group at The World Bank), Amy Nolan Osborn on March 28, 2001
(former consultant to the Urban Development and Infrastructure Group) and Dr. Tim Campbell on
April 19, 2001 (Adviser in Urban Development, Urban Division, World Bank). All three were key
authors of the new urban strategy: Cities in Transition.
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the developing countries of the world, hereinafter referred to as “the South”.7
Together with its parent institution, the United Nations, it is uniquely placed to
intervene in national policy frameworks throughout the South, addressing urban
development issues within national contexts. Unlike the United Nations, whose
development influence is principally as an advisory and knowledge-base resource,
the World Bank‟s large financial resources enable it to intervene actively through
loans, grants, and projects in development efforts around the world.
The World Bank is a multilateral institution reflecting the perspectives and
priorities of its many member nations, but it is not the only institution promoting
urban development or generating specific urban development strategies. The United
States Agency for International Development, for example, has its own urban
strategy called “Making Cities Work,” but this initiative has attracted very low
priority and little funding among competing USAID activities. Civil society
organizations have also been active in the pursuit of better urban governance and in
advocating for sustainable urban development. Perhaps the best example is the
International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI), supported by the
United Nations Centre for Human Settlements. ICLEI has taken on the primary
facilitation role for monitoring and reviewing the worldwide progress of local
authorities, urban and rural, in implementing the Agenda 21 and other Rio
protocols that have a focus on local environment and good governance. In this
7

By the same general convention, I refer in this essay to the more economically developed,
industrialized, and post-industrial countries as “the North”.
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capacity, ICLEI is supported by the International Union of Local Authorities
(IULA), the Fédération mondiale des cites unies (MMCU), the Organization of
Islamic Capitals and Cities (OICC), the Council of European Municipalities and
Regions (CEMR), and other local government associations (ICLEI 2002). While
these civil society collaborations stimulate an active dialogue on important
development and local governance issues in the North and the South, they do not
concentrate specifically on urban issues, or the countries of the South. They also do
not speak with one voice or produce one unified urban strategy document. For these
reasons, and because their membership does not consist of nation-states, they
arguably do not influence national and local urban decision-makers in the South to
the same extent as the World Bank.

Organization of the Essay
In the next chapter, chapter two, I begin the work of this essay by
introducing and evaluating the principal policy document that is my research focus
– the World Bank‟s new urban and local government strategy. I review the origins
and history of urban operations of the World Bank, and the process that led up to
the publication of the new urban strategy. This chapter also describes the special
institutional arrangement created by the United Nations and the World Bank – the
Cities Alliance – that is intended to implement and model key elements of the new
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urban strategy. I also evaluate fifteen examples of pilot projects undertaken by the
Cities Alliance.
While recognizing that “rural” and “urban” describe two ends of a
continuum, I intentionally adopt an urban focus in this essay, for reasons explained
in chapter three. I also further pursue the important normative work of the essay by
exploring the major moral dimensions of urban development in the South, in
contrast to the more nonmoral description of urbanization within this first chapter.
The application of applied ethics to the complex development processes and
challenges of the South has resulted in a relatively new form of ethics –
development ethics. Chapter four introduces development ethics, and examines the
ethical dimensions of development while arguing that development ethics provides
particular analysis tools and insights to better enable one to evaluate and
systematically improve important dimensions, policies, and practices of urban
development and governance. The chapter describes various ethical approaches to
development, leading up to my choice of the UNDP‟s human rights approach.
Chapter five deepens the discussion by providing a more detailed analysis of
human rights theory and practice, the relationship of human rights to sustainable
development, and the unique way in which the UNDP‟s human rights approach
brings together human development and human rights.
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In chapter six, I consider and analyze the important issue of motivation –
why stakeholders and decision-makers would do what they ought to do to promote
beneficial and morally responsive urban development.
Having framed the context of urbanization in the South and the role of
development ethics, and having reviewed both the Bank‟s new urban strategy and
the UNDP‟s human rights approach, I bring the essay to its primary focus in
chapter seven by arguing that the UNDP‟s human rights approach offers a needed
dimension to and corrective of the World Bank‟s new urban strategy.
In each chapter, through a reference to the Durban case study, I comment on
the themes and concerns articulated therein. My intimate knowledge of this project
allows me to offer insights based on this local example, providing a local
counterpoint to the World Bank‟s global urban strategy.
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Chapter 2: The World Bank‟s Urban Strategy
Introduction and Statement of Principal Arguments
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development – best known
as the World Bank – is concerned with the development challenges of urbanization
in the South. I will review the urbanization phenomenon in some detail in the next
chapter, but for my present purposes it is sufficient to note that the World Bank has
recently taken several significant policy and programmatic steps addressing the
impact of urbanization in the South. The most important and comprehensive of
these – and of central interest to this essay – was the publication in 2000 of a new
World Bank strategy on urban development and local governance, Cities in
Transition – World Bank Urban and Local Government Strategy (referred to in this
essay as the “New Urban Strategy”). In this chapter I describe and evaluate the
institutional context, origins, principal features, and initial implementation efforts
of the New Urban Strategy, including an examination of early implementation
efforts in fifteen cities and towns.
The New Urban Strategy, then, is the World Bank‟s formal response to
growing demands for Bank assistance and concerns about the pace and character of
urbanization in the South. It was created due to the Bank‟s realization that “urban
development activities could and should have a greater impact in raising the living
standards of the poor and promoting equity” (World Bank 2000a, 4). The Bank
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attempts to justify and update its urban development mission through the New
Urban Strategy, adding a new appreciation that cities and towns offer a distinctive
and “dynamic development arena” that can model a “microcosm of sustainable
development for the country” (World Bank 2000a, 5 – 6).
The World Bank‟s New Urban Strategy attempts to persuade the reader that
the Bank can improve its core mission of reducing poverty through a carefully
planned approach – with clearly articulated means and ends – to urbanization in the
South. The Strategy claims linkages to the major strategic objectives of the World
Bank: improving development effectiveness, increasing the participation of civil
society, forging partnerships, and reducing corruption. The New Urban Strategy
describes additional objectives that are specific to the challenge of urbanization:
improving local governance, fostering rural-urban synergies, and the creation of a
national urban policy framework in each country (World Bank 2000a, 3).
Before reviewing the details of the New Urban Strategy, I will state my
position. I am not persuaded that the New Urban Strategy fulfills its stated purpose.
In my opinion, the New Urban Strategy fails to provide the motivation needed to
generate significant beneficial impacts on the quality of life and the range of
choices available to the residents of cities and towns in the South. In this essay, I
both applaud and criticize the New Urban Strategy on a variety of counts, but I base
my overall assessment on five principal arguments regarding the New Urban
Strategy:
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1) Development and the New Urban Strategy ~ The New Urban Strategy‟s
concept of urban development objectives is, I contend, both incomplete and
inadequately justified. It therefore fails to motivate appropriate action.
2) Participation and the New Urban Strategy ~ The New Urban Strategy
advocates participatory urban planning methods and argues for the inclusion
and representation of all groups in urban society in urban governance processes.
I contend, however, that the New Urban Strategy provides inadequate guidance
on the desirable character and purpose of participation, and, in practice to date,
demonstrates only a superficial commitment by the Bank to desirable or
significant participation.
3) Adequacy of the New Urban Strategy ~ The New Urban Strategy makes a
strong case to justify the World Bank‟s urgent attention to the immense
demands of urbanization in the South. I contend, however, that the character
and scale of the proposed response to this urbanization challenge – as
articulated in the New Urban Strategy and elsewhere – is wholly
incommensurate with the gravity of the challenge. I further contend that the
New Urban Strategy, and associated implementation efforts to date, offer little
detailed guidance to policy makers at national, provincial, or local levels of
government.
4) Beneficiaries of the New Urban Strategy ~ The New Urban Strategy
establishes selective criteria for assisting cities and towns. This highly selective
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approach, I contend, ought to be reconsidered. As currently stated, the World
Bank‟s criteria under the New Urban Strategy exclude the vast majority of cities
and towns in the South from World Bank assistance.
5) The Role of the World Bank and the Cities Alliance in the New Urban
Strategy ~ Finally, I contend that the New Urban Strategy ought to demand
much more of the World Bank and the Cities Alliance. The potential for these
linked institutions to provide leadership, advocacy, and to influence beneficially
the development prospects for cities and towns in the South remains largely
unrecognized and unfulfilled.
I will return to these five arguments, and to the assumptions that underlie
them, in much greater detail shortly. First, I introduce the institutional environment
in which the New Urban Strategy evolved and now operates – the World Bank, and
the Cities Alliance.

The World Bank
Often referred to in the international development community and in this
essay simply as “the Bank,” the World Bank is part of the World Bank Group. As
the largest of the multilateral financial institutions, the Bank provides significant
leadership in the fields of development, economics, and governance. Over the past
thirty years, the World Bank has the largest record of urban development
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expenditures of any single institution – one significant reason for my close scrutiny
of its new and comprehensive urban strategy.
The World Bank was founded in 1944 and now is the world's largest single
source of development assistance. For example, the Bank provided $17.3 billion in
loans to its client countries in fiscal year 2001 (World Bank Group 2001). It is
currently active in over one hundred countries in the South, and has a major
institutional presence in Washington, D.C. and through a large global network of
country offices. The Bank provides assistance through a combination of financial
interventions (loans and grants), technical assistance, knowledge sharing, and
training – all intended to improve living standards and eliminate poverty. The
Bank‟s clients are national governments, but it works with government agencies,
nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector to formulate assistance
strategies. More than 180 member countries – whose views and interests are
represented by a Board of Governors and a Washington-based Board of Directors –
own the World Bank. Member countries are shareholders who carry ultimate
decision-making power within the World Bank.
World Bank programs, rhetorically at least, assign high priority to
sustainable social and human development and strengthened economic
management, with an increasing emphasis on inclusion, governance and institutionbuilding. The stated over-arching objective of the World Bank, however, remains
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poverty alleviation – helping the poorest people and the poorest countries. Given
this primary objective, the Bank claims to recognize the following priorities:
Investing in people, particularly through basic health and education;
Focusing on social development, inclusion, governance, and institutionbuilding as key elements of poverty reduction;
Strengthening the ability of the governments to deliver quality services,
efficiently and transparently;
Protecting the environment;
Supporting and encouraging private business development; and
Promoting reforms to create a stable macroeconomic environment,
conducive to investment and long-term planning (World Bank Group
2001).

The World Bank is a membership institution, whose members are nations.
Through its membership, the Bank reflects the status quo in global power and
wealth. The Bank is structured with a policy bias favoring the North, as voting
rights of Bank members on policy matters are distributed largely in relation to their
financial contribution levels (Held 1995, 111). The interests of the most powerful
member nations of the North also are largely protected by the Bank‟s management
practices and organizational characteristics, and by the North‟s own superior access
to expertise, data, and financial resources in its interactions with the Bank.
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The World Bank has a disciplinary bias and legal structure that favors the
principles and processes of mainstream neoclassical economics. This focus is
legally enshrined in Article IV, Section 10 of its organizational charter – the
Articles of Agreement – that states:
The Bank and its officers shall not interfere in the political affairs of any
member, nor shall they be influenced in their decisions by the political
character of the member or the members concerned. Only economic
considerations shall be considered (World Bank 1998, 3).

The Bank, therefore, is institutionally constrained by mandate to consider
only economic factors. In practice, the Bank has stretched this constraint to include
a relatively wide range of social, environmental, and economic concerns, yet the
predominant emphasis on economic growth and the market remains. The Bank does
regard effective governance as indispensable, but freedom and democracy are
viewed more as cultural values that will be satisfied as development progresses and
basic human needs are met, or alternatively as values not shared by all in the South
(Weaver, Rock, and Kusterer 1997, 29). The Bank also has limited direct
experience dealing with local government and city government, and – as currently
structured – can directly loan only to countries, not to cities or towns.
The World Bank, while physically based in the North, is a financial
institution with an international staff of highly educated professionals from most
member countries. It is hierarchically organized with limited transparency and
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accountability, following bureaucratic procedures that strive to be fair and just, but
which are not democratic.
The Bank is influential – many leading commercial banks and donor
governments will only lend to countries in the South of which the World Bank
approves (Weaver, Rock, and Kusterer 1997, 269 - 270). The Bank arguably
provides intellectual leadership in the international development community and
has historically set many of the priorities of international aid and development that
other aid donors and developing countries later follow. These Bank-led priorities
included centralized top-down planning and import-substitution in the 1960s, basic
needs and the “growth with equity” model in the 1970s, and structural adjustment
in the 1980s and 1990s.
The New Urban Strategy is most closely associated with the World Bank‟s
Urban Division within the Transportation, Water, and Urban Development
Department. In much of the implementation of the New Urban Strategy, however,
the World Bank is institutionally joined with Habitat, a United Nations entity, in a
new institutional entity known as the Cities Alliance. This institutional
juxtaposition raises some interesting questions, as the Bank and the United Nations
operate in different ways and demonstrate differing concerns. Perhaps in time this
United Nations presence, not limited by mandate to economic factors, will temper
or modify the World Bank‟s values and priorities as it pursues part of its urban
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development agenda through the Cities Alliance. I will address this possibility later
in this essay.

Urban Strategy at the Bank

The World Bank has been actively involved in urban development since
1972, when it began its first urban project in Senegal. Over the subsequent thirty
years, the Bank has invested over $500 billion in more than 7,500 urban projects
worldwide in a variety of specific sectors. With such past major investments in
urban infrastructure and municipal development and over thirty-five new urban
projects under preparation (valued at over $1.5 billion), the World Bank is the
world‟s largest single urban development actor (Farvacque-Vitkovic and Godin
1998, 2, 8). These sums are significant, yet urban investments have a relatively low
priority among all Bank spending. This funding of urban infrastructure and
municipal development amounted to just three percent of the World Bank and
International Development Association (IDA) annual lending through the 1970s
and 1980s, rising to just five to six percent in the 1990s (World Bank 2000a, 121).
The Bank‟s urban development priorities have changed over these thirty
years. During the 1970s, the emphasis was largely on housing as many urban
residents as possible and alleviating urban poverty. The methods involved massive
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“sites and services” projects in which housing subdivisions were created with
small, affordable plots, with access to on-site or nearby basic services (water and
sanitation, roads and community facilities) provided by the projects. While the
specifics varied from project to project, actual house construction was left to the
residents. In some cases “wet cores” of toilet/kitchen facilities were constructed, in
others, a roof and basic framing was also built under project funding. While
resident in Kenya, I was directly involved as an architect/planner in 1979 on two
such projects (Umoja and Kayole estates) under the World Bank‟s Second Urban
Project, whose official purpose was to strengthen the institutional capabilities of the
Kenyan government and the Nairobi municipal authorities in the implementation
and management of urban development. In my view, the achievement of these
overarching objectives is doubtful, but the project did provide for construction of
physical infrastructure and community facilities to serve existing unserviced
squatter settlements. The Second Urban Project included the preparation of new
housing areas with serviced plots, credit for house improvements and new house
buildings, and employment opportunities. There was no process of stakeholder (and
future resident) participation or consultations involved, and the developments
suffered major management and maintenance problems – and deterioration – in
subsequent years8, but the project benefited (to some extent) more than 30,000 lowincome households.
8

Almost immediately upon occupation, most of the new owners were enticed by wealthy local
investors to sell their property, on the condition that they could remain as renters. In most cases,
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The Bank also was involved in slum upgrading in the 1970s, through the
provision of basic urban infrastructure to existing settlement areas. These
interventions were undertaken on a cost-recovery basis and placed the burden on
borrowing countries to repay the investments through user fees and similar
arrangements.
During the 1980s, direct project interventions intended to alleviate poverty
went out of favor as the Bank concentrated its attention on structural adjustment as
well as institutional, financial, and economic reforms. In the urban development
context, projects focused mainly on housing finance and municipal institutional
development, but overall the Bank‟s urban projects suffered from a lack of clear
direction. Unfortunately, the Bank also discontinued its 1970s incremental steps
methodology, in which “lessons learned” had been regularly reviewed and
incorporated in new projects.
In the 1990s, attempts were made to reinvigorate and focus the urban
agenda at the World Bank. In one of its more comprehensive reviews of urban
development activities, Urban Policy and Economic Development: An Agenda for
the 1990s (World Bank 1991), the Bank proposed a four-point strategy for
addressing urbanization. This strategy included (1) broadening the Bank‟s urban
involvement, with an emphasis on the productivity of the urban economy; (2)

housing units were soon rented out to larger or multiple family occupation, and the absentee
landlords invested very little in maintenance. The resulting unanticipated population density and low
maintenance combined with the lack of interest by rental tenants and quickly led to severe physical
deterioration and many social problems.
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alleviating urban poverty; (3) reducing the degradation of the urban environment;
and (4) promoting research into the problems of urbanization (World Bank 1991).
The World Bank‟s Operation Evaluation Department carried out another internal
review, which resulted in the 1994 publication Twenty Years of Lending for Urban
Development, 1972 – 92 (World Bank 1994). Despite the formal recommendations
contained in these documents, the lack of clear direction and an embracing vision
for urban development interventions continued during the 1990s. This decade
displayed many internal institutional changes within the World Bank, and the Bank
addressed a variety of new approaches in community participation, environmental
protection, women in development, NGO participation, among others.
During the thirty years of its urban development involvement, the Bank‟s
urban projects have been primarily focused on larger cities, rather than the
secondary cities and towns where the majority of urban residents live in the South.
National governments managed these Bank projects, creating special Project
Management Units (PMUs). Officials from national government agencies, together
with expatriate advisers provided through project funding, staffed the PMUs.
Despite formally stated objectives to enhance local capacity, most local and city9
officials – even mayors – were largely excluded from any significant participation

9

This essay adopts the World Bank‟s New Urban Strategy‟s practice of using the terms urban areas
and cities interchangeably. As noted by the Bank: “The definition of urban varies by country and
over time, normally referring to settlements with a minimum population ranging from 2,500 to
25,000 people and with a certain concentration of nonagricultural employment and production. City
is a legal designation associated with specific administrative or local government structures. Many
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or decision-making in most Bank urban projects. As a consequence, many excellent
opportunities for developing the institutional and technical capacities of local city
governments were lost (Farvacque-Vitkovic and Godin 1998,12, 8-19).
Starting as a proactive measure in 1997, the Urban Division within the
Transportation, Water, and Urban Development Department at the World Bank
decided to position itself strategically better to attend to the massive urbanization
challenges ahead, which I will describe in the next chapter. The Urban Division
began by addressing the operational weaknesses of the past by means of a crosssectoral, cross-network, and highly participatory initiative intended to generate a
new and comprehensive urban strategy. It was an ambitious undertaking and
included the participation of a multitude of stakeholders under the guidance of a
Bank-wide steering committee. The institutional arrangements were complex. The
“Urban Anchor” formed in the Bank‟s Transportation, Water, and Urban
Development Department, served a Bankwide coordinating and advocacy role for
urban activities in the Bank. The Urban and Water Sector Board, whose members
include the Regional urban sector leaders (from the Bank‟s geographically
structured Regional divisions), guided the Urban Anchor. Closely linked with the
Urban Development Division within the larger Transportation, Water, and Urban
Development Department, the Urban Anchor now networks with many sector
families and professional disciplines that are active within the urban development

large urban areas, often called metropolises, consist of multiple employment centers and span more
than one city jurisdiction” (World Bank 2000a, 31).
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context in many units and professional groups. These include the International
Finance Corporation (IFC), the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA),
the World Bank Institute (WBI), the Poverty Reduction and Economic Management
Network (PREM), and the Environmentally and Socially Sustainable Development
Network (ESSD). Also in this network are the Finance, Private Sector, and
Infrastructure Network (FPSI), the Urban Transport (a subsector of Transport in
most Regions of the Bank), the Urban Water and Sanitation, and the Human
Development Network (World Bank 2000a, 75 - 77).
The World Bank‟s formulation process for the new urban strategy involved
eight major workshops. The dialogue focused on many urban and local governance
issues, as workshop participants heard speakers from national and local
governments, academia, NGOs, development consulting firms, and various
thematic groups and units at the World Bank. The strategy formulation process
culminated in a three-day workshop in May of 1998, called the Urban Forum, at
which over one hundred World Bank staff and invited participants collectively
articulated the scope and content of a new urban strategy. Regional urban sector
groups represented geographic interests, with the result that priority issues specific
to countries and regions could be raised and addressed (World Bank 2000a, vii viii). In September 2000, following a period of internal review, the World Bank
released its New Urban and Local Government Strategy entitled Cities in Transition
- World Bank Urban and Local Government Strategy.
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In its one hundred and fifty seven pages, the New Urban Strategy sets forth
three main strategic objectives. First, it tries to convey a detailed and persuasive
articulation of the World Bank‟s strategic approach to the challenges of
urbanization in the South. Second, it presents the institutional structure to enable
the Bank and its partners to take the lead in moving this strategy forward – not
imposing detailed solutions, but facilitating processes and promoting general
objectives. Third, it proposes a four-step framework for implementation of the New
Urban Strategy. I discuss these three objectives in more detail below.
The New Urban Strategy begins with a brief overview – a situational
analysis of urbanization in the South – in which the Bank argues that urgent need
exists for an urban strategy. In subsequent chapters, by describing a concept of a
sustainable city and the New Urban Strategy (the first strategic objective), the
writers of the New Urban Strategy try to link their diagnosis to a prescription. A
final chapter articulates the institutional arrangements (the second strategic
objective) and procedural requirements (the third strategic objective) for
implementing the New Urban Strategy. The document includes an extensive range
of tables and figures, which describe past trends and current conditions of
urbanization in the South, and proposed indicators for each of the New Urban
Strategy‟s four principal dimensions of the sustainable city, which I will discuss
shortly.
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The Cities Alliance
The United Nations and the World Bank – while formally linked by their
charters – are often perceived as fundamentally different in attitude and objectives.
Many would consider a formal entity embracing both as controversial, yet this
institutional marriage has now taken form in the Cities Alliance. The Cities
Alliance‟s Vision Statement describes itself as an institution that provides
“expanded operational capacity to the urban strategy being developed within and
between the two founding organizations” and as a “vehicle… for helping
implement the Bank's strategy” (Cities Alliance 2001b). The Cities Alliance,
however, was created to further a broader range of urban initiatives than just the
New Urban Strategy of one of its parents. These include two global campaigns by
its other parent, Habitat – the Global Campaign for Secure Tenure and the Global
Campaign on Urban Governance. The Cities Alliance‟s activities also support
Habitat‟s program and agenda, but several urban initiatives and programs at Habitat
(and the United Nations generally) remain outside the scope of the Cities Alliance.
In its original conception, the Cities Alliance was to be a global alliance of
cities and their development partners, created to address urban poverty and
development challenges through the provision of expert guidance and access to
shared experience and through a full understanding and awareness of modern
technology and its uses in urban development (United Nations Centre for Human
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Settlements 2001). As now constituted, membership includes some organizations
that represent cities,10 but individual cities play no role in the operational policies or
management of the Cities Alliance. Instead, the World Bank and the United Nations
provide a small staff to oversee most of the operational activities of the Cities
Alliance, with some additional positions filled by bilateral donors from the partner
countries. A Consultative Group also has been formed, responsible for the
Alliance‟s long-term strategy and approval of its annual work program. This
Consultative Group is co-chaired by the World Bank and the United Nations, with
the Vice President of the Bank‟s Private Sector Development and Infrastructure
Department and the Executive Director of Habitat respectively filling these roles. A
Policy Advisory Board of urban experts from geographically diverse locations,
from NGOs and the private sector, and from other regional urban programs advises
the Cities Alliance (Cities Alliance 2000c, 9).
The Cities Alliance also was conceived as a global urban development
learning alliance and clearinghouse for urban innovation, actively promoting and
facilitating the sharing of information, and encouraging practices and policies
designed to help directly the urban poor (Cities Alliance 2001b). Although a start
has been made, this role has yet to materialize in any significant way.11

10

International Union of Local Authorities, Metropolis, United Towns Organization, and the World
Association of Cities and Local Authorities (Cities Alliance 2000, 12)
11
Peter Palesch, Senior City Strategy Advisor, interview by author, 22 January 2002, The Cities
Alliance, Washington, D.C.
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In all of its programmatic undertakings, the Cities Alliance advocates the
building of political commitment, the fostering of a shared vision, and the use of its
operations and institutional leverage (as a coalition of the Bank and the United
Nations) as a catalyst for city development initiatives and national urban
development initiatives in the South.

Implementation of the New Urban Strategy

I have described the proposed approach (the first strategic objective) and the
proposed institutional arrangement (the second strategic objective), I turn now to
the final undertaking of the New Urban Strategy as articulated in Cities in
Transition - World Bank’s Urban and Local Governance Strategy. The New Urban
Strategy proposes a four-step implementation framework (the third strategic
objective). These four implementation steps include: (1) formulating national urban
strategies, (2) facilitating city development strategies, (3) scaling up programs to
provide services to the poor, and (4) expanding assistance for capacity building.
The New Urban Strategy is wise not to prescribe a detailed implementation
plan intended to fit all situations; the vast differences in local variables make a
universal plan of action inappropriate. Instead, the New Urban Strategy argues that
it must address the specifics of each situation, involving the affected stakeholders
as the primary agents of change. The affected stakeholders are the urban residents
and social institutions in each city, but perhaps less obviously the rural population
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and national development interests also are accorded “stakeholder” status. The New
Urban Strategy describes the important role that cities and towns play in the
national development agenda of each nation, particularly in the context of
optimizing rural – urban synergies and alleviating poverty, and argues for a national
urban strategy addressing these factors to be a part of each individual nation‟s
national development policies.
The national approach of the New Urban Strategy to the essentially local
plight of cities and towns – and the affected rural populations around them – is not
surprising. The Bank‟s experience in interacting with countries at the national level
creates a credible platform for the Bank to advocate for national urban development
policies. Through its membership structure, the Bank can exercise significant direct
leverage at the national level. And, with a national urban policy framework in
place, each city would be able to approach its own development planning and
governance with due reference to the national context and the needs of those
beyond the municipal boundaries – particularly of the rural population. Ideally, each
national urban strategy would contain economic incentives to induce cities to
comply with national goals.
Decentralization now is a major global trend, as I will discuss in the next
chapter. The Bank recognizes that a nation undergoing decentralization needs to
rationalize this process so that taxing authority, intergovernmental policy linkages,
and expenditure responsibilities are clear and viable. The New Urban Strategy
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argues, correctly I believe, that the national government is the appropriate level of
governance to lead in the formulation and implementation of policies covering
social safety nets, economic distribution, land tenure, employment rights,
environmental regulation, security, domestic financial markets and banking sector
reforms – all of which significantly affect the quality of urbanization. Finally, the
Bank looks to the national governments to set the conditions for private sector
participation, covering both incentives and controls (World Bank 2000a, 63).
In my view, the New Urban Strategy is clear and persuasive in its approach
to the first implementation step – formulating national urban strategies – although it
gives scant attention to important rural – urban synergies. For its next two
implementation steps – facilitating city development strategies and scaling up
programs to provide services to the poor – the World Bank effectively transfers the
majority of its implementation responsibility to the Cities Alliance.12 I have
particular concerns about the effectiveness of the Cities Alliance in shouldering
these responsibilities; I therefore defer comments on these two implementation
steps until my five-point critique, below.
The final implementation step is to expand assistance for capacity building,
which the New Urban Strategy describes as “creating the management and financial
capacity required for all aspects of the urban agenda” (World Bank 2000a, 65). The

12

The New Urban Strategy does not articulate this specific implementation role for the Cities
Alliance, but subsequent institutional decisions by the Bank and the Cities Alliance have resulted in
this assignment of responsibilities.
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Cities Alliance again is taking the lead for this implementation activity, as it gears
up in a training, information sharing, and technical assistance advisory role.13 The
Bank – in its Urban Division and through its Regional urban staff – also claims a
significant direct role for itself in this capacity-building, arguing that it has
significant existing capacity and strong existing network relationships through its
own operations and through those of its training and research division, the World
Bank Institute. The Bank intends to apply and expand these capacities to create and
strengthen networks and associations of local governments for training, technical
assistance, and knowledge dissemination and sharing. Links between cities in the
North and the South will be encouraged, in part by accessing and supporting
existing NGO organizations specialized in such roles, through twinning
arrangements, and city-to-city cooperative relationships. In the areas of municipal
finance and management reform, the Bank also continues to claim its own technical
assistance and advisory role, particularly in assisting national and local
governments to address the demands of urbanization through a shift from a reactive
to a proactive mode. Finally, this fourth implementation step calls for the Bank to
return to urban analytical work, including sector-specific tasks, research, and
methodological “tool” development (World Bank 2000a, 63 - 70).

13

Peter Palesch, Senior City Strategy Advisor, interview by author, 22 January 2002, The Cities
Alliance, Washington, D.C.
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The New Urban Strategy argues, rather weakly in my view, that a countryspecific guiding vision14 of sustainable cities is a prerequisite for the Cities Alliance
to facilitate the achievement of sustainable cities. The articulation of a national
urban development framework is necessary but not sufficient. Key urban
development stakeholders of each nation and city/town also must understand how
the Bank‟s operations can and cannot support this vision. Finally, the Bank claims
that it must learn from its own experience, recognizing its strengths and weaknesses
in its performance in and responsiveness to urbanization in the South (World Bank
2000a, 6).

The New Urban Strategy ~ An Initial Critique

I now return to expand upon and defend each of my five opening arguments.

1) Development and the New Urban Strategy
By definition, a strategy is more concerned with a plan of action – means –
than ends. Yet in the case of the New Urban Strategy, I contend that the Bank ought
to specify the goal – development – as precisely as possible. The reader must first
subscribe to the worthiness of the proposed goal before he or she will be persuaded
by the proposed plan of action.

14

The New Urban Strategy does not define what it means by a “guiding vision”, but according to the
Bank, each country‟s national urban development framework should articulate these vision
statements. The New Urban Strategy does not describe any process to generate vision statements, or
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There are many competing concepts and definitions of “development,” yet
the New Urban Strategy does not make reference to any specific definition when it
refers to urban development, or human development generally. This omission is
curious, given the close institutional collaboration that the New Urban Strategy
proposes between the World Bank and the United Nations. These institution‟s
views on development differ. As I will review in some detail in chapter seven, the
World Bank strongly associates development with economic growth and poverty
reduction, while the United Nations offers several different concepts. For example,
in its Human Development Report 2000, the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) identified development with the achievement of seven
essential freedoms – an important concept that I return to in chapters five through
seven. In an earlier model, the UNDP framed the concept of development as
“sustainable” human development:
The sustainable human development concept redefines economic growth as
a means for enhancing all human lives and defines human development as
enlarging the range of choices available to people in all spheres of their lives. Under
this model, development is understood to be a process that not only generates
growth but distributes the benefits of growth equitably. Development enhances
peoples‟ capabilities and creates opportunities for using these capabilities. It helps
to empower the poor rather than marginalize them. Development regenerates rather

any standards or characteristics of a participatory process that would lead to visioning exercises that
are credible and persuasive.
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than destroys the environment. And development ensures choices for present and
future generations (United Nations Development Programme 1997, 3).
The World Bank considers its primary development mission to be poverty
reduction. It considers several strategic objectives as instrumental to that end,
including improving development effectiveness, increasing the participation of civil
society, forging partnerships, and reducing corruption (World Bank 2000a, 3). But
even “poverty” has multiple meanings beyond income poverty, which are not
always tied conceptually or causally to lack of income or wealth. The deprivation of
certain valuable human capabilities, and/or the lack of intrinsically important things
such as choice or freedom in one‟s life are forms of poverty. Which kind(s) of
poverty is the Bank committed to reducing? The New Urban Strategy, to its credit,
acknowledges that poverty has many dimensions, and cites the vulnerability of the
poor to family breakdowns and loss of social supports as one example, but it does
not pursue this line of thinking further (World Bank 2000a, 47). Nor does the New
Urban Strategy speak to the fact that development often involves different sets of
assumptions in the North than in the South.15
Instead of relying on any existing concept of sustainable development and
applying this to the urban context, the New Urban Strategy discusses – but does not
define – its own version of sustainable urban development. The Bank fleshes out its

15

For example, local governments typically seek development assistance for slums in cities in both
the North and the South, but the slums in the cities of the South can differ enormously from urban
slums of the North. The latter consist largely of deteriorating buildings that once were decent but are
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concept by describing four attributes, or “dimensions”, of the sustainable city –
livability, competitiveness, good governance and management, and bankability.
These attributes are briefly described below, and are then more thoroughly
examined from a normative perspective at the end of this chapter.
Priority in the New Urban Strategy goes to livability, as it states
unequivocally that:
First and foremost, they [cities] must be livable – ensuring a decent
quality of life and equitable opportunities for all residents, including the
poorest (World Bank 2000a, 8 – italics in text).
By livable city, the New Urban Strategy describes – in general terms only –
the achievement of a sustainable, healthful and dignified urban environment in
which the poor have a share16 in the resources of society. Given the existing
unhealthful and undignified standard of living experienced by the poor in cities and
towns in the South today, a healthful and dignified environment is an extremely
ambitious goal. Yet the Strategy proposes a process – a participatory planning
approach – for cities and towns in the South to incorporate this goal within their
individual development strategies. The Bank further recommends that countries in
the South should address the goals of a sustainable healthful and dignified
environment within their respective national development frameworks, each of
which should encompass urban development as an integral element in the concept

now losing value and quality. By contrast, the urban slums of the South consist of squalid shacks that
are gradually being improved, becoming more valuable (de Soto 2000, 88 - 89).
16
The New Urban Strategy fails to specify what kind of a share (significant? fair?).
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of national development. The New Urban Strategy proposes a specific agenda for
improving livability and healthfulness, which I describe in detail later, and goes on
to suggest an institutional division of responsibility – between national, provincial,
and city/town governments – for achieving this goal. It notes that local governments
generally bear the direct responsibility to deliver critically needed services to the
poor – microcredit, housing, basic infrastructure, community centers, child care,
social programs for youth and street children, and the homeless. This responsibility
remains vested with local government, even if such government agencies resort to
subcontracting with the private sector, NGOs, or community organizations for
performance of some of these responsibilities (World Bank 2000a, 46 - 47). It
should be noted, however, that in many cases these functions are never matters of
formal subcontract; instead – due to the failure or inability of the local government
to perform – they are effectively transferred to private sector, NGOs, or community
organizations willing to undertake these functions. Whether subcontracted or
transferred, however, the New Urban Strategy argues that the ultimate
responsibility for the provision of many or all of these services essential to the
achievement of the livable city remains with local government.
The other three dimensions of the livable city – competitiveness, good
governance and management, and bankability – are cast as instrumental means,
part of the Strategy‟s plan of action. They constitute the program to achieve the
sustainable, livable city. The emphasis on competitiveness, according to the
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document, derives from the World Bank‟s 1991 urban policy paper that emphasizes
the concept of creating an enabling urban environment for “efficient” development
(World Bank 1991). Such an environment would enable firms and individuals to
compete in the globalized markets, seek a comparative advantage, and thereby
achieve enhanced productivity. Competitive cities, according to the New Urban
Strategy, would be characterized by the responsiveness of each city‟s output,
investment, employment, and trade to market opportunities. High transaction costs
from unwieldy regulations would decline, and efficient markets would emerge for
land, labor, credit, and other inputs (housing, transport, communications). In the
context of competitiveness, the Bank would assist cities to “define proactive
strategies to exploit and strengthen their comparative advantage” (World Bank
2000a, 48 - 49). In short, the New Urban Strategy takes a strong stand in favor of
the benefits of expanded trade, and the ability of the market to respond to
comparative advantage.
The New Urban Strategy takes the somewhat unconventional (for the Bank)
step of first describing good governance and management as a concept embracing
inclusion and representation of all groups within the urban society. It further
describes this as a concept focused on defining and pursuing shared goals, in a
manner characterized by accountability, integrity, and transparency. Only then does
the Strategy yield to adding the more traditional Bank perspective of advocating the
strengthening of the technical and management capabilities of urban government
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institutions to meet their public obligations. The Bank qualifies this capacitybuilding focus to accept that urban government might meet such obligations, at
least in part, through recourse to partnerships with resources and skills external to
urban government. While the latter recognizes that the demands of decentralization
shift burdens to often poorly resourced local urban governments, this initial call for
inclusiveness, integrity, and participation fits well with the with the Bank‟s growing
emphasis on these normative concerns (World Bank 2000a, 49 - 50).
The New Urban Strategy describes bankability in terms of economic
strength and financial capacity – both particularly difficult objectives for most cities
in the South, where private capital markets are few or are very weak, and where few
cities have credit ratings or even the legal authority to incur debt or issue bonds.
The New Urban Strategy approaches bankability, therefore, primarily as an effort to
“formalize” the informal sector, bringing the activities of the informal sector within
reach of taxation, regulation, and representation. It also calls for the more modest
but principled goal of creating an “equitable and sustainable local finance system,”
characterized by transparent budgeting, sound financial management practices, a
viable system of controlling revenues and expenditures, and reliable
intergovernmental transfer of funds. This proposal is a departure from present
practice, in which most cities in the South are supported almost entirely by the
taxes that the national government collects and disburses. As cities and countries
develop more sophisticated economies, bankability is broadened to ensure that
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cities borrow wisely and that they encourage the growth of their banking sectors
and their domestic capital markets. The World Bank indicates its ability to assist in
a variety of ways – from continuing to support financial intermediaries (municipal
development funds or existing commercial banks) in the absence of active private
capital markets – to training cities in financial management and investment. At the
policy level, the Bank helps national government craft urban policies and reform
banking and financial regulations so that national government is able to facilitate
the financing of local public expenditures. The Bank also proposes to assist city
governments in their efforts to include public financing and investment strategies as
part of each city‟s urban development plans and policies. In the few cases where
cities achieve formal creditworthiness and capital markets exist, the New Urban
Strategy suggests that the Bank can help such cities better to access the capital
market (World Bank 2000a, 51 - 52).
I have two particular concerns and many specific disagreements regarding
the four dimensions of the New Urban Strategy. As for the particular concerns, I
first contend that in the New Urban Strategy‟s description of these four dimensions
of the sustainable, livable city, the Bank never tackles the question of thresholds of
achieving development – when is the quality of life good enough, social justice
pervasive enough, and human well-being sustainable enough for all? Policy-makers
and those who decide on the allocation and distribution of scarce resources,
opportunities, and services often must make their choices knowing that some will
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be largely – or entirely – excluded from a fair share. The New Urban Strategy
makes passing reference to a “fair share” but offers no universal criteria upon which
to determine assist those who must decide on matters of fairness, nor does it
transfer this determination to relative criteria particular to each city or town. This is
an important issue that I will return to in later chapters.
Second, I question why were these four dimensions selected and not others?
Why four? And who decided? Must the reader of the New Urban Strategy assume,
perhaps, that this four-dimensional framework arose out of the participatory process
that led to the creation of the New Urban Strategy? The New Urban Strategy does
not say, and I argue that in this important foundational context it owes the readers
an explanation.
Lacking such a justification to evaluate, I can at least point out that the
priority that the New Urban Strategy gives to the objective of economic growth
(competitiveness, bankability), and the creation of an enabling environment for
development (through good governance and management) prejudices the fair
evaluation of other contending valuable urban development objectives. I can argue
that achieving a stable democracy ought to be valued as both a means and an
objective of development. And I will argue in chapter five that achieving a social,
political, cultural, and legal environment of respect for human rights is also
valuable as both means and as an objective of development. Other arguments can
also be made – the point worth stressing now is that the New Urban Strategy fails to
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specify what it means by “the promise of development” realized through achieving
“sustainable cities and towns” (World Bank 2000a, 6). The New Urban Strategy
then exacerbates this omission by failing to engage urban policy makers – at city or
national government level – in a dialogue on foundational issues of what
“development” or “sustainable development” ought to embrace, limiting the
dialogue instead to local consideration of trade-offs between the four dimensions.
My concern is not one of conceptual purity; if urban stakeholders participate in
deliberations on the meaning of a sustainable, healthful, and dignified environment,
they may consider possible methods to know when this desirable state has been
achieved. Urban stakeholders may even consider, directly or obliquely, the ways in
which local culture and standards describe – and possibly limit - the concept of a
sustainable, healthful, and dignified environment. This level of dialogue would be
very helpful to the determination of specific development strategies appropriate to
each city‟s context.
The New Urban Strategy does advocate the goal of the sustainable city. Yet
the candidates for a definition of sustainable development are many – and not all
are mutually exclusive or unique. For example, Goulet refers to an unpublished
manuscript by Paul Streeten17 that identified six different meanings of sustainable
development:
(1) maintenance, replacement and growth of capital assets, both physical
and human; (2) maintaining the physical environmental conditions for the
17

Paul Streeten, “Future Generations and Socio-Economic Development – Introducing the LongTerm Perspective,” unpublished ms., January 1991, 3.
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constituents of well-being; (3) the resilience of a system, enabling it to
adjust to shocks and crises; (4) avoiding burdening future generations with
internal and external debts; (5) fiscal, administrative and political
sustainability. A policy must be credible and acceptable to the citizens, so
that there is sufficient consent to carry it out; and (6) the ability to hand over
projects to the management by citizens of the developing country in which
they are carried out, so that foreign experts can withdraw without
jeopardizing their success (from Goulet 1995, 127).

The New Urban Strategy is unapologetically founded on the premise of
economic growth as the principal and indispensable means to the Bank‟s core
mission of poverty reduction. This concept of growth, however, may conflict with
sustainability. Daly and Cobb, arguing both for the concept of limits to economic
growth and for their concept of sustainable development, differentiate between
“sustainable growth” and “sustainable development” when they state that:
“Growth” should refer to quantitative expansion in the scale of the
physical dimensions of the economic system, while “development” should
refer to the qualitative change of a physically nongrowing economic system
in dynamic equilibrium with the environment. By this definition the earth is
not growing, but it is developing. Any physical subsystem of a finite and
nongrowing earth must itself eventually become nongrowing. Therefore
growth will become unsustainable eventually and the term “sustainable
growth” would then be self-contradictory. But sustainable development does
not become self-contradictory (Daly and John B. Cobb 1994, 71 - 72).

One of the more recent interpretations of sustainability is used in the
“sustainable livelihoods approach” by NGOs such as CARE and OXFAM, and by
the British Department for International Development (DFID). In this view,
“livelihoods” comprise the capabilities, assets (material and social resources), and
activities necessary for living. A livelihood becomes “sustainable” when it can
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“cope with and recover from stresses and shocks and maintain or enhance
capabilities and assets both now and in the future, while not undermining the
natural resource base” (Moser, Norton, and with Tim Conway 2002, 5).
Such interpretations of the meanings of “sustainability” are not difficult to
find, and hence the term is subject to much disagreement:
The all-embracing notion of the concept of sustainable development
means that, beyond its narrow environmental definition, it tends to lack
rigor. The fact that it means all things to all people makes it easy to claim
that activities contribute to sustainability. As commonly used, social or
political sustainability remain easier to define by their absence (breakdown
of law and order, riots, civil war) than by their presence. In giving more
substance to these concepts, a major challenge, therefore, is to develop a
positive agenda for social sustainability. This needs to go beyond the
absence of discord and conflict to encompass the development of social
capabilities at various levels (Moser, Norton, and with Tim Conway 2002,
vii).

The New Urban Strategy puts forward its own model of urban sustainability
(comprising the four attributes or “dimensions” of livability, competitiveness, good
governance and management, and bankability) as its conceptual cornerstone. This
model goes some distance in answering Moser and Norton‟s major challenge by
articulating the four dimensions of sustainability in such a way that it forms part of
a “positive agenda.” Yet the New Urban Strategy fails to defend this model. And
while it may not be the place or appropriate function of any World Bank strategy
document to elaborate a detailed justification – economic, political, social, and/or
ethical – for one concept of “sustainability” or “sustainable development” over rival
conceptions, the New Urban Strategy ought, at least, to distinguish itself from other
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approaches and give some reasons for departing from them and advocating its four
dimensions. A closer look at the four dimensions proposed in the Strategy indicates
that many important aspects affecting quality of life and sustainability are
addressed, yet others are not or are done so inadequately.
As I mentioned earlier, the New Urban Strategy gives prominence to the
sustainable development of a livable city. The New Urban Strategy equates
livability with “a city that works,” elaborating on this by stating that the Bank‟s
commitment to improving livability is focused primarily at the poor. This pro-poor
focus would in turn, it is claimed, enhance the well-being of all urban residents. A
specific but not exclusive agenda is proposed, to be achieved through a
participatory process: (1) reducing urban poverty and inequality; (2) creating a
healthful urban environment; (3) enhancing personal security through minimizing
the risk of crime, violence, traffic accidents, and natural disasters; (4) establishing
an inclusive system of legal protection and political representation; and (5) making
cultural and recreational amenities available to all (World Bank 2000a, 46 - 48).
Does it make any sense for the Bank to be advocating this agenda? In cities
in the South, as we shall see more fully in the next chapter, the poor often are
densely concentrated in territorially isolated districts poorly served – if at all – by
city services and infrastructure, where adequate security, health care and education
are elusive dreams, and where survival is the preoccupation of most. Is an agenda
based on a healthful, dignified standard of living and a share of the resources
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merely rhetoric, or a utopian notion? Poverty is a symptom, among other things, of
political systems that do not or will not supply adequate resources, and/or fairly
distribute such resources. Such political systems run counter to any initiatives or
agendas intended substantially to improve the lives of the poor. Is the Bank timidly
and naively advocating the radical reform of such unresponsive political systems?
Alternatively, through the encouragement of progressively greater participation by
the poor in policy making, planning and governance, are the Bank‟s interventions
likely to increase the poor‟s power to achieve the same ends? In my view, neither
answer is satisfactory. A timid exhortation will not motivate beneficial change, and,
as I discuss later, the Bank has given evidence of tolerating a very shallow form of
participation by the poor. Instead, I think the Bank‟s rhetoric avoids a credible
response to what ought to constitute an urban development agenda and how such an
agenda ought to be implemented.
The notion that cities must become competitive, and be “efficient markets
for land, labor, credit, and for inputs” (World Bank 2000a, 48) is, to my mind,
probably the most controversial of the means to sustainability proposed by the New
Urban Strategy. Unless this view assumes an exceptionally long-term perspective, I
contend that the cities of the North, through history and the shaping of the
international economic order in their favor, enjoy exponentially better access to
capital, human and physical resources, environmental quality, and political stability
than do their counterparts in the South – and the gap is growing. Against this trend,
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the New Urban Strategy advocates that cities of the South become more
competitive, that they identify and strengthen their comparative advantages, and
remove bureaucratic bottlenecks that increase transaction costs.18 But cities and
towns in the South cannot fairly compete for investments against the wealthier and
more politically stable cities and towns of the North.19 Urging global competition
between cities of the North and South is neither practical advice nor a realistic
assessment of competitive prospects. The New Urban Strategy accepts the
international economic order as a given, and does not question the moral challenges
of deepening poverty, increasing despair, death and suffering, and the affront to
human dignity implicit in the widening gap between rich cities and poor cities.
The New Strategy also downplays calls for urban equity and the provision
of social safety nets in favor of demands for improvements in productivity. It is true
that good urban development should challenge a culture of dependency, in which
people expect handouts with few or no strings attached. Prescribing increased
productivity, however, as a fundamental solution to urban poverty is, I contend,
simplistic and unworkable. Many poor people face situations where they are
deprived of the necessary opportunity – or even basic nutritional intake – to be

18

The achievement of “world class” competitive status also can justify decisions by city officials
that give priority to the desires of the urban elite over the needs of the urban poor. For example,
many would contend – with some good evidence to support them – that the creation of an attractive
central business district is more likely to stimulate foreign investor confidence and comfort than the
provision of municipal services to slum areas.
19

Cities and towns in the North enjoy revenues per person as much as 180 times larger than their
counterparts in the South (Stren 2001, 71). These wealthier urban areas are able to offer a more
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productive, through no fault of their own. Radical reductions in the gap between the
urban rich and the urban poor (and between urban residents and the rural poor) are
essential if the poor are ever to become productive – and social safety nets are not
morally optional.
My evaluation so far has targeted the first two dimensions of the New Urban
Strategy‟s concept of a sustainable city. The third dimension, good governance and
management, fits within a broad priority area of the Bank and the larger
development community (NGOs, consultants, academics, etc.). Calls for “good
governance” are now common, and the New Urban Strategy surprises no one by
including this important concern in its priorities, even if it fails to offer any
definition for its use of this term. The Bank‟s principal partner in the
implementation of the New Urban Strategy through the Cities Alliance is the
United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat). This agency is already
separately engaged in an ambitious program to articulate the norms of good urban
governance. Habitat has drafted a seven-article declaration, asserting (but not yet
arguing for or clarifying): (1) sustainability in all dimensions of urban development;
(2) decentralization of authority and resources; (3) equity of access to decisionmaking processes; (4) efficiency in the delivery of public services and in promoting
local economic development; (5) transparency and accountability of decisionmakers and all stakeholders; (6) civic engagement and citizenship; and (7) security

attractive investment environment, and even generous financial incentives, to attract new productive
assets.
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of individuals and their living environment (United Nations Centre for Human
Settlements 2000a).
This United Nations‟ work reflects the awareness that the concept of good
local governance is, among other things, truly normative, as it calls for equity,
participation, autonomy, transparency and integrity, and security. The result is a
collection of adjectives describing what makes governance “good” or “right.” One
is not surprised, therefore, to see the Bank include – but not explain or defend – in
the New Urban Strategy a similar but less rhetorical (no “declaration”) litany of
universal criteria of good governance: accountability, transparency, integrity,
inclusiveness, participation, and responsiveness by elected leaders and appointed
officials to the demands of civic trust. In this sense, the New Urban Strategy covers
familiar ground, and goes immediately on to discuss the appropriate balancing of
national and local responsibilities and the technical skills needed effectively to
manage and plan the development of a city.
I contend that this litany is nothing more than superficial descriptions,
which on their own fail to motivate any significant action. The ends of governance
ought to be more in focus:
While work on governance is helpful in acknowledging the multiplicity
of actors and institutional forms operating within the city, I believe that it is
insufficiently normative in specifying material and institutional outcomes
affecting people‟s lives. Abstract treatises on governance need to be
complemented by more down-to-earth notions of what constitutes
improvement, how it is measured, and what processes are needed to sustain
it (Cohen 2001, 149 - 150).
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Instead of generating “abstract treatises”, I argue in this essay that
stakeholders in urban development and urban governance ought to be treated in a
manner appropriate to their essential human dignity. In my view, this entails a
process of deliberative participation – which I will describe more fully in due
course – in which stakeholders take part in identifying, discussing, and reasoning
together about the means and ends of their city‟s development. I further argue that
the attributes of good local governance ought to be defined – at least in part – based
on a bottom-up process, taking cognizance of local circumstances. Richard Falk
articulates this well:
The unevenness of material circumstances, cultural orientation, and
resource endowment makes it especially difficult, and even suspect, to
universalize aspirations and set forth some image of humane governance
that can be affirmed by all the peoples of the world. It seems appropriate to
be tentative, inviting dialogue across civilizational and class boundaries as
to the nature of humane governance. From such a bottom-up process, areas
of overlapping consensus can begin to be identified, and a start can be made
on negotiating differences in values and priorities. If successful, this
interactive dynamic could in time produce a more coherent project,
democratically conceived, to establish humane governance for all peoples in
the world (Falk 1999, 168).
While even Falk‟s model cannot entirely avoid some universal assumptions
about due process, I contend that the New Urban Strategy would be far more
influential in the long term were it to take up Falk‟s challenge, and provide –
through its global reach and institutional depth – the means and necessary political
support for such a bottom-up dialogue to take place, complementing the more
universal attributes now in the New Urban Strategy.
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The final dimension of the New Urban Strategy‟s livable city is bankability,
and I take some issue with this dimension as well. The New Urban Strategy should
rethink if not reject altogether the top-down “formalizing” of the informal sector, or
else clarify and defend its view in significantly more detail (World Bank 2000a,
51). I argue that Hernando de Soto‟s alternative view is far more persuasive than
“bankability.” De Soto recognizes the considerable resources – capital – that the
poor already have labored hard to acquire, and upon which they ought to be able to
build if only legal systems within the South were able to create a property system
accessible to the poor that allows them to access this capital. This capital may
constitute only modest and currently extralegal holdings within poor urban
enclaves, but the labor of the poor has demonstrable value, and ought to be
respected and recognized by property laws and regulations (de Soto 2000, 30 - 37).
I join with de Soto in arguing that attending to these dimensions of governance
holds much greater promise of generating positive economic and social changes
than do the Bank‟s prescriptions offered under “bankability.”
The New Urban Strategy makes several uncontroversial suggestions with
respect to improvements in financial management, financial integrity, and
openness. The longer term prospects of enhanced fiscal autonomy and engaging in
local capital markets to finance urban development depend so heavily on marketbased national policies and actions, and on the constraints of the international
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economic order, that the recommended policies give little guidance for cities and
towns.

2) Participation and the New Urban Strategy
The World Bank indicated its commitment to stakeholder participation in
development decision-making with the publication in 1996 of its authoritative work
on participation, the Participation Sourcebook. The New Urban Strategy does not
cite this volume, nor does it define what it means by “participation” – a term given
many different interpretations. The New Urban Strategy does consider
participation as a means to good governance, and it values the extensive
accomplishments of others in participatory practices, citing Habitat‟s, the United
Nations Environment Programme‟s (UNEP), and the Asian Development Bank‟s
experience in participatory strategic planning by cities (World Bank 2000a, 56 57). The New Urban Strategy does not advocate for any particular participatory
model, but it does offers several specific applications for modes of public
participation: participatory and gender-sensitive planning and budgeting, public
oversight of expenditures, the provision of urban services, and participatory urban
environmental management. It also calls upon local government to foster regular,
formal interactions between government and residents (World Bank 2000a, 47 49).
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Participation is more than just a means to good governance; it also has
inherent moral worth and is an integral part of human nature. As I will argue in
chapter five, the right to participate in the making of decisions that affect one‟s own
opportunities and quality of life is an essential freedom that all human beings ought
to enjoy. This claim is persuasively supported by the arguments of the UNDP
(United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 38 - 40), Amartya Sen (Sen 1999,
148, 152, 158), Martha Nussbaum (Nussbaum 2000, 80, 96), Denis Goulet (Goulet
1995, 91 - 101), and many others.
But what is participation? I argue that participation has many meanings, and
that the New Urban Strategy loses a significant opportunity by failing to describe an
effective, desirable model of participation. In this essay I am advocating a model of
participation appropriate to urban development and governance that I call
deliberative participation. This model shares some similarities with Gutmann and
Thompson‟s deliberative democracy, in which participants resolve moral
disagreements through reasoning together until mutually acceptable decisions are
reached (Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 1). Deliberative participation is
significantly more modest in its expectations, and is not as demanding as Gutmann
and Thompson‟s model. Having said this, I would argue that there is nothing to
prevent the gradual deepening of deliberative participation to approach these ideals,
but I would suggest that conditions are not conducive in most developing countries
to expect deliberative democracy to become the norm any time soon. I shall expand
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on this deliberative participation model throughout this essay, but at this stage it is
sufficient that I characterize it as a participatory process that has rules and a
structure,20 intended to diminish the negative impact of wide disparities in power,
affluence, education, and organizational skills of participants. In most cases,
deliberative participation requires the assistance of one or more trained facilitators,
whose duties extend to information dissemination, monitoring the fairness of the
process (in accordance with clearly articulated principles), and – in some cases – to
organizing training for disadvantaged participants so that they are able to participate
more effectively. In all cases, deliberative participation should be time bounded, but
the time allowed should be generous.
People approach participation with profoundly different assumptions and
expectations. Some participants may seek to deliberate together, share reasons, and
tolerate disagreement, all in the quest for a basis of consensus – some sense of the
common good and the resolution of moral conflicts through deliberations. Other
participants begin the process of deliberations quite differently, seeking to establish
an arena in which interests clash, confidant that their interests will prevail. The
consensus-builder risks being thwarted by the adversarial participants if the rules of
the process are “to the victors go the spoils,” but others would argue that the
powerful interests are only acting rationally in relying on their power to bargain to

20

By structure, I mean a process with a specific preparatory stage (including information
dissemination, visioning on specific interests, and so forth), an integrative visioning stage, and other
associated stages characterized by a fixed but adequate allocation of time, a set of procedural
principles and mutually acceptable rules of order.
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their own best advantage. In my view, the consensus-builder demonstrates
commitment to values of equality and the recognition of essential human dignity in
all persons, while the adversarial participant is more likely to be playing a selfinterested game in which power trumps any other considerations.
Participatory approaches have limitations. If participants lack some sense of
common purpose at the outset of a participatory process – some sense of “we‟re all
in this together” – a consensus-based process is unlikely to succeed. The rulers and
the ruled historically have different interests and unequal powers; unless the
powerful are motivated to use deliberation instead of power, the exercise is
pointless. Where powers are accepted by all as the product of civic trust – exercised
at the discretion of those holding public office – the issue is less controversial.
Where accountability and transparency pertain, elected officials ought to feel
compelled to demonstrate their commitment to the common good by refraining
from the arbitrary or self-interested exercise of power. And even in established
democracies, successful participation does not demand that elected leaders
surrender certain prerogatives for decision-making. I contend that participation –
even if highly deliberative and thorough – cannot and should not be used for all
aspects of governance. Participatory mechanisms, such as workshops, advisory
councils, or town meetings do not achieve the same legitimacy in representing the
full range of stakeholder interests as does the casting of ballots at free and fair
elections.
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The fact that elected leaders retain decision-making powers that distinguish
them from the ordinary citizen entails an unavoidable elevation of social status.
Particularly – but by no means exclusively – in less mature democracies, elected
officials sometimes fail to distinguish that their power and prestige belong to the
elected office they hold, and instead perceive these prerogatives as personal
empowerments, immune from accountability and transparency. In time, such
elected leaders may improperly use their public power to enrich themselves,
providing an economic margin that may insulate them from the impacts of their
policy decisions. If such local public officials view themselves as a permanently
elevated elite, with little notion of the democratic principles of equality and public
service, they are likely to resist joining in a deliberative participatory process on
terms of mutual respect with their constituents. Unfortunately, they may also resist
taking due cognizance of any advice or ranking of priorities that result from such
participatory processes. In short, effective deliberative participation depends on the
mutuality of respect that is most evident in secure and democratic societies, and a
commitment to political accountability under which leaders are obligated to be
responsive to the expressed will of their constituents. Joining in deliberative
participation does not mean leaders must surrender their leadership prerogatives –
but it does mean that they must be open to listening, to a change of mind, or
perhaps a change of heart.
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Elected leaders have a special responsibility with respect to deliberative
participation; unless political leaders provide their public and unequivocal support
from the outset, deliberative participation will be stillborn. Stakeholders
considering joining a deliberative participation process will want reasonable
assurances that their time will not be wasted, their opinions will be heard, and
elected leaders will be responsive. Political leaders face risks in committing
support at the start of deliberative participation. Participation is complex, and prone
to discord or hijack by special interests. Deliberative participation may result in
politically undesirable demands – for example, to enfranchise people within the
informal sector of a city, thereby dramatically increasing the electoral power of the
poor. In many cases, elected leaders prefer to delay their public support for any
specific deliberative participation event until they can assess the political risks –
which become clearer with the passage of time. Unless the grassroots demand for
public participation is very strong and vocal, it may be difficult to motivate political
leaders to commit their support to deliberative participation at the time when it
would be the most beneficial – at the beginning of the process. And without this upfront public declaration of support by the local leadership, stakeholders may find
better uses for their time.
Stakeholders must be motivated to participate, and political leadership must
be motivated to risk political currency in being the catalyst for participation. In
short, motivation drives participation. Unless stakeholders are motivated to
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participate, participation fails. I discuss motivation in chapter six; at this juncture
let me simply note that motivation to participate is a product of many factors: social
cohesiveness and trust, moral obligation and civic virtue, community identity, the
urgency of the needs to be addressed, the credibility and effectiveness of the
proposed participatory process, and the prior political commitment to take due
cognizance of the results. Only under such circumstances is it reasonable to assume
that people would be motivated to believe that the participatory process serves the
common good. Only under such circumstances, I further contend, is it reasonable to
hope that people will act for goals more morally compelling than just self-interest.
The call for inclusiveness, integrity, and participation ties in with a growing
emphasis on these concerns at the Bank, evidenced in its recent municipal
development activities (World Bank 2000a, 49 - 50). It is very important, however,
to consider this in the context of the existing realities of urban governance in very
many cities of the South, often characterized by autocratic governance with
leadership hostile to participation and unmoved by the plight of the poor. In such
cities and towns, stakeholders and citizens are kept passive and largely uninformed,
with no regular means or alternative ways in which to influence policy and
governance other than, at best, periodic elections (which may not be fairly
administered or offer real choices). What can and should the Bank do to further the
aims of urban development and good governance when confronted with local
government of this character? Under the New Urban Strategy, the Bank will only
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work with those cities in which “multiple stakeholders demonstrate a shared
commitment to addressing poverty and inequality through well-integrated
programs” (World Bank 2000a, 62), implying a state of “readiness” and receptivity
must be achieved before the needs of the poor can be responded to. Until then, one
assumes that the Bank will stand aside.
The Cities Alliance‟s Global Action Plan called for (but did not describe the
characteristics of) a “participatory governance framework” intended to enable cities
to “face the challenges of globalization and decentralization, become futurefocused, plan and act strategically to reach a new standard of well being for the
poor, and achieve improvements in economic and social status for all citizens”
(Cities Alliance 2000d, 9). The replacement draft guide to CDS operations is more
laconic, but does state that “local ownership of the process is vital,” and that the
outputs of a CDS should demonstrate “a common vision and strategy for a city, one
that has been built by participation, and which embodies consensus” (Cities
Alliance 2001c, 2, 4). This is promising rhetoric, but the minimal funding of CDS
programs by the Cities Alliance demonstrates a failure of commitment to a
comprehensive participatory process. In the fifteen CDS examples I reviewed,
which I will turn to presently, participation was at best superficial, and at worst, a
mere formality.
The New Urban Strategy would do well to move from rhetoric to
persuasiveness based on examples – empirical studies where deliberative forms of
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participation resulted in dramatic improvements in the quality and sustainability of
poverty reduction and development. The World Bank publishes many examples
itself (World Bank 2002, 1 - 4). There is also an excellent presentation of examples
contained in a study carried out by Bernardo Kliksberg (Kliksberg 2001) of the
Inter-American Development Bank. He noted many specific instances, both in Latin
America and internationally, where the use of well conceived, carefully facilitated
participation at all stages of a development project or planning process proved to be
effective. In three Latin American cases – Villa El Salvador in Peru, Family
Consumer Markets in Venezuela, and Participatory Municipal Budgeting in Porto
Alegre, Brazil, Kliksberg described dramatically positive results from participatory
approaches. The political commitment of the local government to share some of its
power with its constituents is sometimes a critical success factor for participation.
Kliksberg also describes several cases where participatory approaches were talked
about but then later ignored, as he summarizes succinctly:
At the level of discourse, there appears to be total consensus, and
tremendous will, to promote participation. But in the practice, this has not
been followed by serious, systemic processes for its implementation
(Kliksberg 2001, 3).

Given the urgency of the urbanization challenge and the stated commitment
of the World Bank to the important role of participation in meeting the challenge, I
argue that the Bank ought to put its money where its mouth is. The Bank should not
just promote but insist on – and provide funding for – consistently high standards of
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“serious, systemic processes” of deliberative participation by stakeholders in all
implementation activities under the New Urban Strategy. It should start with a
fundamental reevaluation of the current funding levels for the City Development
Strategies initiative.

3) Adequacy of the New Urban Strategy

My claim that the New Urban Strategy is inadequate rests on two
arguments. First, the New Urban Strategy lacks the intensity (in resources,
institutional commitment, and momentum) and scale credibly to confront the
challenge of urbanization. Second, the New Urban Strategy, and its record to date
of implementation through the Cities Alliance, is of limited effectiveness and
provides little detailed guidance to urban policy makers at national, provincial, or
local levels of government.
The New Urban Strategy devotes its first chapter – just ten pages – to argue
the need for the New Urban Strategy.21 Adopting a largely positive tone, the New
Urban Strategy describes the urbanization challenge as an opportunity for the Bank
to “rise to the challenge of achieving greater impacts in its urban activities,
extending its reach among local governments, and mobilizing the strengths of the

21

Annex A of the New Urban Strategy provides some additional data supporting the gravity of the
impacts of urbanization on the economic, social, and environmental well being of cities and towns in
the South.
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Bank Group and external partners in this effort” (World Bank 2000a, 31). This call
to arms is followed by an impassive summary of leading indicators of rapid
urbanization of the South, and some optimistic observations on the growth in
decentralization, globalization, and government reform. It is not until the seventh
page of this chapter that the New Urban Strategy begins to face up to the immense
scale of this challenge:
Roughly half a billion poor people live in the towns and cities of
developing countries, many in unhealthful and deteriorating conditions
without basic services. Already in Latin America and in Europe and Central
Asia poverty is predominantly urban and the trend is in this direction in
most other regions. Even in East Asia the share of poor people who live in
towns and cities is expected to rise from a fourth today to as much as half by
2025 (according to precrisis projections). The continuing growth of slums in
Indian cities and of the favelas in Rio de Janeiro is visible evidence of the
failure of urban policies in many places to provide routes out of poverty.
One knowledgeable local observer has said of Rio de Janeiro that the city
“is not importing poverty [from the countryside], it is producing it” (World
Bank 2000a, 38)
These are sobering observations. The New Urban Strategy‟s admission of
the gravity of the urbanization phenomenon, albeit belated, aligns with the
observations of many others, as I describe in detail in the next chapter. Yet the New
Urban Strategy ends this chapter not by marshalling the empirical evidence of a
potentially overwhelming crisis, but instead by noting that “Urban and local
government work is also good business for the Bank” (World Bank 2000a, 40).
The statistical evidence contained within the New Urban Strategy and in
other literature on this subject would justify, I contend, a much more ambitious
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strategic response. The Bank has admitted, albeit obliquely, the scale of the
problem of urbanization. The Bank has acknowledged that it has significant
capacity to extend its reach, and to mobilize the Bank Group and its partners. In
short, the Bank admits it is fully aware of the threat posed by rapid urbanization in
the South, and that the Bank has the capacity to respond to this threat at a
significant scale. Is there any excuse for the Bank not to respond at scale? This is a
specific moral challenge, which I will return to later in this essay.
My concerns are not limited to the scale of the response. I further contend
that implementation efforts to date under the New Urban Strategy fail to satisfy the
Strategy‟s own criteria – that the Bank‟s approach and its own institutional
understanding must be integrated, facilitative, collaborative, and motivational.
The Bank‟s urban work since the late 1980s has focused increasingly on
policy reform and institutional change, extending the Bank‟s dialogue deeper into
issues of regulation, incentive systems, and the patterns of relationships – among
local and higher levels of government, entrepreneurs, informal organizations, and
households – that determine how cities perform. As democratization,
decentralization, and public-private partnership strengthen communication and
collaboration among these stakeholders, a more holistic approach to urban
development is demanded and must underpin the Bank‟s new strategy (World Bank
2000a, 46).
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To state my second argument clearly, I recall my earlier descriptions of the
four strategic objectives of the New Urban Strategy. The first strategic objective of
the New Urban Strategy is to persuasively articulate the World Bank‟s strategic
approach to the challenges of urbanization in the South. In other words, the road to
the New Urban Strategy‟s success begins within the Bank. The Bank must persuade
itself that the sustainable city is a worthy goal and a credible response to the
challenge of urbanization. Unless they first secure high-level political commitment
within the Bank, the New Urban Strategy‟s proponents within the Bank will be
unable to access financial resources in the face of many competing claims, or to
craft and negotiate institutional arrangements for feasible implementation under the
New Urban Strategy. This leads to the second strategic objective – the institutional
arrangements needed for the New Urban Strategy to be effective. The Bank is an
institution of labyrinthine complexity; this alone can be an insuperable impediment
to the successful implementation of any new strategy. The New Urban Strategy, to
its credit, incorporates measures to tackle this problem at the outset. Only with a
strong institutional coalition in many different sectors, thematic groups, and
professional clusters within the World Bank Group, as well as support and
participation from external partners, will the New Urban Strategy attract the
political, institutional, and financial resources essential to its implementation
(World Bank 2000a, 73).
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To position the New Urban Strategy, its proponents decided to gain access
to an existing institutional structure. The Bank‟s Urban Division of the Bank‟s
Transportation, Water, and Urban Development Department joined in the Global
Urban Partnership. Entering the Global Urban Partnership marks a pragmatic and
uncontroversial step in utilizing an existing institutional mechanism. In 1998, the
Bank‟s Environmentally and Socially Sustainable Development Network (ESSD)
and the Finance, Private Sector, and Infrastructure Network (FPSI) created the
Global Urban Partnership. Managed as a wing of the Urban Anchor (described
above), the Global Urban Partnership initiates pilot projects that are selected on the
basis of their cross-cutting, integrated, and high-priority characteristics (World
Bank 2000a, 77).
Creating the Cities Alliance – whose secretariat is now housed with the
Global Urban Partnership at the World Bank‟s “F Building” in Washington – was a
bold and potentially risky institutional response to the second strategic objective of
the Bank‟s New Urban Strategy. But, I argue, it remains a superficial response to
the urbanization challenge in the South.
I have not yet discussed the third and fourth strategic objectives of the New
Urban Strategy. These are facilitating city development strategies, and scaling up
programs to provide services to the poor. I therefore turn to these now.
To facilitate city development strategies and to ramp up its programs to
provide services to the poor, the Bank chose to pursue two initiatives of the Cities
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Alliance: the City Development Strategies (CDS) and Cities Without Slums. I will
start with the CDS.
One of the first tangible products of the World Bank‟s participation in the
Cities Alliance was the draft publication in 2000 of a Cities Alliance document
Making Cities Work for All - Global Action Plan for City Development Strategies
(Cities Alliance 2000d). Until recently this document was the only detailed
operational guide for the CDS process, and was presented in such a way that it
could be read as a stand-alone compilation of strategy and action. The document
made only a passing reference to the Bank‟s New Urban Strategy – a lack of
backwards institutional linkage that I find curious, given the prominence that the
World Bank gave to the Cities Alliance in its earlier New Urban Strategy. The draft
Global Action Plan was never finalized; in May 2001 the Cities Alliance instead
released a very brief (four page) replacement, City Development Strategies - The
Cities Alliance Approach (Cities Alliance, 2002). This document too takes the form
of a draft discussion paper. It has far less methodological content, instead
emphasizing the relationships between the Cities Alliance, the participating city,
and the participating nation. This new and shorter draft document asserts that the
primary responsibility and the leadership role for determining any city‟s future
remains with each city‟s leaders and citizens. It then qualifies this assertion of local
autonomy by stating that the support and involvement of the national government
are prerequisites for any assistance to a city or town through the CDS process. This
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newer document – which places more emphasis on local economic development
and poverty reduction – apparently will be expanded in due course into a more
complete guide; at present there are no formally approved operational guides for the
CDS process.
While the operational details remain a work in progress, the Cities Alliance
describes the general character of the City Development Strategies (CDS) initiative
as:
action plans for equitable growth in cities, developed and sustained
through participation, to improve the quality of life for all citizens. The
goals of a City Development Strategy include a collective city vision and
action plan aimed at improving urban governance and management,
increasing investment to expand employment and services, and systematic
and sustained reductions in urban poverty. Achieving this overall goal will
occur through a wide variety of approaches in different cities around the
world, with local and national conditions determining both the chosen
approach and the final outcomes. Notwithstanding local differences, the
Cities Alliance places great emphasis on the lead being taken by the city
itself, with the urban poor and local business leaders actively involved
within a wider participatory process – in short, local ownership of the
process is vital (Cities Alliance 2001d).
Leaving aside the unclear reference to “local ownership,” which I address in
chapter four, this description indicates that the CDS aligns well with the Bank‟s
New Urban Strategy. The earlier Global Action Plan – the Cities Alliance‟s
original guide to the CDS process – provided the only detailed description yet of
the actions, principles, and context of the City Development Strategies (CDS)
process. The newer and shorter document neither nullifies nor redefines this
description, yet it does change emphasis in some important ways. There were
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claims in the original document that the CDS was a “new approach to urban
development” (Cities Alliance 2000d, 11). In reality, the CDS is but a new name for
a well established and – in the North – commonly used integrated urban
development planning methodology rooted in a participatory approach; the
replacement document correctly drops the original claim to the novelty of the CDS.
The Global Action Plan (GPA) made specific reference to addressing four
broad themes, which were exactly the same four components of the Bank‟s New
Urban Strategy: good urban governance, bankability, livability, and
competitiveness. The Global Action Plan document, surprisingly, gave no credit to
the fact that these four components were also in the World Bank‟s document. The
GPA also alters the New Urban Strategy in an important way. The GPA rejects
without comment the New Urban Strategy‟s ranking that lists livability as the most
important goal, to which the other three dimensions22 were presented as means.
Instead, the GPA document offers a new conceptual means-ends framework by
combining good urban governance and bankability as an enabling environment
(means) for development, while livability and competitiveness are stated as
outcomes (ends) of development (Cities Alliance 2000d, 4). And the newer guide,
replacing the GPA, makes no reference to such a conceptual framework and largely
ignores this level of detail. Also, it makes no reference to the New Urban Strategy‟s
four dimensions framework. Instead, it simply describes the goals of the CDS to

22

These three dimensions are competitiveness, good governance and management, and bankability.
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include (as means) the generation of a collective city vision and strategy, and (as
ends) improved urban governance and management, increased investment and
systematic and sustained reductions in urban poverty. Only in the latter context –
poverty reduction – is there any direct reference to improving livability of the poor,
marking a distinctive turning away from this concept (Cities Alliance 2001c, 2, 3).
The new document – while still a draft – would seem to indicate that the Cities
Alliance is now more focused on qualitatively characterizing the process, or means,
than the outcome, or ends. In this latest version, growth should be equitable,
development should be participatory (as marked by a collective vision and local
ownership), process and outcome should reflect local and national conditions, and
leadership for development should rest with the city or town. Poverty reduction and
improved governance remain as both means and ends, with economic growth now
featured on an equal footing with these first two. With respect to the outcome, the
document speaks only of improving the quality of life for all citizens (Cities
Alliance 2001c, 1 - 4).
These changes by the Cities Alliance threaten the conceptual integrity of the
New Urban Strategy, and – since unexplained and not justified – have the potential
to confuse urban policy makers at national, provincial, or local levels of
government (and within the World Bank!). Is competitiveness as important a goal
as livability, as the new ranking would imply? Ought urban development efforts to
focus on achieving livability, however defined, or on the creation of an enabling
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environment? If so, is this enabling environment limited to implementation efforts
addressed at good governance and bankability? As I noted before, I have significant
reservations about both of these dimensions. I also question the authority by which
the Cities Alliance can unilaterally revise these fundamental concepts of the New
Urban Strategy. Is the Cities Alliance rejecting the participatory process that led to
the New Urban Strategy by rejecting its conceptual framework? This would appear
to be the case.
The other principal implementation activity of the Cities Alliance – the
instrument of the fourth strategic objective of the New Urban Strategy – is the
Cities Without Slums (CWS) initiative, which enjoys a more definitively
documented framework for policy and action than does the CDS. In its Action Plan
for Moving Slum Upgrading to Scale, CWS sets its goal as improving the lives of
100 million slum dwellers by the year 2020. CWS is quick to qualify this goal,
however, challenging the “international development community” to provide
support so that the goal can be successfully achieved. If the international
development community answers the call, CWS promises “to set in motion a global
movement which would transform the lives of the most vulnerable and
marginalized urban residents.” The CWS Action Plan also visualizes investing in
the generation of a global knowledge base (housed, one presumes, at the Cities
Alliance) covering lessons learned, best-practices, and suggestions appropriate to
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slum upgrading and reducing the occurrence and growth of future slums (Cities
Alliance 2000a, 1, 6).
As defined by the Cities Alliance, slum upgrading involves a cooperative
effort involving local government, the private sector, community groups, and
citizens in physical, social, economic, environmental, and organizational
improvements. This broad agenda can include actions ranging from the mitigation
of the environmental degradation that commonly afflicts slums to the provision of
community facilities, home improvements, or improving access to health care,
among many other examples offered by the Action Plan.
Slums are a symptom of failures in urban planning, policy, and governance
– a fact that the CWS Action Plan emphasizes. CWS therefore makes it clear that
the broader issues of good, responsible, and accountable urban development and
governance are necessary conditions that must be addressed too; focusing only on
slum upgrading is counterproductive. The Action Plan calls for effective urban
planning and the mobilization of local resources, including the local entrepreneurial
talent of some of the slum dwellers (Cities Alliance 2000a, 4).
The Action Plan is comprised of six key actions, all of which I feel
complement the Bank‟s New Urban Strategy:
(1) Strengthening in-country capacity,
(2) Preparing national/city upgrading programs,
(3) Supporting regional and global knowledge and learning,
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(4) Investing in slums,
(5) Strengthening partner capacity, and
(6) Leadership and political buy-in (Cities Alliance 2000a, 7).

I do not take issue with the CWS initiative, at least on the basis of the
limited evidence of it initial implementation efforts. The impacts of CWS also are
largely long term in nature and hence difficult to measure at this stage. It is also
difficult to evaluate the long-term impact of the other major initiative of the Cities
Alliance, the City Development Strategies (CDS), and whether the desired ends
were achieved. Each CDS intervention, however, is relatively short and involves
relatively small expenditures, so it was possible for me to review a sample of
completed CDS interventions23 to observe the degree to which they conformed to
the intent and process – or means – described in both the Bank‟s New Urban
Strategy and in the Cities Alliance‟s draft operational documents (past and present)
on the CDS, and the impact they achieved in achieving the stated ends of the New
Urban Strategy.
To accomplish this evaluation, I carried out interviews with Task Managers
– World Bank officials charged with the responsibility of overseeing the quality,
thoroughness, and contractual compliance of specific CDS interventions. Four Task

23

Neither the Cities Alliance nor the World Bank has undertaken formal evaluations of any of these
projects yet.
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Managers and one Projects Coordinator (overseeing multiple projects in one
country) were interviewed24 covering the following fifteen CDS interventions:
(1) Nouakchott, Mauritania
(2) Nouadhibou, Mauritania
(3) Kampala, Uganda
(4) Lagos, Nigeria
(5) Dhaka, Bangladesh
(6) Khulna, Bangladesh
(7) Katmandu, Nepal
(8) Cali, Colombia
(9) Dapitan, Philippines
(10) Dipolog, Philippines
(11) Lapu Lapu, Philippines
(12) Olangapo, Philippines
(13) Roxas, Philippines
(14) Sagay, Philippines
(15) San Fernando, Philippines

24

Roberto Chavez (Task Manager - Mauritania), interview by author, 24 October 2001; Deepali
Tewari (Task Manager - Uganda, Nigeria), interview by author on 1 November 2001; Balakrishna
Menon Parameswar (Task Manager - Bangladesh, Nepal), interview by author, 5 November 2001;
Alexandra Ortiz (Task Manager - Colombia), interview by author, 26 November 2001; and Hiroichi
Kawashima (Projects Coordinator - Philippines), interview by author, 6 December 2001.
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The interviews elicited evaluations of the extent to which the CDS process
achieved the goals set forth in the Cities Alliance documents, and the quality of the
participatory processes employed.25 Each interview was limited to approximately
forty-five minutes, but in some cases the interviewees provided additional
documentary data.
These interviews, and the observations arising from them, are not intended
as a comprehensive survey of CDS performance and impacts. The effects of these
interventions will not be known, let alone measurable, for some time to come,
particularly in relation to the Cities Alliance‟s three monitoring criteria: (1)
institutionalization of the CDS, (2) poverty reduction, and (3) inclusiveness.
Instead, my intention was primarily to test two fundamental assumptions, whose
importance to me will become more evident as this essay proceeds:
That the CDS process in practice reflects the New Urban Strategy‟s
emphasis on a participatory process in which the key stakeholders
are well represented, particularly those most in need – the poor, the
vulnerable, and the disempowered; and
That the process aimed at a holistic conception of urban
development, integrated across sectors, issues, and roleplayers.

25

The interviews included questions as to the manner and degree to which the poor were involved as
participants in the urban development and planning process, the level of transparency, and the
consultative character and accountability of the decision-making dynamics in each city.
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Of secondary interest, I wished to explore the level of local political
commitment – political will – that was evident in each case.
Participation was not open to the public in any of the fifteen examples that I
evaluated – in all cases participants were selected. To establish the quality and
scope of the participation and deliberation that occurred, I asked the interviewees to
describe how and by whom key stakeholders were selected, the degree to which
they represented the full range of interests of all urban stakeholders, whether
sufficient time and opportunity were allocated for stakeholders to deliberate on their
quality-of-life expectations of urban development (as evidenced by a vision
statement), and to what extent, if any, development priorities were chosen and
ranked through a participatory, deliberative, and inclusive process.
With respect to the integrated nature of the CDS exercise, I asked the
interviewees to describe the terms of reference of his/her particular CDS
assignment, the sectoral interests represented, the range of issues addressed and
priorities identified, the nature of the participation process, and the expertise of the
principal roleplayers involved.
To the extent that the two Cities Alliance implementation initiatives impact
the content and structure of the Bank‟s New Urban Strategy, I provide an
assessment of these impacts and relationships below.26

26

I do not assess separately either the Cities Alliance as an institution or its initiatives outside of the
context of the Bank‟s New Urban Strategy.
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On the first question, whether CDS process in practice reflects the New
Urban Strategy‟s emphasis on a participatory process, the results were mixed. All of
the CDS activities that I investigated attempted some level and kind of stakeholder
participation, but the standards and techniques varied enormously. Those
interviewed reported that only four cities – San Fernando, Dipolog, Sagay, and
Olongapo in the Philippines – carried the participatory process sufficiently far to
generate formal vision statements.27 The Philippines cases generally showed
progress in engaging in deliberation characteristic of formal visioning processes,
but these suffered from being largely led by external (Japanese) consultants. In
another case, the visioning exercise was little more than a simple discussion on
practical realities and short term needs (Mauritania).
Elsewhere, formal visioning processes never occurred at all. Several of the
Task Managers attributed this lack not to any deliberate attempt to omit this process
and outcome from the scope of work, but to a failure of the Bank to provide Task
Managers with training in and relevant examples of visioning methodology. The
Bank failed to ensure that the staff assigned to manage CDS projects were
appropriately qualified to facilitate vision processes.
The visioning process is a recognized part of integrated development
planning, but it is not the only means of participation in planning and development.
Where formal visioning was not pursued, other means sometimes were employed to
27

I explain the relative importance that I assign to vision statements in the Case Study section of
chapter four.
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achieve the goals of citizen participation. These methods ranged from written
questionnaires (Uganda) to interactive computerized questionnaires (Colombia).
The poor directly participated in workshops and/or small group discussions
in several of the cities and towns in the Philippines, Nepal, and, to some extent,
Colombia. In other cases, the poor received no invitation (Uganda, Bangladesh) or
had to participate through civil society intermediaries (Mauritania). In Mauritania
the participatory process was carried out in the French language, which is not the
primary language of the less affluent in that nation; the poor, consequently, were
largely excluded from direct participation but indirectly participated if you count
the fact that some NGOs did claim to represent their interests. The intimidating
presence of the wealthy and powerful “big shots” inhibited the participation of the
few less affluent stakeholders who could speak French. This very limited
participation occurred also in the Philippines, where social custom dictates that the
poor defer to those in power or of elevated social status. In Bangladesh the
stakeholders selected included only a relatively small number of civil servants,
academics, and local politicians. The Dhaka CDS Task Manager said of this group
that it was comprised of the “same sixty stakeholders used for all World Bank
workshops.” In Uganda, the World Bank did not object when the Kampala City
Council (KCC) chose to limit participation in the CDS process only to the KCC
itself – even though this ran counter to the intentions and principles of the New
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Urban Strategy and the CDS that required participation by a representative body of
stakeholders:
Based on the KCC‟s assessment of the political and technical constraints
at this time, the process of formally involving stakeholders was kept limited
to elected and appointed government staff…it was decided that NGO and/or
donor involvement would be sought by KCC only after they had adequately
“digested” the process themselves (Tewari and Menezes 1999, 8).

In other instances, participation was practiced more as consultation, which
connotes that experts or the powerful ask questions, rather than stakeholders
engaging in open-ended deliberations and discussions. At the most extreme,
“participation” simply became research – those leading the CDS studied interests of
the poor as passive objects of a data collection exercise. In Kampala, for example,
local consultants were employed to survey residents in the informal sector areas of
the city. Fearing that this was a tax survey, residents exercised the only agency that
remained to them and refused to cooperate.
One point of agreement, which existed among all whom I interviewed, is of
particular concern to me. The resources (time and money) allocated by the Bank
and the Cities Alliance were insufficient to carry out a more comprehensive
participatory process, and hence the CDS as implemented in all of the fifteen cities
and towns I reviewed suffered from superficiality in its participation and
deliberations. In no case did the CDS facilitators provide participating stakeholders
in advance with background data and time adequately to prepare to represent their
interests in a public forum, nor did the CDS facilitators subsequently print and
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circulate a summary of the deliberations of such meetings for participating
stakeholders (and stakeholders not able or invited to participate) to review later.
According to best-practice examples of participatory integrated development
planning as practiced both in the North and the South, deliberations should be
organized as an on-going iterative process so that participants can thoughtfully and
without undue pressure of time reflect on issues, offer and respond to arguments,
consider alternatives, and gradually move towards a greater or lesser consensus on
development priorities (Coppel and Rains 1993, 14). By contrast, the CDS
facilitators in all of these fifteen cities and towns restricted the formal opportunities
for participation to between one to at most three intensive workshops, or to small
informal meetings, often with long periods of inactivity between them.
Another significant problem was the lack of incentives – there was no
“carrot” of Bank funding available to implement any of the priorities that the
participants identified. With the exception of Mauritania, where a major Bank
funded – and Bank identified – urban infrastructure project was undergoing formal
project processing, stakeholders in the other thirteen CDS cities and towns
reviewed had no reason to believe that their participation would lead to reforms in
governance, institutional change, or increased access to resources to implement any
of their suggestions or priorities. Participation in these CDS processes was clearly
just advisory – neither the Bank nor local government felt any statutory obligation
to be responsive to the participants‟ priorities. In these cases, the CDS process was
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not even linked to reassignment of existing development funds, although local
governments conceivably could pursue this option. In some cases (Nouakchott and
Nouadhibou in Mauritania, Khulna in Bangladesh, Katmandu in Nepal, and San
Fernando in the Philippines) there were strong political support and commitment
from the mayor and/or elected councilors, which may translate into subsequent
political commitment to and support of CDS-generated priorities, strategies, and
action plans.
As described later in this essay, a well-structured visioning process will
nearly always lead to the articulation of development priorities across a wide range
of sectors and concerns. Failing that, experienced facilitation by trained local
officials or outside consultants can assist a participatory development planning
process to be integrated in its approach. Of the CDS examples reviewed, perhaps
only the CDS activities in Nouakchott and Nouadhibou, Mauritania; Katmandu,
Nepal; and San Fernando, Philippines (and to a much lesser extent, Khulna in
Bangladesh) approached the holistic, consensual and integrated approach
articulated in the Bank‟s New Urban Strategy. In contrast, the other CDS cases
focused only on one or two major issues, such as budgetary matters (Uganda),
institutional capacity strengthening and improvements in social services
(Colombia), or a small range of urgent issues (Nigeria).
Finally, all of the Task Managers expressed dissatisfaction with the Bank‟s
inability to exercise reasonable speed and responsiveness in engaging in some form
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of the CDS process. Without exception, CDS interventions were very short
episodes of intense activity followed by very long periods of no activity. For
example, the CDS in Cali, Colombia began with a workshop in April 1999, but the
CDS Final Report (“red cover,” in Bank terminology) was not approved until July
of 2001, a period of fifteen months. Many cities, like Lagos, face urgent problems
(e.g. drainage, and some inappropriate urban land uses such as military munitions
storage) that require an integrated response in a short time period, but the very slow
review and approval processes of the Bank made responsiveness to urgent needs
unrealistic.
Based on this admittedly limited case study research, I observe that the
Bank and the Cities Alliance have placed a low priority on the participatory, propoor, integrated approach advocated in the New Urban Strategy. I know of no
participation model that can effectively give voice to the stakeholders concerns,
suggestions, and priorities without the reasonable allocation of adequate resources –
time and money. And since the ultimate success of a subsequent development
initiative depends upon popular support for its long term sustainability and
effectiveness, the need to ensure the best possible match between such costly
development interventions and the stakeholders‟ priorities would seem obvious –
and well worth the investment of greater resources at this time in the development
process.
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The New Urban Strategy proposes that the Bank undertakes an obligation to
ensure that the poor, women, and other vulnerable and disempowered groups have
an opportunity fully to participate in activities arising out of the New Urban
Strategy (World Bank 2000a, 52). In practice, this undertaking by the Bank has
already been demonstrated to be nothing more than rhetoric, and recent evidence
exacerbates my concern as to the Bank‟s level of commitment to participation. For
example, the Bank announced on March 31, 2002 through UN Development
Business Online a new CDS initiative covering five cities in China: Chengdu,
Zhengzhou, Lanzhou, Baotou, and Dongsheng. The combined population of these
five cities is approximately 22.2 million people. The assignment includes reviewing
current development strategies, and carrying out thematic studies (urban growth
patterns, economic development, rural-urban linkages, poverty alleviation
strategies, infrastructure and social services, and urban planning). It also requires
that the consultants advise on how to enhance existing city development strategies,
make recommendations on national urban strategy, prepare new development
strategies for all five cities, and provide training and capacity building workshops.
Oh yes, and engage in “participatory consultations” – a thin veneer of participation
without the time or the means to foster deliberative discourse. The total budget
allocated for this entire scope of work is only $900,000.00. Stated another way, the
budgeted cost for the five Chinese cities is $0.04 per person. Based on my own
experience, I know that this meager allocation of resources is wholly inappropriate
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to the advertised scope of work. Funding at this level will result in a product that
neither illuminates nor offers credible guidance in addressing the urbanization
challenges of these five cities, and fails to live up to the New Urban Strategy‟s and
the Cities Alliance‟s commitments to meaningful participation. I am left to
conclude that the World Bank and the Cities Alliance are either intentionally
seeking a superficial response or that they lack the competence to appreciate the
appropriate scale of the undertaking.

4) Beneficiaries of the New Urban Strategy

Both the New Urban Strategy and the initiatives of the Cities Alliance
intentionally exclude as beneficiaries the vast majority of cities and towns in the
South and particularly those cities and towns most in need. While I commend the
desire of the Bank to find the most effective uses for its resources, this level of
selectivity, I feel, is not justified.
The vision of the Cities Alliance includes a self-imposed challenge to
implement a pro-poor urban approach in partnership with cities and towns, moving
beyond the rhetoric of urban development. But would-be partner cities and towns
first must prove their mettle. The Cities Alliance‟s criteria are specific:
At the heart of making this approach a reality is the need for city
governments to demonstrate a clear vision, underwritten by solid political
will. This must be the first point of departure for the Cities Alliance; it is
precisely these leaders and these cities that the Alliance will seek as partners
(Cities Alliance 2001b).
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The Cities Alliance openly invites cities and towns to apply to participate in
its two major initiatives – the slum improvement program, Cities Without Slums
(CWS), and/or their programs to improve city planning and management, the City
Development Strategies (CDS). Both initiatives seek to demonstrate and test the
principles of the New Urban Strategy through implementation of pilot projects in
the South.
The Cities Alliance selects cities and towns for CDS pilot projects by
evaluating their applications. Selected cities can each receive up to $250,000 of
funding with no matching funding requirement. Such cities have the option to
expand the total funding for this type of participation to $500,000, but all funding
over $250,000 must be matched by fifty percent cost-sharing by the city (or national
government, on behalf of the city).28 Cities and towns in one country can also
participate jointly, pooling their funding, as described in the example from China
that I described above.
The CDS, as a primary implementing mechanism of the New Urban
Strategy, states that the Cities Alliance was created for those cities “that are already
attempting to improve opportunities for all their citizens, ” and that it is “for civic
leaders and citizens to determine their city‟s own future” (Cities Alliance 2001c, 1).
Given the Cities Alliance‟s limited financial resources and a questionable base of
28

Peter Palesch, Senior City Strategy Advisor, interview by author, 22 January 2002, The Cities
Alliance, Washington, D.C.
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institutional support, this policy may be the only choice open to the Cities Alliance
– a financial plight that I already have argued precludes significant impact. But
even without these grave funding constraints, I argue that the Cities Alliance‟s
“wait to be asked” approach fails to address the needs of very many cities and
towns in the South. Many of these urban jurisdictions lack the institutional
authority and autonomy – due to slow progress by a nation in decentralization, for
example – to seek support from the Cities Alliance or the Bank. These smaller
cities may be too small or under-resourced to support a local government
infrastructure (staff and facilities) able to provide anything other than the most
basic urban services. On this basis, the majority of urban residents in the South –
those in secondary cities and towns – may fail to qualify for the Cities Alliance‟s
“partner” status.
Obviously the Bank and the Cities Alliance cannot offer direct and
immediate assistance to all cities and towns in the South. The New Urban Strategy
describes a “targeting” of cities, selecting those cities that provide evidence of
credible political will, local initiative, and broad based participation in “addressing
poverty and inequality” (World Bank 2000a, 62). I have noted my concern that few
cities will unquestionably demonstrate these attributes. For most cities, the Bank
and Cities Alliance will need to pass judgment on the degree to which a city has
satisfied these general criteria. On what basis will the Bank and Cities Alliance
decide? Assuming an objective set of indicators can be formulated, will this
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“passing mark” apply equally to all cities in all countries in the South? Who
decides and who should decide how much political will is enough, and whether this
political will is sincere?
The Bank‟s decision to target only cities that it determines are already
making progress leaves the worst afflicted urban residents of the South unaided.
Urban residents of non-democratic, conflict-ridden, or atrocity-ignoring regimes
are, by these criteria, very unlikely to attract Bank or Cities Alliance assistance. I
suggest that the Bank and Cities Alliance not be so quick to dismiss so many people
in such dire need. Instead, these two institutions should give more consideration to
ways in which the New Urban Strategy can assist those who do not meet the
targeting criteria. I do not pretend that this break from policy will be easy; the Bank
will have to exercise flexibility in its principles and objectives to accommodate –
without moral sellout – those people living under authoritarian and/or nondemocratic regimes. But I will argue, as I address issues of human rights later in
this essay, that the urban residents of cities and towns that fail to qualify for
“partner” status have legitimate claims upon the World Bank and the Cities
Alliance – claims that are presently ignored.
There is considerable debate about the obligations of the international
community to respond to the needs of the citizens of a failed state. But, are there
not similar – if not stronger – obligations of a nation to a failed city within its
boundaries? The New Urban Strategy does not address the responsiveness of a
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national and/or provincial government to the residents of the ineffectual, corrupt, or
dysfunction city government. In reality the two situations are quite different.
National and provincial (or state) governments in the South are at various stages of
decentralizing authority to local governments, and city residents always retain some
direct call on the national government for security and rule of law, for example. Yet
this trend does not answer the central question – who bears the moral and practical
obligation to ensure that cities are planned and governed so as to achieve “a decent
quality of life and equitable opportunities for all residents, including the poorest”
(World Bank 2000a, 8)? The New Urban Strategy does not say. I contend that both
the national and provincial tiers of government bear particular obligations in this
context. First, I argue that national government have an obligation to craft a
national urban policy that sets standards for urban governance, including standards
of ethical performance, and that reconciles the needs of rural development within
the rural- urban continuum. Second, either national or provincial government has an
obligation to prevent powerful local elites from exerting undue influence in local
policy formulation and decision-making.29 Finally, both national and provincial
tiers of government are ideally positioned to act – and ought to act – to assist
residents of cities and towns to establish effective networks across the nation and

29

In South Africa, this goal is accomplished by the requirement that provincial government reviews
and approves all local government budgets that arise out of integrated development planning
processes, so that provincial government can satisfy itself that the priorities expressed in the budget
appear to reflect the popular will of the stakeholders as expressed in the integrated development
process – at which the provincial officials also participate.
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the province, sharing ideas and comparing the performance of their respective city
leadership30.
Cities and towns have many different – and competing – interest groups.
The New Urban Strategy argues for “integrating informal and marginal
communities as full urban citizens” (World Bank 2000a, 51). This noble objective
may conflict directly with the interests of powerful urban elites, if this expansion of
the franchise shifts the democratic power structures more towards the aspirations of
the majority – the poor. From the perspective of these local elite interests, there
may be few incentives to motivate them seriously to pursue a broader agenda of
poverty alleviation and empowerment of the poor. A public policy and development
orientation set on improving the standard of living for the poor over the long-term
would threaten the elite‟s power advantages and their current relatively high
standard of living. If the poor are to benefit from initiatives under the New Urban
Strategy, the elite interests in these cities and towns cannot be ignored. I will argue
later in this essay that the poor may need to be the primary agents of change in this
context, but that national and local government leaders also have a moral and
leadership obligation to restrain their own self-interest and minimize the gap
between rich and poor. Moral commitments and belief can play a motivational role.

5) Local Government and World Bank Roles

30

Civil society organizations, such as local government associations, also can function effectively in
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The New Urban Strategy portrays local government largely in a reactive
role, in which local governance is limited to the (often exclusive) provision of
direct municipal services to meet some basic needs. I contend that in so doing, the
New Urban Strategy misses an important opportunity to describe an alternative
model – a proactive, advocacy-based city government demonstrating responsive
leadership asserting the development aspirations of its constituents. For example,
the New Urban Strategy places the burden of bankability largely on the national
governments, which are obliged by the Strategy to provide transparent and
predictable intergovernmental transfers of financial resources from the national
treasury to the city treasury. In reality, this orderly transfer of resources frequently
fails to happen in the South. In the alternative advocacy model, the city leaders do
not hide behind the excuse of being helpless victims of a poorly performing
national government. Instead, the affected city or town government considers that
its appropriate role in such a situation is to take advocacy (or even legal) action
directed toward national government, on behalf of the residents of that city or town.
The New Urban Strategy accepts the need to make trade-offs. Each city and
nation must decide how to weigh the separate but overlapping demands of the
livable city, competitiveness, good governance and management, and bankability.
All of these four dimensions cannot be addressed equally, given scarce resources,
weak domestic institutions, and varying levels of political commitment. Here the

this capacity.
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Bank places itself in a very different role, separate from that of advocate or
facilitator – by proposing that it becomes the protector of the interests of the poor:
The new urban strategy argues that all four dimensions of sustainable cities
need to be considered and weighed by a diverse group of well-informed
stakeholders. In choosing what to support in each case, the Bank should ensure that
the poor and disenfranchised are listened to and given opportunities to have their
basic needs met (World Bank 2000a, 52).
In practice, this rhetoric fails to influence reality. Based on the weak
commitment to deliberative participation in CDS projects to date, the Bank does
very little to support the modest objective of responsive listening by local leaders,
much less “ensuring” that local government officials afford the poor even the
opportunity to deliberate and be heard.
In practice, and despite some well-intentioned rhetoric, the Bank remains a
bank – not an advocacy organization. The New Urban Strategy acknowledges that
most of the activities contained in the Strategy consist of non-lending services, but
it argues that the application of these services will ultimately lead to an expansion
of lending in the core areas of the Bank‟s urban development assistance: urban
management, municipal finance, housing and real estate, urban environment, and
urban reconstruction. Expansion of lending in ancillary urban areas, such as urban
transport, water, and sanitation is also anticipated as an outgrowth of improved
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urban planning and governance (World Bank 2000a, 67). The New Urban Strategy
therefore takes an optimistic view of the Bank‟s future banking prospects.
In other important respects, I argue that the New Urban Strategy demands
too little from the Bank. For example, by waiting passively for cities and towns in
the South to request assistance, the Bank neglects two potentially effective,
proactive roles. First, the Bank has the requisite research capabilities to take the
initiative to make comparisons between those cities and towns with governments
that actively seek a path towards sustainable development, and those who do not.
The Bank can disseminate these observations widely. It is my conviction that these
comparisons would have the potential to say something important about local
governments that provide leadership in the quest for the sustainable, livable city.
The Bank could illuminate such attributes as the democratic and participatory
character of the local governments and their development processes, as well as the
principle motivations of their local leaders and dominant elite interests. Uninvited
comparative reviews of local governance matters are, I admit, politically sensitive –
but I feel that the potential benefit of such comparisons as a catalyst for positive
change justifies this risk. The Bank might be perceived as an outspoken yet
disinterested champion of the urban poor, but it also risks being accused of
meddling with the internal political affairs of a member state.
The second lost opportunity inherent in the largely passive stance of the
Bank‟s role as described in the New Urban Strategy is its potential to be an
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effective agent of decentralization – a role that it already performs in projects
outside the scope of the New Urban Strategy.31 The Bank has demonstrated that it
has both the resources and leverage – with respect to the national governments – to
serve as facilitator, advocate and advisor for the cities and towns that have been
denied a reasonable level of autonomy by the national government, those that are
institutionally incapable, or those too overwhelmed by crises to seek such an
objective. Under this conception, the primary relationship would be between the
Bank and the city or town – a new departure, but one within the spirit of the New
Urban Strategy. Again, the Bank risks accusations of domestic meddling, but I
argue that there is scope for the Bank to negotiate with national governments to
allow the Bank to be an active agent in support of the decentralization efforts
initiated by cities and towns.
The New Urban Strategy does describe general ways in which the Bank can
assist cities and towns to prevent corruption, protect the environment, upgrade
slums, protect and expand cultural heritage activities, mitigate disasters, and
improve planning and management. The New Urban Strategy also argues for
increased funding of Bank sponsored research and analytical and management tool
development. The New Urban Strategy is silent, however, about the Bank‟s role in
direct support to urban jurisdictions seeking greater autonomy, or in the Bank
taking a proactive role to assist residents and governance institutions in worst

31

For example, the Bank is very active in support of Uganda‟s decentralization program.
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affected urban areas that do not meet the selectivity criteria discussed above. The
only active role for the Bank that is not expressly limited to those cities and towns
that formally invite the Bank to assist them may be construed from the New Urban
Strategy‟s statement that the Bank:
would increasingly emphasize “wholesaling” technical assistance and
finance to larger numbers of cities and towns indirectly through institutional
arrangements that the Bank can support through projects, grant funds, the
World Bank Institute, or partnerships with other agencies (World Bank
2000a, 62).

I contend, however, that the bulk provision of technical services and finance
outside of a strategic framework may do little to challenge inequitable distribution
of power and resources within any given society, or to empower cities and towns in
countries that eschew decentralization.

Case Study

In large measure, the New Urban Strategy is a challenge by the Bank to the
Bank – financially, logistically, institutionally, politically, morally, and
procedurally. The task ahead is presented as one of promotion of a standard of
urban quality and performance, with the sustainable city objective framed as the
achievement of the livable city through improvements to competitiveness, good
governance and management, and bankability. The stakeholders in cities and towns
are to be engaged in participatory processes, empowering them to make informed
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choices on the trade-offs and strategies needed to achieve the livable city model,
while a higher authority (the Bank?) ensures that the voices of the poor and
disenfranchised are heard, and their basic needs addressed.
How should we further assess the New Urban Strategy? One way is to ask
how the New Urban Strategy reaches local urban authorities like the North Local
Council (NLC) of Durban, South Africa. Given the limited reach and intentional
selectivity of the Cities Alliance, only a tiny fraction of the cities and towns of the
South will receive direct guidance from the City Development Strategies (CDS)
model. Had the CDS started in 1997, the NLC would have been better situated than
most cities and towns to have learned of this opportunity, and to have applied for
CDS pilot city status. Not only did the NLC in 1997 have relatively sophisticated
institutional capacity and local democratic institutions in place (albeit newly
established), it also had access to a variety of information sources. In many ways,
South Africa exists in both the North and the South simultaneously, with some
highly developed capacities and relatively abundant resources coexisting alongside
abject poverty and powerlessness, skewed distribution, and immature political and
social institutions. The NLC had the choice to select from among many
professional, well-informed urban planners based within metropolitan Durban to
select to help the NLC facilitate a complex integrated development planning
process (IDP), and – had the New Urban Strategy been in place by 1997 – there is a
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good chance that the local professional planning community would have been
aware of it.
Would awareness of the New Urban Strategy have mattered? How, if at all,
can a strategy crafted in Washington influence processes and decisions in Durban,
or other cities in the South? The institutional presence of the Bank in the
development community might ensure that the principles and processes described
in the New Urban Strategy get widely disseminated and discussed, and the
intellectual content might influence some decision-makers and planners who in turn
influence national urban policies and local applications. The examples of cities that
have undergone a CDS process are being actively shared, and may also reinforce
the intellectual content of the New Urban Strategy by demonstrating situations in
which it has been applied. It is conceivable that these influences can reach people in
cities and towns in the South, such as those in Durban, and assist them in their own
urban development, planning, and governance efforts. The Bank, however, is far
from taking an energetic role appropriate to its potential leverage in strongly
advocating its New Urban Strategy to policy-makers abroad. I can attribute this
weakness only to a lack of institutional commitment within the Bank, evident in the
relatively low profile that the Strategy now enjoys within the Bank.
The North Local Council‟s IDP process was guided by national policies and
economic incentives provided by the South African government. The funding for
the process came from the provincial government of Kwa-Zulu Natal, which in turn
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provided some guidance on how an IDP should take place. There were no model
strategies such as the “livable city” to emulate, which left the NLC to find its own
place in the context of national and provincial development policies and incentives,
without benefit of international insights. Fortunately for the NLC, there were
experienced and dedicated experts at both of these tiers of government who had
given significant thought to urban development in South Africa. There were also
strong institutional linkages between national, provincial, and local governments,
sufficient to allow and encourage the dialogue to take place between all three
levels. Few countries in the South are so advantaged.
Given this enabling environment, and assuming the New Urban Strategy
existed in 1997, would the NLC have been motivated to structure its IDP to align
with the objectives of the New Urban Strategy? And, if it did, would its outcomes
or process have been better? Not really. The NLC‟s integrated development
planning process found its own way to consideration of factors of competitiveness,
good governance and management, and livability. And while bankability was less
directly addressed, the New Urban Strategy would have offered very few additional
insights.
This judgment is not intended to mean that international models of
integrated urban development and good governance have nothing relevant or
helpful to say to urban jurisdictions such as the NLC. Quite the contrary – the
central issue is, I contend, what the New Urban Strategy failed to say to the NLC.
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The NLC‟s IDP process would have been greatly improved by a Bank urban
strategy that encouraged a reflective, deliberative dialogue on the means and ends
of development, by a strong Bank commitment to deliberative participation (as I
have previously described this model of participation), and by a proactive, assertive
Bank advocating pro-poor policies. The NLC‟s IDP was weakest in the limited time
and resources it allocated to participation, and the deliberative quality of that
participation – while not unsatisfactory – could have been much improved. Most
importantly, in my opinion the voice of the NLC‟s poor was not clearly heard or
adequately responded to by the IDP process.
What would motivate any city to adopt and implement the New Urban
Strategy? The same questions apply to the participants – how might stakeholders
be motivated to participate in the urban development and urban management
processes envisioned in the New Urban Strategy and the City Development
Strategies? And how might such participation, once achieved, be sustained?
The extent and intensity of poverty and the lack of essential freedoms
provide a partial answer to these questions regarding motivation. The next chapter
reviews the urbanization phenomenon in the South – particularly from a moral
perspective – and expands upon the impact of poverty and the deprivation of
freedoms. Later chapters investigate the extent to which development ethics
(analysis, education, advocacy) in general and the UNDP‟s human rights approach
in particular may be helpful if not indispensable in motivating and sustaining
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stakeholders to participate in an improved version of the New Urban Strategy‟s
development process.
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Chapter 3: Urbanization in the South as a Moral Challenge
Urban Development as a Moral Challenge
Why should the world community – if one accepts the moral premise of a
world community – respond to the urgent demands of poverty in the cities and
towns of the South? This question is a moral one, which also should be asked of the
wealthy elites in the South, who each day view the miserable conditions of the poor
in their own cities and towns. What moral obligations, if any, do governments (and
individuals) in both the North and the South have to overcome deprivation in the
urban South?
The specific moral obligations pertaining to development and social justice
are complex and contentious, and will be considered in detail when the next chapter
addresses development ethics. What is important to note now is that questions as to
the moral dimensions and associated moral obligations of urban development, and
references to the language of morality generally, are becoming more evident in
discussions on urban development and good governance. And, I shall argue, this
phenomenon is generally a good thing, although not without some dangers.
Whether this change in dialogue is only a passing rhetorical style or a genuine
conceptual change in public policy can be argued, but certainly in the field of urban
planning the evolution of a changing approach to urban development and
governance indicates a shift to socially conscious and arguably more effective
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approaches, in which normative issues and moral questions are more openly and
directly addressed.
Such was not always the case. Up until nearly the end of the past century,
the premise of value neutrality or value-free technical thinking dominated urban
planning theory and practice. Urban development and governance challenges were
seen as problems to be solved through the application of appropriate technology
and scientific methods. Powerful techniques of probability theory, modeling, and
statistics were developed and advocated as the correct response to problems as they
were encountered and perceived in the urban environment. As noted by Jane
Jacobs, in her scathing attack on American city planning techniques of the 1960s:
By carrying to logical conclusions the thesis that the city, as it exists, is a
problem in disorganized complexity, housers and planners reached –
apparently with straight faces – the idea that almost any specific
malfunctioning could be corrected by opening and filling a new file drawer
(Jacobs 1961).

As early as the 1960s, however, American and European planners and those
involved in urban development policy and urban governance gradually began to
broaden their focus, considering issues outside the traditional technology-focused
approach by tackling such challenges as urban amenity, social equity, and
community. Yet these initial efforts were almost entirely focused on formulating a
largely static set of spatial, administrative, transportation and economic
relationships, and on the application of urban design standards. The end product
was the “masterplan,” typically displayed as a map with color-coded areas zoned
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for different permitted land uses and densities, with growth and urban activities
subject to strict controls through the enforcement of zoning ordinances, bylaws, and
urban design standards. Growth and development was conceived as a top-down
management, planning and design exercise, in which the rule of law and the weight
of authority would shape cities to conform to the masterplan. Under this
conception, achieving the masterplan as a fulfilled end-state product served as the
mechanism by which to achieve socially and economically desirable outcomes. The
process-oriented alternative – achieving desirable development outcomes by
focusing on the character and quality of interdependent growth and development
processes – was ignored. Planners and city managers viewed themselves as expert
authorities, whose role and duty was authoritatively to impose their (probably well
intentioned) vision of urban growth upon the residents and stakeholders of the city.
These planners and city managers were hardly neutral – they brought to their work
their middle-class sensibilities and high standards of education, but they often failed
to connect with the on-the-ground realities of the poor or identify the ultimate aims
or beneficiaries of their work. The situation was further exacerbated in developing
countries, which generally engaged foreign experts in this capacity. This tendency
added yet further cultural and experiential distancing factors between the planner
and the people.
The results of this top-down, expert-led and non-participatory urban
development approach were not satisfactory. A fundamental change in perceptions
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was needed, as illustrated so well in Lisa Peattie‟s work as an anthropologist in the
early development stages of the largely new Venezuelan city of Ciudad Guayana.
Dr. Peattie described the lessons learned through that experience as follows: (1) the
planner cannot will a world into existence - planning does not carry its own power
or authority, and hence planners should become facilitators, allying themselves with
local stakeholders, institutions, and social forces, (2) the techniques of planning are
not value neutral, since every system of representing desirable future development
serves some interests and goals better than others, and (3) planners must view their
work as a form of action embedded in society having a time dimension, conscious
of being a part of a complex and continuing processes of creation (Peattie 1995,
170 - 171).
This change in approach has dramatically altered the role of many planners
and those involved in public policy formulation affecting urban development.
Planners are being challenged by other planners within their profession to become
reflective in their deliberations, involve citizens in the planning process, and – most
generally – to come to terms with ethical means and ends in their work, as
advocated by Norman Krumholz (planner) and John Forester (planner and
academic):
When we speak of ethics in planning, we refer to a capacity to argue
about what to do, to a capacity to think about, evaluate, and judge
alternative courses of action. We should prize ethical thinking in planning
not because it will magically promote consensus or coherence in the field,
but because it can help us understand more sensitively just what is at stake
in public decision processes and in our own actions. To put it more simply,
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by enriching our capacities for judgment and questioning, ethical thinking
can help us become more insightful evaluators and analysts, better planners,
better actors. Ethical thinking concerns ends and means alike. If planners are
to pursue something they regard as „the public interest,‟ surely they should
have some articulate conception of what that involves (Krumholz and
Forester 1990, 253).
The planner‟s role has evolved more towards facilitator and guide in a
complex urban growth and planning process dedicated to serving the public interest
and away from being the creator of an imposed masterplan. The value-neutral
technical school of planning theory still persists, but the concept of the city as
“disorganized complexity” has been persuasively challenged by an opposing view,
in which certain kinds of urban complexity – even if they might appear to be
chaotic – are still seen as well organized (with respect to their humane
consequences), although cause and effect are not easily discernable (Waldrop
1992). Largely as a result of the input of the life sciences, anthropology, social
sciences, and philosophy, the city came to be viewed as a complex social, cultural,
economic, political, and physical phenomenon, subject to a multitude of
interactions and interrelationships. Some of these interactions and relationships are
still best understood through the scientific lens, and powerful high-technology tools
such as computerized geographic information systems (GIS)32 allow for effective
analysis and planning – up to a point. The complexity of human societies and the
developmental needs of human well being or flourishing within urban

32

GIS is now beginning to achieve widespread usage in the South (Brennan-Galvin 2001).
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environments does require more than a scientific and technical approach. This
awareness has opened the door to a richer and more integrated urban planning. The
ideal of dialogue and the awareness of power relationships – as well as other social,
cultural, environmental, and moral values – characterize this new approach.
The dominance of the scientific and technical approach to urban issues, with
its claims of scientific value-free neutrality, is rapidly diminishing. The visibility of
foundational moral and ethical issues has increased with the new emphasis on
public participation, moral analysis and argument, and on integrated multisectoral
approaches to planning and managing the urbanization process. Examples include a
growing concern and dialogue about land ownership rights, environmental and
ecological integrity, inequitable distribution under “trickle down” theories, and
rights of vulnerable indigenous minority populations. Other good examples of the
increased visibility of moral concerns include the growing awareness of the plight
of the powerless poor who live in territorially isolated urban enclaves and are
deprived of adequate services and opportunities. More attention is now being
focused on principles of democracy and participation, mainstreaming gender
concerns, and a relatively new focus on understanding and reducing corruption. So
too is the example of the important role of culture in development, and the
affirmation by the poor of their own values, both of which have attracted growing
attention from the international development community (Kliksberg 2000, 13, 20,
25).
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Along with the gradual spread of democratically inspired principles of
governance, decision-makers progressively are becoming more attentive to such
normative ideals as quality of life, empowerment, participation, and citizenship.
Residents of many cities in the less developed countries now have more
opportunities – and sometimes their first opportunity – to identify and articulate
some common values and aspirations, as stakeholders participating under the
banner of the “common good” or the “public interest”.

The Emergence of Explicit Ethical Principles
For most in the urban South, the prospect of large-scale external assistance
from the North any time soon is unrealistic. Instead, initiatives to eradicate urban
poverty and improve urban governance will continue to depend in large measure on
the quality and effectiveness of local and national leadership in the South. Effective
local leadership in turn is linked to progress in decentralization - bringing an
appropriate level of institutional capacity, resources, and political control from the
national to the local level, for urban and rural residents alike.
Moving power and resources closer to the urban residents by means of
decentralization is but part of the solution; good governance at any level, I argue in
chapter four, also requires political leadership that is ethically responsive to the
broader context of sustainable human development. In preparation for that
discussion, however, I want to argue that urban development is a moral challenge –
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urban development and planning must recognize, respect, and respond to the
principal of human dignity, and the moral obligations that arise from this
recognition. This recognition and acceptance of our common human dignity – our
moral equality – is the prerequisite for determining what it means for political
leadership to be “ethically responsive,” and what ought to characterize the “good”
of good urban governance. The urban development challenge is not just to bring
about economic growth, for growth is but a means to something else. I argue that
human dignity is fundamental, but also that social justice, human flourishing, the
common good, participation and inclusion, and safety and security variously
suggest the ends of development, as a moral endeavor.
human dignity
What justifies the labeling of the challenge of urban development as a moral
challenge? One answer is to argue that the “development for what?” questions
ought to be answered with ideals of human and social well-being. What might such
ideals be?
The concept of human dignity has its roots in the idea of social honor;
dignitas in Latin means just this - honor. The Israeli philosopher, Avishai Margalit,
in his work on portraying the attributes of the “decent society,” claims that the
achievement of such a society depends on universal acceptance throughout society
that everyone deserves social honor in equal measure, which is best expressed in
the concept of human dignity. Dignity, according to Margalit, also constitutes the
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external aspect of self-respect, and the tendency to behave in a dignified manner
that attests to one‟s self-respect (Margalit 1996, 43).
Margalit, as well as Rousseau and Kant before him, offers many reasons for
respecting human nature, a concept closely associated with human dignity and
intrinsic worth. Kant, for instance, listed many attributes of humanity that give it
value, including (but not limited to): (1) being a creature who gives things values,
(2) having the capacity for self-legislation, (3) having the ability progressively to
pursue perfection, (4) having the capacity to be a moral agent, (5) being rational,
and (6) being the only creature able to transcend natural causality (Margalit 1996,
63).
At the other extreme, the simple fact that people believe that they are
worthy of respect – but not due to any particular human attribute – is considered
even by some skeptics as adequate grounds to justify treating human beings as
creatures with dignity, deserving respect (Margalit 1996, 76).
But Margalit makes another sobering observation, of particular relevance to
the life of the poor in the South: “Survival takes priority over dignity (Margalit
1996, 136).” For the poor in a society to achieve the most basic level of human
dignity, they must also be able to meet their most basic needs. Without acceptance
of the moral right to human survival, discussions of human dignity become merely
theoretical.
social justice
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Social justice is associated with fair, even-handed treatment of all
individuals and groups within a society. An alternative formulation, indebted to
John Rawls, is that conceptions of distributive justice33 clarify and defend how
major social institutions should distribute burdens and benefits (however
conceived) (Rawls, 1971, 62, 177 – 180). The important point at this juncture is to
indicate that different conceptions of justice have different conceptions of burdens
and benefits as well as different conceptions of the proper principles of distribution.
On social justice, Thomas Pogge remarks:
Its current most prominent use is in the moral assessment of social
institutions, understood not as organized collective agents (such as the
United States government or the World Bank), but rather as a social
system‟s practices or “rules of the game,” which govern interactions among
individual and collective agents as well as their access to material
resources…Prominent within our political discourse, then, is the goal of
formulating and justifying a criterion of justice, which assesses the degree to
which the institutions of a social system are treating the persons and groups
they affect in a morally appropriate and, in particular, evenhanded way
(Paul, Fred D. Miller, and Paul 1999, 337).

Both Thomas Pogge and Douglas Rasmussen make reference to the close
relationship between social justice and human flourishing. According to
Rasmussen, social justice is the prerequisite for the achievement of human
flourishing (Paul, Fred D. Miller, and Paul 1999, 27). But, other ways of conceiving
the relation are possible. I will return to this question in chapter four.

33

Distributive justice is a principle of social justice that requires the distribution – according to some
pattern or process – of some good, for instance, resources, wealth, or opportunities (Chadwick 1998,
755). This contrasts with retributive and compensatory justice that are concerned, respectively, with
justified punishment for perpetrators of bad deeds and justified reparation to victims of bad deeds.
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Manfred Max-Neef, an economist and noted development practitioner,
considers that social justice has become, in some instances, conflated with
economic growth. He criticized the prevalent thinking that simply by “growing” the
economy there will be more to share, without having to tackle the more thorny
issues of distributing or redistributing the proportions of the total. Max-Neef
contends that it is ineffectual to focus on the maintenance of static distributive
proportions while growth proceeds; the reality is that the poor usually get less and
less: “even with growth, the poor‟s share of the cake diminishes” (Max-Neef 1992,
51).
Some feminists offer an interesting view on the issue of social justice. Carol
Gilligan notes that from a social justice perspective, the individual as moral agent
must judge the conflicting claims of self and others against a standard of equality
(e.g. the Golden Rule). As an alternative, she proposes that the caring relationship
becomes the determinate of self and others, under which the self as a moral agent
perceives and responds to the perception of need within and around her. The moral
question shifts from “what is just?” to “how to respond?”(Kittay and Meyers 1987,
23).
human flourishing and well-being
The notion of human well being, sometimes but not always identified with
human flourishing, is intuitively understood by each of us, perhaps without
consciously attempting to be precise in its definition. For the sake of urban planning
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and development strategies, this intuitive understanding may suffice. Yet many
philosophers have wrestled with this notion, formulating and justifying their
varying conceptions, which in turn are challenged by other philosophers. In this
short section, I present an overview of the range of these conceptions, not to step
into the philosophers‟ debates by arguing for any one position, but instead to impart
something of the conceptual richness and diversity of this important objective of
human development.
The concept of flourishing, if not well-being, is to some extent at least
agent-relative. That is, no one concept of human flourishing is wholly relevant for
all, and each person‟s sense of the good life may differ in many respects. To a
considerable extent, the notion depends upon knowledge of the possibilities open to
one, and the availability of freedoms and resources essential to pursue those
opportunities. Despite agent-relative differences in conceptions of the good, there
may still be a defensible cross-cultural conception of basic well-being or at least of
a human life not going badly.
Nuanced definitions of well-being and flourishing do exist. Philosophers
such as Amartya Sen, David Crocker, and James Griffin distinguish between wellbeing, minimal well-being, and flourishing or the good life (Crocker 1998, 366 –
385) (Griffin 1996, 85 – 86) (Sen 1999, 70 – 76). Other philosophers have
attempted to characterize the ideal of human flourishing or the less robust notion of
human well-being. Rasmussen, for example, proposes a neo-Aristotelian
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conception of human flourishing, in which he states that human flourishing is a way
of living and acting, not something static. It is desirable because of what it is, and
while not the only activity of inherent worth, it is the “ultimate end of human
conduct” (Paul and others 1999, 3). This is not meant to imply that human
flourishing is achieved as some end-state of well-being; instead flourishing is seen
in a life that is worthwhile as a whole. Aristotle viewed human flourishing, among
other things, as a self-directed activity. The neo-Aristotelian position, according to
Rasmussen, dictates that human flourishing is not a direct result of luck or factors
beyond one‟s own control and that it must be achieved through one‟s own efforts if
it is to have value. Moral consideration also is required to determine what form of
flourishing is best for each individual (Paul and others 1999, 11). Charles Larmore
has a more nuanced view; he argues flourishing is more than a self-directed
accomplishment. How one responds to factors beyond one‟s control is also
important to the achievement of human flourishing and well-being (Paul and others
1999, 97).
There are a range of views on well-being and its relationship with human
flourishing and even ethical perfection. Amartya Sen and David Crocker identify
well-being with enlightened self-interest (Crocker 1998, 373) (Sen 1999, 74 – 76).
Feminist philosophers typically view flourishing as both self-directed and
individually defined, but also as a product of our inter-relatedness with others. The
fundamental recognition of this relatedness is described by Nel Noddings in terms
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of the “one-caring” and the “cared-for.” To Noddings, what one might become and
achieve is dependent, at least in part, on this caring relationship between people. As
she states: “The very goodness I seek, the perfection of the ethical self is, thus,
partly dependent on you, the other” (Noddings 1984).
Sen and Crocker, by contrast, capture this relationship between self and
others, self-direction, and well-being quite differently. They differentiate the agency
dimension of human beings from a person‟s well-being dimension, and do not
conceive of well-being necessarily as a product of inter-relatedness with – or caring
for – others. For Sen and Crocker, being self-directed also does not have to mean
pursuing higher levels of well-being. Someone can be very self-directed and
intentionally lower her/his well-being, through religious fasting, making sacrifices
for others or for a cause, or even through suicide (Sen 1999, 190 – 195).
For John Rawls, human flourishing is best portrayed as the formulation and
successful execution of a rational plan of life, by which the person determines the
good for himself or herself (Rawls 1971, 408). Pogge explains flourishing as a
composite of experience, success, character, and achievement, and offers an
encompassing definition of human flourishing:
That human persons are flourishing means that their lives are good, or
worthwhile, in the broadest sense. Thus, the concept of human flourishing,
as I understand it, marks the most comprehensive, “all-in” assessment of the
quality of human lives (Paul, Miller, and Paul 1999).

the common good
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In its most general sense, the common good may be said to consist of the
policies and actions that best serve to promote the essential components of human
well-being or flourishing for all. Identifying the “common good,” or its equivalent
phrase, the “public interest,” is a controversial issue because of different
conceptions of human well-being or flourishing, as described above. In utilitarian
thinking, the common good is the best net score of individual interests in the
community – a concept that obviously sacrifices some people‟s interests to that of
others. Others contend that the common good can be articulated only roughly, and
is often subject to moral disagreements. On this view, it is through a deliberative
democratic process of reasoning together that the common good can be agreed upon
and mutually acceptable decisions can be made (Gutmann and Thompson 1996).
Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson describe a process in which people in
conflict reason reciprocally, recognizing the moral worth of the opposing person,
even when they consider his or her position to be morally wrong. Under this
concept of deliberative democracy, there exists a mutual obligation of respect
towards opponents. From this respect a common good, acceptable to (almost) all,
often can be agreed to: “Deliberation is not only a means to an end, but also a
means for deciding what means are morally required to pursue our common ends”
(Gutmann and Thompson 1996).
In serving the public good, Richard Flathman has observed that a moral
demand is placed upon members of a society to regard themselves as morally
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obligated (but not physically coerced) to obey particular commands and to conform
to particular policies that they may regard as contrary to their personal interests. A
moral justification must be provided to justify this sacrifice of perceived selfinterest, and not simply the weight of majority interests. The fact that many
individuals present such a demand does not alter the situation. Number – that is,
force – is not a criterion of right. Flathman further observed that this “is the
timeless message of Rousseau‟s distinction between the will of all and the general
will” (Flathman 1966).
safety and security
Safety and security refer generally to conditions of stability, order,
predictability, and freedom from bodily harm (Rosan, Ruble, and Tulchin 2000, 14,
76). Within the urban context, these concepts can be interpreted in a wide variety of
ways. They may be reflected in public health and environmental concerns, such as
being able to live within a city without becoming ill or being subject to
environmental disasters. These concepts may extend to economic security, in which
access to employment and/or other forms of welfare ensures access to adequate
resources for human flourishing, or at least, human survival.
In human rights terms, security encompasses many negative rights and
freedoms. Achieving a sustainable sense of security involves certain critical
freedoms, such as the freedom from poverty and from violence. Positive rights and
freedoms are also included - the ability to achieve a decent standard of living.
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The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) makes the point that
no other aspect of human security is more vital as security from physical violence.
It lists several sources of threats of violence, including (1) the state (torture,
arbitrary arrest and detention), (2) other states (war, support for oppressive
regimes), (3) other groups of people (ethnic conflicts, street violence, crime), (4)
threats directed at women (rape, domestic violence, trafficking), and (5) threats
directed at children (child abuse) (United Nations Development Programme 2000a,
35).
participation and inclusion
There are many kinds and intensities of participation, ranging from
Gutmann and Thompson‟s deliberative democracy model to voting, from open and
advisory public hearings to visioning workshops. Each has its benefits and
limitations – as will be seen as this important topic is addressed throughout this
essay. I argue for a model of deliberative participation, claiming that the notion of
a truly deliberative, participatory process is important to the achievement of
sustainable urban development. In this respect, a deliberative participatory process
either assumes or includes – through a partially structured or facilitated dialogue –
the ideals described in this chapter: human dignity, social justice, human
flourishing and well-being, the common good, safety and security, and similar
ideals. Deliberative participation also offers a way to specify, weigh, trade-off, and
sequence (the realization) of these ideals.
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One good way to approach the new ideal of deliberative participation is in
relation to the idea of “stakeholder.” As I noted in the first chapter, and in the
context of urban development and governance, a “stakeholder” is a term defined
simply as someone with an interest – or stake – in the process and results of a
body‟s decision-making. The term “stakeholder” ranges widely over government
officials, institutions, civil society and the private sector, and local neighborhoods –
all those influencing and/or affected by urban development in the South. This
expansive definition is narrowed in application by the relative interest in the “stake”
that each stakeholder perceives or claims; distant stakeholders may have little or no
interest in the detailed affairs of a particular city. A brief review of the principal
stakeholders is appropriate better to understand the concept of participation, and the
urban development and governance policies, problems, processes and opportunities
discussed in this essay.
The most obvious stakeholders are the citizens and other residents of any
given city or town – and that city‟s or town‟s institutions of governance. But other
stakeholders include corporate entities, agencies and individuals representing the
interests of civil society, the private sector, the public sector, and various formal
and informal social and cultural institutions. Examples include community
organizations, whether formally constituted or not, women‟s groups, labor unions,
chambers of commerce, sports leagues and clubs, non-profit advocacy and social
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service organizations, public sector service agencies, universities, nursing homes,
hospitals, schools, businesses, professional organizations, and so on.
Moving geographically outwards, “urban” stakeholders are less obvious, but
certainly include those public agencies and institutions of governance at the
state/provincial level and at the national level that have direct responsibilities for, or
perceive their interests to be affected by, the city or town in question. Good
examples include a national government‟s office or department assigned the
portfolio for local government issues (commonly appearing in the South as a
national “Ministry of Local Government”), national infrastructure service providers
(electricity, transport, communications), and public agencies of defense and law
enforcement. At this level also are found nationally based civil society
organizations, the headquarters or branch offices of private sector entities, and other
public and private sector institutions that share a – usually small but still significant
– common concern for or interest in the affairs of the city or town under
consideration.
In this era of increasing globalization, the circle of stakeholders of a city or
town expands to encompass many international stakeholders too. Transnational and
multinational corporate entities and international civil society organizations are
within this tier of stakeholders. Even foreign governments have trade, security, and
diplomatic interests that earn them stakeholder status. Bilateral and multilateral
development assistance agencies and institutions in the developed world should
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also be included among a city‟s or town‟s stakeholders, especially when the former
are specifically focused on urban development issues in the South. These aid and
donor organizations are typically interacting with, or at least through, national
governments; this relation nearly always precludes formal direct linkages (including
direct loans or grants) between such organizations and local city or town
governments. Instead, organizations such as the World Bank, USAID, the British
Department for International Development (DFID), the United Nations, the
International Red Cross, the World Health Organization, Amnesty International, the
International City and County Management Association, and many others conduct
their formal interactions with cities and towns in the South with some involvement
and oversight by the respective national governments. In many cases, this is a
function of the membership structure of such organizations, in which membership
consists of representatives of national governments. In other cases, local and
international laws, financial insecurity, and/or problems of moral hazard (cities or
towns defaulting on their contractual and financial agreements, which the national
governments must then make good on) preclude cities and towns in the South from
entering into direct contractual, financial, or diplomatic relationships with
international institutions or organizations.
Stakeholder status does not automatically qualify one for or lead to
participation in urban development deliberation, decision-making and local
governance. Individuals and groups may be stakeholders and be relatively passive.
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Some stakeholders may have illegitimate interests, such as criminal organizations.
Other legitimate stakeholders consider their “stake” too remote or insignificant, or
simply do not feel motivated to participate. Local opportunities for participation
may be limited to the ballot box or simply not exist. Few cities and towns have
formal participatory structures that facilitate or institutionalize the inclusion of
stakeholders in the articulation of the common good and the decision-making on
the means and ends of achieving that ideal.
This quest for an effective means – a deliberative participatory model – by
which some but not all stakeholders might be able to improve their chances of
achieving agreement on a workable articulation of “the common good” raises many
moral concerns and values. As stakeholders reflect upon and deliberate over the
means and ends of development and “good” governance, they begin to question
who ought to decide what “good” development and “good” governance mean, why
these concepts are important, and what should be done when they clash with other
values. If stakeholders accept rights-based claims, then what should be done when
rights-based claims conflict with other popular development goals? How can and
should decision-makers respond when rights-based claims demand scarce
resources? How can and should popular participation in governance be balanced
with the role of representative democratic institutions of government? How can and
should values be weighed one against the other in deciding urban development
priorities? How can and should stakeholders be asssured that the full range of
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important development values has been comprehensively addressed within an urban
development planning or governance process? In short, how should stakeholders
conceive and make critical decisions regarding the achievement of a sustainable,
livable city, pursue those ends, and find motivation to do so?
The questions above require careful attention to moral concerns. When
decisions are made in response to these questions, the decision-maker‟s moral
legitimacy, credibility, and motivation deserve scrutiny. I argue that this scrutiny
should begin by, but not be limited to, assessing the extent to which opportunities
for popular participation exist, the degree to which decision-makers view
themselves as influenced by and accountable to that participatory process, and the
fairness, representativeness, and effectiveness of the participatory process itself.
Effective participation is an excellent means to morally based decision making, but
as I shall argue in chapter four in addressing issues of power relationships and
human rights, it is not the only means.
If all human beings are regarded as equally dignified and valuable, all
human beings within a society ought to be empowered to participate in the critical
decisions that affect them - that limit or create opportunities and freedoms for each
to flourish. 34 Including all people in all aspects of all decision-making is not
practical, even at the scale of most cities, so societies and cities have developed
various forms of political leadership and representative decision-making. Under this
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conception, political leaders and elected or appointed representatives act on the
presumption of a vested public trust, to which they are accountable. The delegation
of decision-making authority to political leaders is not by necessity absolute –
where possible and appropriate, opportunities ought to exist to allow all citizens
and residents of any given society (including cities and towns) to be well informed
about the issues, and to participate in identifying priorities, strategies, and desirable
actions.
In practice, political leadership in many cities and towns in the South is topdown or even autocratic – neither accountable to or inclusive of the residents.
Some try to justify top-down leadership as a way to avoid the difficulties and
expense in structuring and sustaining a deliberative participatory process
sufficiently robust regularly to register, discuss, and reason through the various
concerns, aspirations, claims, and demands of residents and stakeholders.
These “difficulties” may be only self-serving excuses, but equitable,
inclusive, and – certainly - deliberative participation is hard to accomplish, and it
can be expensive. The problems begin with the stakeholder identification process,
in which usually the elected and/or appointed decision makers in a city or town
government invite a range of participants to join in the formulation of specific
development priorities, policies and actions. It is seldom possible to select a
representative body of stakeholders that reflects a reasonable approximation of the
34

The only exceptions to this general rule are those people not competent to participate in a rational
manner, such as children and people with certain mental disabilities, or those people whom society
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diverse interests, demographic and social characteristics (age, gender, ethnicity,
religion, etc.), and power structure of the area under review. If stakeholder selection
can be accomplished to the general satisfaction of all, without the exclusion of any
one group, further difficulties ensue. The participatory process must be time
sensitive but ought not to be rushed – participants ought to have the opportunity to
be informed on the issues, to be heard by all, to engage in a give and take of reason
giving and assessing, and to have conflicts resolved in terms of outcomes to which
all can give their consent. Ideally, the participatory agenda will be rich enough so
that participants are not simply being polled, but instead have an opportunity to
engage in a deliberative process in which all stakeholders are able to put forward
their own arguments and ideas, to seek common ground, to demand reasons, and to
record disagreement. In some cases, participants may need training to learn
necessary public speaking skills, and/or to find assistance from trusted, articulate
advocates.
Credibility demands a participatory process that has a procedural rationale,
justified in language that the average stakeholder will easily understand. In some
cases, such as in more radical models of participation, outsiders and experts are
intentionally excluded. In other situations, particularly where participation
addresses complex technical and/or procedural issues, the stakeholders as well as
the experts shape the final process. This participation rationale – the rules and

has decided to exclude, such as convicted criminals.
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objectives of the participatory game – should persuade stakeholders that a
framework is in place through which participants (stakeholders) will be respectfully
encouraged to reflect upon, evaluate, and express their considered views – and their
reasons for such views – on a wide list of development issues. Some of the values
and principles that the larger society (the nation) already has formally agreed upon
or accepted as universal - in treaty, law, or policy - may need to be restated. Those
values and principles that are relative to that particular group of stakeholders may
need to be articulated openly – perhaps for the first time in a public forum. In this
sense, “careful structuring” of the participatory process should mean ensuring that
principles of fairness and a commonly agreed upon agenda are adhered to, and not
that the participation is manipulated towards predetermined outcomes. Participants
should be exposed to and consider different views of means and ends within the
larger context of a holistic view of human well-being, human development, and
good governance, but those participating will first need to agree on process – how
best to resolve disagreements and accommodate dissent.
Very few cities or towns have engaged in a participatory process leading to
the outcome of a comprehensive urban development strategy. Very few people have
experienced this sort of participation at this level of intensity. It is time consuming
and expensive, gives rise to conflicts and/or exposes existing social divisions, and –
unless very well executed – can easily become politically disruptive, even volatile.
For these reasons, outside experts are sometimes involved to help facilitate the
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participatory process. There are no effective, proven, off-the-shelf models of
participation for urban development strategy formulation that would ensure that the
process remains constructive in all situations. Threats to success abound. For
example, some special interest groups may perceive some direct benefit by making
sure that this larger participatory process fails. Stakeholders may perceive
deliberation as only political rhetoric, lacking credible assurances that the outcomes
of the process will actually guide policy and direct implementation. To counter such
threats, those entrusted with public resources and decision-making authority will
need to demonstrate their accountability and responsiveness within and through the
participatory process, and the expertise of trained facilitators may be required.
It might be argued that given the many procedural and logistical difficulties
in participation, adding moral concerns such as concepts of social justice, the
common good, human dignity, human rights and freedoms, will only make the
entire process more difficult and therefore less likely positively to influence public
policy and planning. First, many consider moral issues to be largely arbitrary and
subjective in nature, changing in scope and intensity depending on which
individuals are participating (or not) in any particular public deliberative forum.
The forum may itself be problematic; the choice of agenda, chairperson, and/or
social and cultural constraints may greatly constrain the quality, honesty, depth, and
subject matter covered.
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Second, seeking common ground on moral concerns risks upsetting the
status quo. Those in power may never have had to justify the moral source of their
authority, and may shrink from the moral obligations implicit– but seldom clearly
articulated – in public service. Those who are most affluent may be morally
challenged by these less affluent to justify why the gap between rich and poor
should widen even further in pursuit of short-term “development” goals. Cities or
towns may be morally emboldened to demand greater autonomy from the central
government. Are some questions best left unasked? It is not surprising that there are
few institutions within global, national, or local societies that demonstrate through
their actions a commitment to ethically based decision-making, even if some make
rhetorical gestures in this direction.
Third, the quality of a moral dialogue on substantive issues depends upon
tolerance, reflection, mutual respect, and a deliberative ethos representative of the
diversity of stakeholder interests and concerns. These attributes are moral ones that
individual participants ought to bring to the process or acquire through it.
Situations, however, may exist where such virtues are in scarce supply, and the
quality of the moral dialogue consequently deteriorates.
Fourth, many consider moral values and systems to be largely unreliable in
policy making; many values are discounted because they are relevant only to a
particular culture, time, and context, or are mistrusted as imposed by outsiders in
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the name, for example, of moral universalism35, skeptical realism36, or
cosmopolitanism.37 On the other hand, some values are questioned as being too
focused on the interests, concerns, and perceptions of a particular community or
society, rejecting claims of a broader moral obligation or accountability.
Fifth, moral values, along with many qualitative factors in development, are
extremely difficult to measure, monitor and evaluate, so the impact of policies
intended to respond to such concerns are hard to gauge. For this reason alone, many
public policy makers avoid reliance on hard-to-measure moral justifications for
allocation of scarce public resources.
These five objections apply to participatory processes specifically, but also
to morally-based approaches to development. If left unanswered, they undercut my
fundamental premise of the importance of moral appraisal in the definition,
formulation, and implementation of development means and ends. I therefore offer

35

Universalism is the view that values or norms, and associated obligations apply equally to all
people and all cultures. Utilitarians and Kantians, for example, argue that the correct or justified
ethical principles apply to all societies and all individuals. A variant is “minimum universalism,”
which accepts some moral diversity but contends that there is a universally valid body of values
which can be accepted by people from different moral and religious communities (agreed on, not
discovered) that can be used to judge public policy (Dower 1998, 43, 155).
36

Dower defines skeptical realism as the calculation of power and national interests, as often used in
evaluating relations between states within a competitive framework. These norms of international
relations are more maxims of prudence than moral norms – they are abandoned whenever prudence
dictates, but are often used in moral rhetoric that Dower claims is generally hypocritical (Dower
1998, 18).
37

Cosmopolitanism is an ethical approach based upon the moral premise that the world is one moral
domain, out of which arise certain universal or global moral obligations, values, and responsibilities
(Dower 1998, 20).
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the following brief responses, which will be expanded upon in a variety of ways in
the remainder of this essay.
The first objection is the claim that moral issues are largely arbitrary and
subjective in nature, and that attending to moral issues in a participatory process is
fraught with procedural difficulties. In practice, this objection has merit. Moral
issues, if raised at all in participatory workshops, are seldom addressed explicitly in
a rigorous, unrushed manner through deliberations, reasoned justifications (and
challenges to these justifications), and dialogue addressed at reducing
disagreements and consensus-building. Common models of participatory practice
largely ignore moral issues, or at best channel moral concerns into narrow outlets
such as vision statements. Morality is not, however, arbitrary, as the systematic and
critical study of moral beliefs, values and concerns – ethics – makes abundantly
clear. In ethics, our values and beliefs are organized into various (and to some
extent, competing) systems, each of which exhibits coherence more or less
internally and more or less matches our considered judgments and deeply felt
beliefs.38 In this way, individual moral concerns are given context, so that they can
be argued from a systematic, well-reasoned set of relationships based on principles
that in turn can be argued and justified. It is not practical or appropriate, however,
to use the limited time and resources of a participatory workshop on urban
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As noted by Griffin, coherentism has values and beliefs conferring credibility on other values and
beliefs solely through their own relations. This begins a larger discussion, not pursued in this essay,
of the significance of core values, and the extent to which our ethical beliefs can be improved.
(Griffin 1996, 8 – 17)
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development to justify a complete ethical theory (much less compare it to other
contending theories, from first principles). Instead, I argue in the next chapter that
various process tools can be derived from several well-established theories within
the field of development ethics. These tool-based approaches could be applied in a
time-constrained participatory process without preliminary philosophical
justifications, using language accessible to the diverse range of stakeholders
engaged. This essay will explore the appropriateness of one such theory of
development ethics – a human rights approach – both within a participatory
development process and as a separate means to the achievement of desirable
development goals (see chapters four through seven).
The second objection is the claim that attending to moral concerns risks
upsetting the status quo by challenging the existing economic and power
relationships within any given society. This claim is accepted and may serve as
sufficient (but not publicly stated) reason for politically insecure city leaders to
avoid a participatory approach. Whether through participatory processes or by
recourse to other means such as the courts, I argue that challenging the status quo is
often important to the moral approach to development. The existence of widespread
poverty, corruption, injustice, and the lack of universal respect for human dignity
demand a challenge, and the moral approach offers some fresh insights into the
means and ends of changing the status quo in ways which lead to more just,
compassionate, and decent societies, and to the protection of the status quo when it
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is judged to be reasonably just. The changes need not be immediately radical or
revolutionary – this essay will argue for progressive positive change towards
sustainable development through the assertion of human rights-based claims,
fulfilled over time. The fulfillment of such claims will, however, ultimately entail
radical changes to the status quo.
The third objection is the concern that moral issues must be addressed and
deliberated by participants who exhibit moral virtues, and that such participants
may be few in number. If this claim were accepted, it would be difficult to imagine
a society‟s moral progress over time. The leadership of morally virtuous persons
may well inspire and motivate others towards being receptive to the deliberation of
moral issues, but that leadership is not a necessary condition. The commitment of
social, political or religious institutions (and, by treaty provisions, even nations) to
moral principles goes some distance in bringing the moral approach to the
participatory process, and this essay considers the example of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights in this context. If the participants are able to accept
the credibility of an ethical framework, such as a human rights approach, and a way
can be found to apply this (such as through a derived set of participatory process
tools) to the development agenda under discussion, then the requirement for a wise
and virtuous person to preside over the proceedings no longer pertains.
The fourth objection is that asserting values in public policy, whether within
a participatory forum or through other operations of governance, is inappropriate
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because values vary in their moral justifications, from the universal to the relative.
This dichotomy between the universal and the relative is a venerable old chestnut of
philosophical debate, and a great deal is written and argued in the literature on this
subject. I argue in this essay for an approach that accepts certain values as universal
and fundamental to human nature, while also accepting that the local culture,
tradition, and context ought significantly to influence and shape the implementation
of development initiatives responsive to these universal values.
Finally, the fifth objection to morally-based approaches to development is
that the qualitative dimensions of moral values makes them impractical in the
public policy context. This, I contend, is a superficial argument. Measuring moral
performance may be more difficult than monitoring nonmoral criteria through
gathering empirical data and identifying trends. But empirical data can say a great
deal about the changes in achieving morally desirable goals, and the presentation of
such data in participatory workshops can be informative. The birth weight of babies
is a good proxy for measuring the shortcomings in the quality of life of people and
the need for better nutrition and health care. An extensive amount of work is being
done around the world to identify appropriate empirical indicators that measure
quality of life.39 The degree to which national laws reflect internationally
recognized human rights principles is also measurable. Qualitative factors in the
experience of poverty, the enjoyment of basic freedoms and opportunities, and the
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prevalence of respect for human dignity are all subject to meaningful evaluation
through a variety of techniques, from focus groups to surveys. I do not pursue the
important dimension of measurement in this essay, but I do contend that the claim
that moral issues should not influence public policy or be raised in participatory
workshops because they are troublesome to monitor and evaluate speaks more of a
failure of political will or methodology than of a basic fault inherent in ethics.

Deliberative Participation as an Ethical Ideal
No formula or recipe exists to achieve the ideal of the livable city. Certainly
political leaders, civil servants, and all stakeholders need constantly to improve
their conceptual and management skills, their abilities to integrate technical
approaches across many sectors with the quality of democratic processes and
political leadership. Stakeholders also need to improve their participatory skills, and
open the door to new innovations and creative approaches to urban problems. Even
all of these tools are not sufficient - the goal of a sustainable, livable city cannot be
credibly pursued without attention to moral values of the sort just adumbrated in the
sections above. The World Bank‟s new urban strategy itself hints at this moral
focus apparent in its definition of “livable”:
If cities and towns are to promote the welfare of their residents
and of the nation‟s citizens, they must be…livable – ensuring a
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See for example the World Conference on Model Cities (http://www.ura.gov.sg
/wcmc/body_index.html0), the Megacities Network (http://www.megacities.org/network/) or the
Sustainable Communities Network (http://www.smartgrowth.org/)
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decent quality of life and equitable opportunities for all residents,
including the poorest (World Bank 2000a, 8).

In the South, the attainment of the goal of the livable city appears even more
remote than it is in the North. Based on significant first-hand experience in
conducting many participatory planning workshops in several countries in the
South, my view is that public participation is seldom conceived by the local
political leadership as a process to involve stakeholders in working towards
deliberative agreements (and disagreements) about the ends and means of a “livable
city”. The concept of the “livable city,” at best, is simply assumed to be a shared
and universal goal, yet in reality it translates into very different priorities among
and between politicians, civil servants, business people, the poor, women, the
unemployed and under-employed, academics, professionals, and so forth. While
there is often significant commonality between such interest groups in the
identification of issues, the ranking of priorities varies – sometimes greatly.
Without an opportunity for deliberation, in which views can be openly challenged
and justifications offered, stakeholders are denied the opportunity to reevaluate
their priorities and concepts and work with others to forge agreements that (most)
everyone can accept.
An appreciation of social dynamics is also important to effective public
participation. When confronted with ingrained cultural or social constraints, an
interest group might become more conscious of social cleavages and hence become
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more entrenched and intransigent. But the alternative is also true; such an interest
group might change its stated priorities. Zulu women – when consulted outside
earshot of Zulu men – will allocate priorities quite differently than when consulted
in gender-mixed assemblies.40 Mayors of small towns in the Philippines – often
outspoken, passionate advocates for their constituents in meetings with their peers –
will avoid an “unseemly” public conflict in formal meetings with high ranking
provincial officials, even if it means that their silence will pave the way for policies
that run directly counter to their espoused interests (Schwenke 1995, 6 - 8). Central
governments, often with the technical advice of international experts, have been
seen to impose a top-down image of the livable city that is alien to local
sensibilities (Peattie 1995).
In practice, progress towards an ideal like the World Bank‟s vision of the
livable city suffers through lack of a local interpretation of this vision. Cribbed
(“boilerplate”) language and ethical clichés can usefully camouflage action opposed
to genuinely ethical development.
Earlier I argued for the importance of active stakeholder participation in
formulating a consensus on both common development goals and the means to
achieve them – that city‟s sense of its “livable city” ideal. If it is possible through
participation to articulate such an ideal, the active and strategic pursuit of the ideal
remains dependent on the ability of the local governments. At this stage, the quality
40

Based on the author‟s direct experience in the Regional Development Planning process for the
Zululand Regional Council in South Africa, 1997-98.
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and motivation of the political leadership of that city or town is a major determinant
of success. If a mayor and/or a majority of city councilors share the livable city
ideal – which hopefully they participated in shaping – the mission of that city‟s
government may become oriented to achieving the vision set by the leadership. On
rare occasions an inspired and able political leader may possess his or her own
vision of the livable city, achieved outside of a participatory process (or when such
a process fails to achieve positive results), which he or she then builds a consensus
around. A classic case is the positive impact on development of the visionary
leadership of Mayor Jaime Lerner in Curitiba, Brazil. Mayor Lerner visualized a
city based on cooperation and partnership, characterized by attractive public spaces
(commercial areas, parks), excellent access to public transport and social services
(child care, health care, etc.), effective poverty alleviation, and a beneficial
relationship between urban and rural interests. He thought of many cost-effective
and innovative ways to achieve these goals, such as creating a pedestrian-only
downtown, making vast improvements in a public bus system, involving the poor in
recycling of trash in exchange for basic foodstuffs, and creating a park system that
doubled as a groundwater drainage system in times of flooding. The city now
thrives, and has moved significantly closer to the “livable city” ideal not initiated
but now “owned” by a large number of stakeholders there.
Without this type of leadership, or the ideal of the “livable city” forged in a
participatory process, local governments are left to pursue development in
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incremental and piecemeal interventions without benefit of an over-arching theme
or vision. Such governments lack a context in which to rationalize means and ends
and provide a unifying mission. Lacking a unifying mission, civil servants respond
most to the incentives and priorities within their separate departments, and little
coordination takes place between these departments, agencies, and tiers of
government that typically divide responsibilities on issues affecting urban quality of
life. Politicians often have their own personal incentives – remaining in or
increasing their power and influence – and hence gravitate towards short-term
interventions that produce demonstrable (and re-electable) results, instead of
supporting interventions that will bear fruit only in the longer-term.
The ideal of the “livable city” is at least a set of goals by which citizens and
others may evaluate the city in question. Such an ideal may also influence
development strategies – the means to the “livable city” goal – and motivate
incremental progress on the part the citizens and stakeholders of a given city. In
chapter six I address whether and under what conditions such ideals might motivate
action and whether such moral motivation can be counted on to bring about
beneficial change.

Case Study
Durban‟s North Local Council completed its integrated urban development
plan in 1998. Under South Africa‟s new constitution, local authorities must “lead,
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plan, and manage development,” and through integrated development plans like the
North Local Council‟s, they must develop specific institutional and financial action
plans and budgets. These become the basis for local governance (Schwenke, Bond,
and Tomlinson 1997, 8, 35 - 38).
The North Local Council made a concerted effort at participatory planning
in the preparation of their integrated urban development plan, and achieved an
outcome – a final development plan of action that met the requirements of the
national constitution and could be used directly to guide the policies and
expenditures on development for the future. Few urban areas in the South (or the
North) have accomplished even this much, and its completion owes much to the
motivation of the stakeholders. Yet the quality and effectiveness of the North Local
Council‟s integrated urban development process, and consequently of the
governance decisions that this process yields, still remains open to serious doubts.
First, the process was largely local. There was no international model or
strategy to guide urban policy, and the national and provincial development
framework (guidelines, policies, regulations and incentives) that did exist were not
of much influence to the IDP process.41 The decision-makers in the NLC took only
passing interest in the development needs of the remainder of interdependent
metropolitan Durban, and the fate of those in the surrounding rural hinterland
attracted almost no interest from those whose political power base lay elsewhere.
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Second, the moral content of the development dialogue throughout the
process was implicit, fragmentary, incomplete, and (arguably) arbitrary. When
moral issues arose and were recognized, they were discussed, but not systematically
in the context of the sort of principles sketched above, namely human development,
human dignity, social justice, human flourishing and well-being, the common good,
safety and security, and participation and inclusion. The only end that was
consciously advanced was economic growth.
Third, the consultants and the Council structured the participatory process
with great care, and presented the proposed process for the scrutiny and discussion
of the general public at the first open public workshop. Based on that feedback, the
consultants further refined the structure for the more limited participatory process
that involved only those stakeholders willing to commit the time and energy to the
process over the duration of the integrated development planning project. Both the
consultants‟ initial proposal and the final participatory structure that resulted from
the open public input were, however, created without benefit of any conscious
normative framework, and so the fact that certain groups remained excluded went
largely unquestioned. In particular, the Zulu minority – the poorest and most
disadvantaged of all local stakeholders – was not able to participate because they
lacked the basic education and public speaking skills to do so effectively. The
Siyakhana consultant team did make arrangements to provide some training (and
41

The South African government and the government of the Province of KwaZulu-Natal did have
some policies intended to drive economic growth, such as the Reconstruction and Development
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incurred significant uncompensated expenses by these actions) and provided ZuluEnglish translation at all public meetings, but the North Local Council lacked an
awareness of the moral obligation not to exclude the Zulu people, and hence they
lacked the political will to approve the costs for the prerequisite capacity training.
Durban‟s North Local Council is but one local example of urbanization in
the South, and it cannot be generalized or made an ideal model for all urban settings
in the South. In the process of generating its integrated development plan, however,
many of the most important themes common to cities and towns in the South
emerged. From the outset, the fact that this largely rural environment with multiple
urban pockets of settlement was contained within the metropolitan boundaries of a
major city placed the rural-urban continuum at the center of planning
considerations. Many of the “urban” poor of the North Local Council were
essentially rural people. Yet the challenge to the leadership of this local authority
was to bring the many residents and stakeholders of this very diverse, urban and
rural, rich and poor district together to find common cause with each other, and to
find a place within the larger framework of metropolitan Durban, the province of
KwaZulu-Natal, and the country of South Africa.
As a pioneer in decentralization, the North Local Council was typical of
many local governments in the South, with inadequate resources and institutional
capacity to attend fully to the multitude of local issues now thrust before it. Unlike

Program (RDP), but these had little direct relevance to the local level.
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many urban governments in the South, however, the North Local Council viewed
its role expansively. Not just a supplier of basic services, it aspired – at least
rhetorically – to become an effective institution of local governance in the
comprehensive sense of that word.
Much of the formative process behind the integrated development plan
addressed the good governance topic specifically, as stakeholders pondered what
their local government could do for them, and what it ought to do for them. As
stakeholders became used to the freedoms of this participatory process, they raised
some quality-of-life concerns and questions of who had what obligations and
duties, to whom, and why. The answers were seldom clear or satisfactory – neither
the local leaders nor the planners facilitating the process were competent to
structure a process that systematically dealt with such fundamental moral questions.
Many assumptions went unstated but appeared to influence the process. Arguably
the primary example of just such an assumption was that all of the stakeholders
desired a local government that would assist them to achieve fulfilling, healthy,
secure lives in which each person‟s dignity was respected, in a society in which
social justice prevailed.
The development project began with the establishment of a participatory
structure. Starting with Siyakhana‟s proposed draft participatory framework,42 the
Siyakhana staff engaged in intensive consultations with local stakeholders and
42

This participatory framework was based on standard professional practices in USA (see Klein,
1995).
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community leaders, who reviewed and partially reworked this framework.
Subsequently, and for a period of just over three months, participatory groups
representing a wide variety of interests separately met on a regular basis to
articulate their own concerns, interests, hopes, and priorities. As adopted by the
final participatory framework, the specific range of concerns, interests, hopes and
priorities was to some extent divided and addressed by two different types of
groups – affinity groups and geographic groups. The former came together around
some of the more prominent interests in the municipality: there were separate
affinity groups for sports, education, safety and security, the professions, arts and
culture, housing and infrastructure, environment, health, youth, women, labor,
religion, business, and the elderly. The second type of group attracted citizens who
held an interest tied to a geographic center within the municipality, and three
geographic groups represented three distinctive urban settlement nodes within the
North Local Council boundaries.
Each group met every two weeks, and involved from four to twenty people.
Most flourished, while some became dysfunctional or inactive. The consultants
served as facilitators in each and also separately carried out intensive research to
capture a snapshot in time of the existing situation – the baseline – for the
municipality. The Siyakhana consultant team brought the results of this research
together in a draft Situational Analysis Report, and circulated this to the public and
to the affinity and geographic groups for comment and feedback prior to the future-
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planning stage of the planning process. The draft Situational Analysis Report
covered the local and larger economy, the environment, spatial patterns and land
uses, demographics, the existing policy framework, financial and budgetary
constraints, the institutional capacity, and the cultural and ethnic diversity of the
region.
In this type of process, the urban planner serves as the facilitator and
research resource for the stakeholders, helping them access important information
and assisting them better to articulate their aspirations and needs. It is a far cry from
the days of the “expert planners” creating – without benefit of public participation –
the (largely spatial) Master Plan. That product represented a very different and nonparticipatory approach to planning, in which local, provincial, or national
authorities imposed on the stakeholders a simplified model, created by outside
experts, intended to regulate and bring order to the very complex process of
urbanization. Thankfully, urban planning in North America and Western Europe
has changed significantly, due in part to the consciousness-raising efforts of such
insightful thinkers as Lisa Peattie (Peattie 1995) and Jane Jacobs (Jacobs 1961).
The trend in planning theory in developed countries, and increasingly so in the less
developed countries, is towards a process-oriented, participatory process, in which
ethical deliberation issuing in a vision statement is one key benchmark.
There is also a connection to be made between, on the one hand, the values
that people express and deliberate through participatory development processes
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and, on the other hand, the values that brought them to participate in such a process
in the first instance – and which arguably motivate their continued participation.
Why should people invest their time, resources and energies (often scarce
commodities, particularly for the poor) in advocating for the common good through
the mechanisms of urban governance or by means of a structured and on-going
participatory process? Does perceived self-interest, civic duty, or other less obvious
political objectives drive such participation? I will return to this question of
motivation in chapter six.
The participating stakeholders of the North Local Council enjoyed what was
for them a novel opportunity – openly to discuss the attributes of the common good,
to craft a vision statement to reflect this, and to contribute to the identification of
development priorities and strategies to meet these priorities. A dialogue rich in
values began, and the seeds of a larger, better-structured dialogue on the means,
ends, and ethics of urban development were planted in one urban district in the
South. Whether a moral approach to future development initiatives in Durban can
grow from these small beginnings is an open question. This essay contends that a
kind of participatory urban planning process explicitly based upon and refining an
ethical framework is more likely to succeed in achieving genuinely “livable” cities.
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Chapter 4: Development Ethics and Ethical Urban Development
Introduction
In discussions on development within a participatory process, quality of life
is a common theme. As with the Durban case study example, these discussions can
be rich in moral values, as stakeholders ponder the kinds of changes they would
most like to see happen, how these might be achieved, why they are important, and
what to do when stakeholders‟ priorities conflict with each other. What is best for
all, and why one should turn away from self-interest towards some larger notion of
the common good are both questions that require careful reflection. So too are
questions that challenge or promote the status quo, seeking some evaluation of, or
at least some explanation, when a system succeeds and when a system fails to
distribute goods and opportunities in an even, equitable way. Some issues – such as
why any given society morally tolerates any of its members falling prey to the
ravages of extreme poverty while others enjoy lives of luxury and excess – often
are ignored or avoided because they seem so intractable.
In the last chapter, I argued that moral issues can and should achieve
prominence in formal urban development strategies and policies. The moral content
is there – taking form in strong moral undertones and occasionally rich moral
discussions on quality of life concerns. Yet the moral content of the development
dialogue often remains, as previously noted, implicit, fragmentary, incomplete, and
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(arguably) arbitrary. What is lacking, as illustrated by the New Urban Strategy, is a
procedure or framework – an ethically-focused, deliberative participatory model –
that can raise the profile of such moral concerns to become an explicit, unified,
cohesive, and pertinent part of the urban development process in the South. Many
others have argued for a participatory, ethically-focused general approach to
development, and the purpose of this chapter is to situate my model in this more
comprehensive approach to development called development ethics. Hopefully each
will enrich the other.
Ethics is critical reflection and prescription with respect to social goals. This
chapter discusses a specific type of ethics – development ethics – and considers its
application to development generally and then to urban development specifically.
Development ethics also addresses a set of resources – “moral resources” –
that may often be overlooked in the analysis of development, but which may be
essential to motivating development in positive ways. These moral resources
include, for example, the respect for the dignity of all persons, sympathy and caring,
one‟s sense of moral identity, sense of fairness, and justice (see also Glover 1999,
28).
Finally, this chapter briefly reviews several leading ethical approaches – or
frameworks – that appear to offer a variety of options in structuring a moral
approach to urban development.
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An Overview of Development Ethics
Development ethics is ethical reflection on the ends and means of
socioeconomic change in poor countries and regions. Development ethicists agree
that the moral dimension of development theory and practice is just as important as
the scientific and policy components. What is often called "development" –
economic growth, for instance – may be bad for people, communities and the
environment. Hence, the process of development should be reconceived as
beneficial change, usually specified as alleviating human misery and environmental
degradation in poor countries (Craig 1999)(Crocker 2001, 5 - 6).
David Crocker asks the philosopher‟s question, “In what direction and by
what means should a society „develop‟” (Crocker 2001, 1)? His succinct description
of development ethics encompasses a complex endeavor by philosophers, ethicists,
development practitioners, and others to create and apply a rigorous intellectual
discipline and philosophical grounding to the challenges of development, and to the
many moral questions to which the concept of “development” gives rise.
Development ethics provides a comprehensive set of moral approaches to facilitate
reflection upon – and consideration of appropriate responses to – the many urgent
moral concerns, motivations, obligations, and competing priorities associated with
development in the South (and North). Development ethics reinforces and places in
a general framework the model I defended in chapter three. Norms such as human
dignity, social justice, human flourishing, the common good, safety and security,
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and participation and inclusion are among the many that are routinely encountered
in urban development theory and practice; these topics illustrate subject matter of
development ethics.
Development ethics is a relative newcomer in applied ethics, having only
begun to take explicit and self-conscious form in the 1980s (Crocker 2001, 2 - 3).
Since that time, however, there have been robust additions to the body of thought
framed by development ethics, and the literature within the new discipline now is
becoming substantial. The primary contributions principally have come from
philosophers and ethicists, both in the North and the South. Among the literature of
development ethics, one finds the work of Sabina Alkire, Charles Beitz, Peter
Berger, Luis Camacho, David Crocker, John D‟Arcy May, Nigel Dower, Des
Gasper, Denis Goulet, Godfrey Gunatilleke, Herman Kahn, Bernardo Kliksberg,
Onora O‟Neill, Martha Nussbaum, Thomas Pogge, Mozaffar Qizilbash, E. Roy
Ramírez, Ramon Romero, Jerome Segal, Amartya Sen, Peter Singer, Paul Streeten,
among others. Development ethics, by intention, seeks to extend beyond academia
and involve development practitioners, policy makers, and others. This expansion
has taken form, for example, in the International Development Ethics Association
(IDEA), an organization active in fostering a widening dialogue on a variety of
development issues by means of a newsletter, website43, international conferences,
and networking (Gasper 1994, 160 - 185).

43

See http:///www. carleton.ca/idea/
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The ethical focus on development also extends beyond the domain of
development ethics, whose boundaries in any event are loosely defined. Closely
related to the concerns of development ethics, significant work is being advanced in
research and dialogue on social and human capital, environmental ethics, business
ethics, political theory of development, urban and regional planning theory,
development economics, and geography. The many-faceted attention now placed on
the moral dimensions of development does call into question whether there is a
need to establish some “territorial” boundaries for development ethics – should
development ethics extend into trade relations, military affairs, migration,
international organized crime networks, and/or corruption in “developed”
countries? These issues remain unresolved and continue to elicit spirited debate.
Engaging in ethical reflection on critical development issues is not merely
an intellectually stimulating academic pastime. Many of the choices that
individuals, institutions, groups, and governments make affect others, for good or
for ill. We are also often called upon to make decisions as to what others ought to
do or have done. In either case, we ought carefully to evaluate such choices
factually, conceptually, and ethically. Political and cultural leaders, policy makers,
development practitioners, civil society activists, and many others confront ethical
issues on a daily basis, and the choices they must make may be harmful for some –
or many – persons. When resources are scarce, human needs great, and existing
economic distributive mechanisms ineffective or skewed, the moral weight of
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decisions can be particularly acute. As noted by Guido Calabresi and Philip
Bobbitt, such decisions on allocations must be made in “…ways that preserve the
moral foundations of social collaboration” (Calabresi and Bobbitt 1978, 18).
Failing this, violence and civil unrest may ensue or poverty may worsen, with the
associated increase in human suffering. Such choices must also be made with the
full knowledge that we are living in a world of human imperfections – greed,
hunger for power, ignorance and short-sightedness, prejudice and ethnocentrism –
and that social, cultural, political, and economic institutions often reflect these
imperfections (Chadwick 1998, 759).
Moral reflection as described above is part of a moral discourse. According
to Denis Goulet, who together with Louis Joseph Lebret can be considered as a
pioneer of development ethics, moral discourse concerning development occurs on
four distinct levels:
1) Determination (including clarification and defence) of the most general
and fundamental ends of development,44
2) Establishing the criteria for specifying when these ends have been
achieved or already exist,
3) Formulation of strategies (adoption of the most efficient and morally
permissible package of means to achieve important ends), and
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Goulet elsewhere assigns less importance to this level, arguing that a broad consensus exists on the
general conceptions. Crocker however argues to the contrary; in his view first level work has an
important role to play in development ethics (Crocker 1990).
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4) Separate consideration of individual means (Goulet 1995, 11 - 14).

A four-level reflective process of this character operates in several contexts.
It applies as much to the resolution of moral dilemmas in the formulation and
implementation of development policies as it does in the assessment of the moral
dimensions of foundational development theories. This four-level reflective process
also describes aspects of the deliberative participation of stakeholders in the urban
development decision-making.
Goulet properly begins at the beginning – by asking what development is.
The determination of the ends or objectives of development has to do with the
conception of development itself, which is at the heart of many of the debates
within development ethics and related fields of inquiry. Development was
originally conceived as being equivalent to economic growth, modernization, or
industrialization, but development ethics has brought a values focus to refine the
concept and definition of development. The economic growth model failed to focus
on the well-being of individuals, and it became clear that the alleviation of poverty
was not a necessary by-result of economic growth, unless some form of authority
intervened or directed that growth (Chadwick 1998, 758). Some also questioned
whether the image of the good life – characterized by materialism, consumerism,
and individualism, and associated with the economic growth model – is
fundamentally Western in value. This Western concept of the good life may not be
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appropriate, they argue, to all cultures and societies (Chadwick 1998, 758). Even
subsequent evolutions of the economic growth model, such as the growth with
equity model, in which the state directed some of the benefits of growth to the poor,
or the basic needs approach, which created specific programs targeted at the basic
needs of the poor, are considered by many to have failed adequately to address the
dimension of individual human well-being or flourishing (Chadwick 1998, 758).
Despite these misgivings, the majority of development theorists consider that
economic growth is either central or at least necessary (but not sufficient) to
development, although more radical views reject this premise (Chadwick 1998,
758).
The Nobel Laureate economist Amartya Sen moved the debate about the
goals of development more firmly into the moral sphere when he argued that
economic growth is not the fundamental end of development but is at best (and not
always) a good means. Development, Sen argues, should be conceived as a process
of expanding the real freedoms that people enjoy (Sen 1999, 3). Since its inception
in 1990, the UNDP, in which Sen was and continues to be a major influence, also
frames its view of development in relation to the goal of increasing the freedoms,45
of which it lists seven (I discuss these seven freedoms in considerably more detail
in chapter seven):
1) Freedom from discrimination,
45

Sen clarifies and argues for each one of these as well as for the moral space of freedoms, which in
his more technical vocabulary he calls “capabilities and functionings” (Sen 1999, 74 – 76).
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2) Freedom from want,
3) Freedom to develop and realize one‟s human potential,
4) Freedom from fear,
5) Freedom from injustice,
6) Freedom of thought and speech and participation, and
7) Freedom for decent work (United Nations Development Programme 2000a,
1).

When and where has (genuine) development occurred? When is real
progress being made? How should one assess the quality, effectiveness and
appropriateness of development strategies, policies, or interventions? Goulet‟s
second step or level – establishing the criteria for specifying basic development
goals – depends in part upon a process of discernment and ethical reflection. This,
in turn, must be based upon the application of norms and moral values.46 How does
one select and justify the choice of moral values, among many competing moral
theories? This question raises several fundamental divisions of thought within
development ethics, which Crocker summarizes in three meta-ethical views:

46

The choice of which specific norms and moral values to apply, as articulated and structured within
competing moral theories, is itself controversial. I argue that the values in the moral theory I have
selected to concentrate on in this essay – a human rights based approach – are inherent in the
fundamental ends of development, in Goulet‟s first level. If selecting a different moral theory, it
might be justified to add a fifth or meta-ethical level to Goulet‟s analysis, to attempt a justification
for the use of a moral theory over and above its function as a constituent element of fundamental
ends of development.
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universalists47, particularists48, or a position based on cross-cultural consensus,
embracing elements of both (Crocker 2001, 9). This third position attempts to
transcend the standoff between universalists and particularists. As stated by
Crocker:
On this view, development ethics should forge a cross-cultural
consensus in which a society‟s own freedom to make development choices
is one among a plurality of fundamental norms and in which these norms
are of sufficient generality so as not only to permit but also to require
sensitivity to societal differences (Craig 1999, 42) (see also Crocker
2001,51).

It can be argued that other moral approaches fit well within this third
position, including the capabilities approach and the UNDP‟s human rights
approach. Amartya Sen, who originated the ethical theory and development
perspective known as the capabilities approach, seeks to be sensitive to cultural

47

The universalist position in development ethics seeks to formulate and justify – in the light of
universally valid ethical principles – a set of development goals that ought to apply equally to all
human beings and human societies.
48

Moral particularism, in its strongest version, is the claim that there are no defensible moral
principles, that the morally perfect person should not be conceived as the person of principle, and
that moral thought does not consist in the application of moral principles to cases. There are more
cautious versions, however. The strongest defensible version, perhaps, holds that though there may
be some moral principles, the rationality of moral thought and judgment does not depend on a
suitable provision of such things – the perfectly moral judge would require more than a grasp on an
appropriate range of principles and the ability to apply them. Under this view, moral principles are,
at best, simply aids that a morally sensitive person would not require, and indeed the use of such aids
might even lead us into moral error (Dancy 2001). A variant of this, Aristotelian particularism, holds
that moral judgment must be sensitive to the particularity of specific moral situations. Certain
Aristotelian thinkers, such as Nancy Sherman, argue that Aristotle was advocating a third way
between particularism and general ethical theories, in which there is room for general moral rules or
principles, even if these are not deemed to be universal (Sherman 1997), 244).
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differences while still insisting on a threshold of “moral minimums” (Crocker 1991,
466).
In summary, it is my view that development ethics has raised the profile of
the moral dialogue within the context of development theory, policy, and practice.
Development ethics directly addresses what I consider the most fundamental – and
the most controversial – topics in development, generally considered: the dignity
and worth of each human being, the moral dimensions that motivate development
actions, who should make development decisions, and the meaning of development
itself. Development ethics similarly provides a valuable and insightful perspective
on the meaning and role of such important concepts as the extent and nature of our
moral obligations to and claims on others, the moral demands of social justice, the
moral legitimacy of government, and the moral justifications for broad-based
stakeholder participation in analysis, deliberations, and decision-making on
development and governance. Hence, development ethics reinforces on a general
moral level the results reached in my criticism of the New Urban Strategy in
chapter two and the initial formulation of ethically focused, participatory urban
development. In turn an ethics for urban development in the South may enrich and
further specify development ethics in general.
Returning to Goulet‟s four levels concept of moral reflection, level three
pertains to the formulation of strategies or sets of means designed to achieve
development ends. Strategies are the means by which to achieve and sustain
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development goals. This means-ends thinking is closely related to the theorypractice49 relationship which Crocker clarifies, since not only does development
ethics formulate and defend certain ethical principles and goals for development but
it also can be viewed as an essential strategy for achieving the desirable objectives
of development generally, and urban development in the South specifically.
Recall that Goulet identifies the fourth or most concrete level of moral
reflection within development ethics as the consideration and choice of individual
means (within sets of means). This disaggregation is somewhat problematic in the
context of urban development, where most means of development are closely
interrelated and interdependent. Nevertheless, there is certainly scope for targeted
ethical reflection of specific critical “means,” such as specific programs or tactics to
achieve or protect decent standards of employment, opportunities for popular
participation in decision-making, equitable access to development resources, local
empowerment50 for decision-making on local issues, and so forth.

49

A concept linking up both normative and empirical development theory with development policy,
politics, and practice. Crocker argues: “Theory normally informs practice: it tells us what is and why,
what is (likely) to be and why, and how to arrive at the better future from the actual present.
Relatively pure theory is possible. But it is typically and, more importantly, often desirable to have a
„practice-theory‟ or a „theory-practice‟ in which more or less abstract thought, site specific
experience, and practical conduct are dialectically related.” (Crocker 1991, 468 – 469).
50

Something can be both an end and a means. Local empowerment is both; but as a means it refers
to a general level of capability and confidence to pursue what is potentially a very wide range of
development goals. Also, before local empowerment can operate as a means, it must be generated;
other means first will need to be identified and implemented to bring about local empowerment.
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The Role and Influence of Ethics on Urban Development in the South
If it is to be effective, reflection on the means and ends of urban
development in the South can and should take many forms. Within the urban
development context, development ethics can be effectively applied on Goulet‟s
four levels and in many different ways. In the next subsections I will examine – in
the light of development ethics – four different applications that address aspects of
urban development in poor countries: a) participatory integrated urban development
planning, b) codes of ethics, c) ethical oversight of the public sector by civil
society, and d) moral education.

Participatory Integrated Urban Development Planning
I have discussed already in chapters two and three the importance of
participation in urban development and planning in the South, and I have argued for
a model of deliberative participation. I now briefly consider participation from the
perspectives of integrated development planning and development ethics.
Urban development embraces a complex range of issues, sectors, and
competing demands. As cities grow in size, complexity increases. In smaller cities
and towns, the function of government may be restricted to the simple provision of
some basic services (water, sanitation, and so forth). As cities grow, so too grows
the need for directing and perhaps limiting growth. At this stage, city government
should provide some direction, incentives, and constraints, so that growth and
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development proceed in positive and beneficial ways. The growth and development
of cities involves a multitude of interdependent or interrelated factors, from
transportation to health care, infrastructure services to the provision of affordable
housing, protection of the environment to the provision of public safety, to name
but a few. How can this be managed?
As with any complex set of problems, the best approach is to seek an
integrated, holistic solution. In the urban context, effective and well-implemented
integrated urban development requires planning, which in turn entails structure,
research, analysis, broad participation and feedback, strategy, and synthesis. As I
argued earlier in some detail, evaluating options for urban growth and development
is not simply a scientific process of identifying variables and assumptions, noting
behavior under different conditions, and manipulating growth by the application of
well-chosen algorithms. After all, city growth is ultimately about people, and the
behavior of people within urban settings defies modeling. People are also more than
objects to be managed; people ought to make their own decisions about the matters
that affect them the most – urban residents and stakeholders ought to be participants
in the urban development process.
The last chapter presented examples of the moral content implicit in
participation and governance; this applies also to the integrated development
planning (IDP) process. Yet if we accept that participation and the IDP process
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entails many implicit moral dimensions, why then do we need the more focused
attention of development ethics?
Development ethics makes the implicit moral content of participation,
governance and the IDP process explicit, through moral analysis, criticism, and
construction. Development ethics provides what I consider to be a credible
procedure, performed on Goulet‟s four levels, to transform that general sense of the
moral content of participation into an accessible, unified, cohesive, and pertinent
part of the IDP process.
Development ethics leads one to ask who determines (and should
determine) the fundamental ends of urban development (level one), and why this is
so. Who should establish the criteria for specifying what these ends should mean
and when they have been achieved (level two), and who should formulate the IDP
strategies to achieve these important ends (level three)? Are the specific means that
together constitute the IDP strategies morally permissible as well as efficient (and
how important is efficiency)? In reviewing a fairly standard IDP application below,
I will return to these four levels to identify where such questions ought to be asked,
and what the implications of this type of structured analysis might be.
A city will initiate an IDP if it determines – or is convinced by outside
influences – that it would be in its best interest to do so, and if it can afford the time
and costs involved. Typically an IDP is proposed as a basis for decision-making on
public policies and resource allocations; occasionally city officials view an IDP also
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as a method of conflict prevention or resolution, and consensus-building on the
means of development specific to that jurisdiction. The fact that city officials or
citizens would feel motivated to engage in an IDP, which can entail the expenditure
of significant time, energy, political currency, and financial resources, may reflect a
city government‟s response to its own perception of powerlessness or loss of
direction in the face of growing development pressures. But a city might also view
an IDP as an exercise in appropriate and responsible leadership, seeking to do what
is right and good, hoping better to articulate and then pursue what is in the public
interest, and demonstrating responsiveness to the general obligations of good
governance.
Government officials and political leaders, who nearly always initiate
integrated development planning interventions, view this approach as a proven (and
much publicized) way to make reasonable their governance and resource allocation
responsibilities, and to stimulate economic growth. They seldom dig deeper; the
assumption being that urban development ought to improve quality of life, and that
economic growth will make these improvements possible. City officials even may
conceive of economic growth as a desirable end in itself, a position that Sen, Daly,
and many others question (Sen 1999, 13 – 14). Conceivably some within the city
leadership, or other stakeholders, could initiate a “level one” dialogue to reflect on
the fundamental ends of development for that city – an analysis particularly
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insightful at this stage. In ideal circumstances, this eventually would lead to the IDP
participatory process known as visioning.
The integrated development planning process generally consists of the
following five stages, described below.
Stage 1 ~ Situational Analysis
Development ends are subject to local interpretation, based on cultural
values, social structures, access to resources, and other particular conditions. For
this reason, the IDP process delays visioning until this context is articulated. City
officials may carry out their own analysis in this regard, or assign to planning
consultants the task to provide stakeholders with comprehensive information on the
existing conditions, constraints, and opportunities. Many planners refer to this step
as a situational analysis; it consists of research into the current social, economic,
environmental, demographic, political, institutional, and governance conditions,
and the existing spatial relationships of the built and unbuilt environment. The
resulting draft situational analysis report should be subjected to the scrutiny of the
elected and appointed officials of the city, and in participatory approaches, to a
project-specific participatory mechanism (such as a workshop) consisting of the
widest feasible range of representative stakeholders.
I contend that ample opportunities exist for valuable level one and level two
analyses at this stage of an IDP. First, one might consider how and by whom the
current situation is to be evaluated. In other words, what values inform the
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evaluators, and influence the categories of their analysis into existing conditions? If
professional planners are involved, how can the stakeholders be assured that the
planners‟ professional training and experience would lead them to pursue the
analysis (and, later in the IDP, the future planning stages) with a clear bias in favor
of even more universally valued development objectives? Planners who are
interested in and sensitive to poverty alleviation, public health, improvements to
aesthetic quality of public space and the built environment, mitigation of
environmental problems, stimulation of sustainable economic growth, the provision
of public amenity and recreation facilities, and the efficiency and effectiveness of
city or town governance, will evaluate existing conditions differently than planners
who do not share these concerns.
I would argue further that no reason exists, other than the additional
research and report preparation costs involved, not to include some overt ethical
review at this situational analysis stage, although to my knowledge this has not
been done in practice. Such a review would address and provide citizens with the
venue to express current perceptions (perhaps derived from public surveys) of the
public interest (or common good), and the sense and character of community.
Those involved in an ethical review at the situational analysis stage of an IDP might
also consider stock-taking with respect to reasonable access (without undue
bureaucratic hurdles or corruption) to land titles or permissions for business startups, adequate affordable housing, fair distribution of economic benefits, the
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adherence to codes of ethical behavior by government officials and the professions,
and so forth.
Stage 2 ~ Participatory Framework
The IDP process cannot progress further until there is clarity as to the extent
and character of public participation – matters that involve political, financial,
logistical, and moral considerations, as described in the previous chapter. It is a
relatively easy to argue that broad based participation in the IDP process is overly
costly and time consuming. The counter-argument, which I have attempted in
several actual IDP projects, is less easy to demonstrate – that the ethical desirability
of broad inclusion and the value of public participation to long term sustainability
and “ownership”51 of the development process justifies the expense and time.52 One
argument in favor of broad based participation appeals to the central position of
human dignity in the concept of development and to the way that participatory
partners respect each other‟s dignity (and right to participate). There are two
appropriate responses respectful of this dignity. One is for the city officials to invite
those affected by development – the stakeholders (or their representatives) – to join
in the determination of the ends of development, and the strategies by which these

51

The concept of ownership is well established. If people are convinced that their input has made a
difference in the final shape of any proposed development intervention, they are far more likely to
actively support and sustain that intervention when it is being implemented. They then partially
attribute credit to themselves for any success derived from that intervention.
52

Others too have argued this value, supported by a strong empirical analysis, citing such examples
as Villa El Salvador in Peru, Family Consumer Markets in Venezuela, and Participatory Municipal
Budgeting in Porto Alegre, Brazil. The empirical arguments demonstrating the long-term value of
participatory development processes are discussed in more detail in chapter six of this essay.
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ends are achieved. The other response is for city officials to stand aside, and not
impede the efforts of citizens (often through civil society) separately to determine
and advocate for appropriate development goals, priorities, and strategies.
Participatory approaches to the IDP process are intended to engage the
interest, energies, ideas, and support of the public; they are not intended to supplant
city government. The city government retains decision-making authority, approves
the IDP agenda, and exercises considerable influence in the selection of
representative stakeholders. Even where public participation is both comprehensive
and extensive, the IDP process relies on the authority of the elected government to
make decisions and to demonstrate responsiveness to the expressed needs and
aspirations of the participants. Local political leaders have their own political
agendas that exert significant influence on the IDP process and its outcomes – a fact
that may be discomforting to socially conscious urban planners with an inclination
for advocacy and challenging the status quo.53 In some cases, where local
government is repressive or engages in non-democratic decision-making processes,
civil society groups have a back-up responsibility to help identify and advocate for
the priorities and aspirations of stakeholders – particularly those stakeholders most
in need and most vulnerable to being silenced by a repressive local government.

53

Opportunities often arise in which planners may be ethically drawn to advocate in favor of issues
that have broad popular support (for instance, among the poor) but little support within the political
structure of the city government. This dilemma, and some of the highly innovative methods by which
some planners have resolved this situation has been captured well in Norman Krumholz‟s and John
Forester‟s book, Making Equity Planning Work (1990).
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Once the city officials have established the public participatory format, the
city officials or the planning consultants present the findings from the draft
situational analysis. Based on the feedback received from the public participation,
the situational analysis is finalized. The final situational analysis report formalizes
the existence of a workable consensus on the starting point – a documented
snapshot of existing conditions.
Stage 3 ~ Visioning
The IDP process next moves from the past and present to the future,
focusing attention on future development goals. Assuming that the city officials
have chosen a participatory format, it is at this stage a visioning exercise typically
takes place. Stakeholders typically participate in an intensive workshop (often with
considerable advance preparation by various participating interest groups) to
articulate their ideas – which often conflict – as to the over-arching development
objectives of the city (level one considerations), and the general criteria that will
characterize the accomplishment of these ends (level two considerations).
In practice, the final vision statement often is a result of intense but rushed
give and take. In smaller groups, or when addressing specific urban development
issues (such as city financial budgeting processes), the stakeholders may pursue
such visioning exercises without external intervention. In larger gatherings and
where many technical aspects related to integrated urban development dynamics are
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being considered, local officials may employ skilled but disinterested people to
facilitate the visioning process.
Vision statements may appear to be too general and superficial in nature to
offer any tangible development guidance, but I argue that the process of formulation
of the vision statement is the primary and most valued achievement. In my
experience, this visioning process is almost always the first experience that
participants have found in which to engage with relative strangers in a dialogue on
their common development objectives – a dialogue that brings together very diverse
stakeholders and interests. The results may be intangible, but anecdotal evidence
convinces me that visioning exercises strengthen a sense of community and respect
for others, and the resulting vision statements set a general standard of
accountability for elected officials in subsequent local development initiatives.
A good vision statement process is an exercise in deliberative participation
and consensus building; it should articulate what values and objectives diverse
stakeholders hold in common. To achieve this quality, stakeholders may have to
agree to disagree, and to not be obstructed by what divides them. It is overtly an
ethical discourse, at least in many respects, and vision statements reflect this by the
use of qualitative adjectives and quality of life depictions derived from moral
judgment and reflection.
I mentioned the vision statement for the North Local Council of Durban,
South Africa in chapter one. Two additional examples of vision statements follow,
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derived from participatory workshop experiences, which further amplify my
observations on the general but important character that vision statements provide:
Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA
A dynamic and diverse community celebrating its heritage, committed
to sharing power and opportunity and working in harmony to sustain our
environment and create economic vitality for this and future generations
(Klein 1995).

San Fernando, La Union, Philippines
The Botanical Garden City of the North – a healthy city and the
springboard for regional progress:
o A radiant, dynamic city in the north
o Model for innovative developments
o Leader in the march towards economic progress
o Responsive center for health, education, finance,
transportation & governance in Region 1
o A Home
o Place to God-loving, peaceful, self-reliant, healthy,
proactive & empowered citizens & leaders
o People take pride of their culture heritage & productive
harmony with nature (City of San Fernando 2000)

In these two examples, several level one, two, and three considerations are
evident. The participating stakeholders of Albuquerque determined that a
sustainable environment and economic vitality were their two most valued
objectives (despite Sen‟s admonitions not to regard economic growth as other than
a means!). These stakeholders obliquely addressed levels two and three, by
qualitatively describing criteria and strategies characterized by tolerance, cultural
pride, social concern (sharing power and opportunity), and concern for future
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generations. The participating stakeholders of San Fernando chose the achievement
of regional leadership and a peaceful people-focused quality of life as their level
one fundamental objectives, richly interweaving level two and three attributes into
the vision.
Stage 4 ~ Setting Development Priorities
The IDP process next identifies and weighs development priorities.
Regardless of the quality of the participatory process and the time (and project
funding) available to deliberate, the resulting list of development priorities may
seem arbitrary - a “wish list” and an “apples and oranges” collection ranging from
infrastructural upgrading to institutional reform. The elected decision-makers will
need further input done outside the participatory process; for example, cost-benefit
considerations may be important, as some priorities may be prohibitively expensive
and incur opportunity costs that preclude addressing other priorities. Some of the
development priorities may involve technical factors that may be disadvantageous
in terms of maintenance, environmental impacts, or operating costs. For these
reasons, it should be clear in the participatory structure originally proposed and
ultimately accepted by the stakeholders that the assignment of relative weights to
each development priority will remain at a general level during public participation,
often with several development goals sharing similar priority ranking.
Level three considerations are critical at this stage; adopting the most
efficient and morally permissible strategies to achieve articulated development
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objectives involves considerable balancing between “most efficient” and “morally
permissible.” For example, I would argue that the moral importance of broad based
participation (even in complex integrated urban development situations) in the
setting of priorities for development objectives (and, in some cases, the means to
achieve those objectives) is best handled initially through structured and facilitated
public participation. Some efficiency ought to be traded off to accommodate the
moral demands of inclusiveness and respect for the interests of the stakeholders.
The participation by stakeholders in identifying development priorities encourages
a strong ownership in the process and its outcomes. This ownership, in turn,
strongly encourages sustainability, and may create long-term efficiencies. I would
argue, however, that in complex cases frequently encountered at the urban scale,
public participation is only effective in these initial stages of priority ranking. The
demands of efficiency win out, I contend, in the subsequent and more detailed
priority ranking, which – of practical necessity – requires the elected decision
makers to exclude many development objectives (or assigning them a relatively
lower priority). City officials often base these decisions on the advice of experts,
making these officials (and their experts) vulnerable to charges of being elitist or
top-down in approach – potentially morally impermissible under level three
conceptions. Yet I contend that to attempt to make these difficult detailed decisions
– often tragic choices – within a public participation process as presently conceived
is to invite profoundly negative consequences. Deliberation at this detailed level
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often exacerbates social cleavages, and has the potential to expand the areas of
conflict. In the time and budget constrained IDP project, it may prove counterproductive, protracted, and unreasonably expensive to subject this level of detailed
decision-making to a public participation mechanism.
If decisions on development priorities turn out to be impossible to achieve
in a public forum, the question of who ultimately makes or should make the
decisions on priority ranking, and in turn bears the accountability for such
decisions, must be answered. This is an excellent example of one of the chief
questions of development ethics. Difficult trade-offs are almost always required,
and there may be no clear moral or empirical basis for the ordering of some
priorities. Dealing with trade-offs is an important issue itself, which I address in
detail in the next chapter, but at this juncture I am arguing that a local participatory
process cannot and should not supplant the important decision-making role and
accountability of local institutions of governance. This level of detailed priority
ranking is generally, and I would contend appropriately, left to the city officials – as
elected representatives of the people – to engage in their own deliberations and then
make the final determinations (holding themselves accountable for their decisions
at the next election, or when confronted by referenda or recall motions). Within
these more exclusive deliberations by the mayor, city councilors, and officials with
local government responsibilities, ample opportunities remain for an ethical
discourse reflecting on the relative needs and wants of their constituents. These
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deliberations ought also to reflect upon the obligations of local governance to strive
for the alleviation of poverty, to be responsive to the often-uncomfortable (to those
currently holding public office) demands for institutional reforms to achieve better
standards of governance, and to attend to the obligations of civic trust – to serve as
virtuous civil servants in furthering the public interest.
This decision-making challenge may serve as one of the clearest tests of
good governance for local councilors and officials, particularly if there is
transparency in their decision-making process. The result of this decision-making
process is a final list of priorities that will almost certainly contain many conflicting
and potentially contentious objectives, cast in both short-term and longer-term time
frames for their achievement. Ultimately, however, in order to formulate and
implement development strategies, a tightly ranked short list of priority
development goals (subject to periodic public scrutiny and future revisions) is
essential.
Stage 5 ~ Strategies and Action Plans
The final stage of the IDP involves the formulation of development
strategies and action plans, consisting of specific interventions, standards, policies,
institutional procedures, institutional capacity strengthening provisions, and
detailed action plans. Generally drafted by trained technical specialists within the
local government or by external consultant professionals, these plans are intended
to achieve – or at least address in some responsive manner – the priorities that have
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been identified and ranked. There are never enough resources fully to meet all of
these demands, and again difficult decisions and trade-offs must be made on the
allocation and distribution of resources to achieve implementation targets. From the
perspective of development ethics, this final stage invites the analysis and
consideration of many level three and level four moral issues, particularly with
respect to the moral permissibility of the proposed trade-offs.
If the IDP has been characterized by a open and well publicized ethical
discourse, responsive to all four of Goulet‟s levels, the justifications for the final
strategy decisions will be easier to articulate, and will have a much better chance of
surviving the rigorous and often heated public scrutiny that awaits the public
release of the development plans. Similarly, a process that has been handled by the
strong but enlightened political leadership of a city or town government whose
actions are transparent to public scrutiny and inclusive of and responsive to public
opinion and civic duty, will almost certainly encourage a broad based level of
popular support and ownership of the final development plan. Popular support of
this kind is instrumental to the success of subsequent implementation stages.
It is worth noting that a modern IDP does not result in a static “masterplan”.
Instead, the development plan contains multiple actions, revisions, interventions,
standards, and processes, all structured within a specific period of validity (usually
three to five years), after which the IDP is subject to a new round of public and
official scrutiny and revision. Yet even with these built-in aspects of accountability,
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I contend that the absence of the influence of development ethics results in a
deficient development process that in turn increases the potential for morally
undesirable results.
Ethical reflection, if not the influence of development ethicists, is also
evident in three other applications. First, those who hold a position of public trust
often subscribe of codes of ethics. Second, vigilant civil society organizations may
monitor elected and appointed officials to ensure that they faithfully fulfill their
obligations under the public trust. And third, moral and civil education, sometimes
practiced in secondary schools, is also an opportunity for development ethics to
make a difference. I turn now to a brief analysis of these tools.

Codes of Ethics
Ethics involves moral principles, standards, rules, and codes concerning
how people should conduct themselves in relation to other people. Where people
are entrusted with political power and decision-making authority as a public trust,
elected and appointed public officials can demonstrate their commitment to serving
the public interest by accepting and adhering to a code of identified and appropriate
ethical standards.
Many local government officials in the South (and the North) have not been
exposed to an Aristotelian concept of civic virtue – “doing the right thing, at the
right time, in the right way, toward the right people, for the right reason”(Berkowitz
1999, 10) – or at least have not internalized this sense of virtue. With low salaries,
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inadequate support and resources, and often low public esteem, the incentives for
abuse of the public trust – bribery and corruption – are often plentiful. Although
many approaches to the control of corruption barely discuss the moral dimension of
the issue, development ethics has much to contribute to addressing this problem.
Corruption is sometimes defined as unethical behavior in which one enriches
oneself at the expense of the public or other citizens. The noted economist,
academic and corruption specialist, Robert Klitgaard, observes:
The moral angle of corruption, the intertwining of ethical judgments
with policy choices, makes scholars shy away. In Western academic culture
it is taboo to be seen as passing ethical judgments on the poor or on poor
nations, as “imposing Western values,” or as attributing underdevelopment
to the behavior and policies of the underdeveloped countries. And besides,
isn‟t corruption, like sin, something we all decry but about which both
social science and public policy are impotent (Klitgaard 1988)?

The moral dimensions of corruption may be under-appreciated, but at least
one common tool in the fight against corruption owes its origins to morality as it
functions in people‟s lives. This tool takes the form of codes of ethics, which are
one moral means to constrain corruption and to encourage responsible civic
service.54 Codes of ethics have been and are being used as both a non-optional set
of standards or rules of ethical behavior, and as a guide to ethical decision-making.
Through the public dissemination of the content of such codes of ethics for civil
servants and elected officials, the public becomes aware of a standard of ethical
performance, and citizen expectations of public performance is given form and
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substance. Those in authority and/or in positions of public trust (public and private
sector) may follow such codes out of moral conviction. Failing this, codes of ethics
generally incorporate specific legal sanctions for transgressions, and this may serve
as the necessary disincentive to impropriety.
Enforcement of codes of ethics (also often known as codes of conduct) is
dependent on effective rule of law, due legal process, civic education, and the
political will to enforce (and serve as exemplars of) such standards. These
conditions are not consistently met in the governments of cities and towns in the
South, and codes of ethics are still relatively uncommon in such institutions.
Organizations such as USAID and the World Bank, however, are encouraging the
spread of this form of applied ethics, and appropriate training in the principles that
underpin such codes (United States Agency for International Development 2000,
15)(Office of Transition Initiatives 2001). Many organizations have been active in
the drafting and promotion of such codes, and the training and consciousnessraising that helps to make such codes more effective. Examples of American nonprofit organizations active in this context in urban development in the South
include the Ethics Resources Center, the Urban Institute, and the International
City/County Managers Association, all based in Washington, D.C.
Codes of ethics are, however, a relatively weak tool in the moral arsenal.
Without explicit training or efforts in ethical consciousness raising, many public
54

Incentives, such as higher salaries for civil servants, and disincentives, such as severe punishments
for corrupt behavior, are other means used to constrain corruption.
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officials remain unaware of the significance or even of the existence of codes of
ethics pertaining to them in their public capacity. I also have concerns that the
imposition of an external code diminishes incentives for public officials to develop
their own moral sensibilities and capabilities in moral judgment. Codes of ethics
cannot cover all eventualities, particularly in the complex environment of urban
development in the South. Codes do not provide much moral guidance in how
public officials ought to make the difficult trade-off decisions between competing
development priorities.
Codes of ethics, in the absence of moral reflection, do little to address level
one questions of fundamental ends of development. They seldom provide any
pertinent advice on the establishment of criteria by which to judge the achievement
of development goals, and they do not assist public officials in determining the least
morally permissible alternative among contending development strategies. In the
context of good city governance, there are many important instances where the
sound and considered moral judgment of a public official may be essential – this
will not come out of a rule book.
While I accept that codes of ethics provide a valuable learning tool, if
presented in that light, I have little faith in codes alone to secure honest, corruptionfree, virtuous behavior from those in the public trust.
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Ethics Oversight by Civil Society
The rapid growth of civil society institutions such as non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) and community-based organizations (CBOs) has created
opportunities to strengthen the ethical quality of public sector performance. Some
NGOs and CBOs take as their primary mission the monitoring and assessment of
governance, usually in specific areas (adherence to environmental standards, labor
standards, transparency, legal process, independence of the judiciary, rights of
disempowered or minority groups, fiscal performance, taxation, elections, and so
forth). Other civil society organizations serve as shelters for whistle-blowers,
allowing members of the public to complain without fear of reprisals about
governmental misdeeds, corruption, or other abuses of power or authority.
In one example from my own project work in the Philippines – a country
with a mature and extensive civil society sector as well as endemic corruption – a
CBO in the Luzon city of San Fernando took as its mission the monitoring of an
industrial park. The city had granted development rights to various industrial users,
on the condition that they all adhere to specific environmental standards. This CBO
performed both a nonmoral and moral role. They carried out scientific monitoring
of the effluent of these industries and published the results, and they also actively
advocated that affected citizens had legal and moral rights to a clean, healthy, and
safe environment. Their oversight ensured that the environmental standards were
met, thereby contributing to the maintenance of quality of life for the community.
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Other examples of civil society organizations pursuing such functions
abound, as indicated by just a small sample of CBOs from North and South: Centre
for Equality Rights Accommodation (CERA) in Canada, Development Initiatives
for Social and Human Action (DISHA) in India, Foro Ciudadano in Honduras,
Guyana Human Rights Association (GHRA), Helsinki Citizens‟ Assembly (HCA)
in Prague, the Land Center for Human Rights (LCHR) in Egypt, the Legal
Resources Centre (LRC) in South Africa, Mazdoor Kisan Shakti Sangathan
(MKSS) in India, the Social and Economic Rights Action Center (SERAC) in
Nigeria, Transparency International (in many countries), Viva Rio in Brazil, the
International Center for Law and Development (ICLD) in the USA.
As civil society organizations continue to proliferate, the potential for these
organizations to increase the effectiveness of their oversight improves. Some of
these organizations, such as Transparency International, have broad agendas
encompassing many important moral issues associated with good governance and
development in the South. Many civil society organizations active in public
oversight, however, have relatively narrow interests. As such, these organizations
lack the larger holistic vision of a just society, of human dignity, or of essential
human freedoms (to be discussed in the next chapter). They may be very effective
in monitoring performance that accords with a particular set of established moral
and nonmoral standards, but their effectiveness as general moral critics may be
constrained.
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Moral Education and Civic Virtue
Among modes of ethics-based interventions proposed for and, to some
small extent, actually practiced in urban development in the South, perhaps the least
common is moral education. Moral education is also probably the least commonly
advocated development ethics intervention; perhaps many in the North feel a
certain reticence due to the superficiality and scarcity of moral dialogue in our own
urban governance, or that it would be inappropriate for us in the North to intervene
in the moral education for others less affluent than us or for other cultures and
traditions. Others may take the position that training in values is, after all, largely a
function of early education within families, which each culture attends to in its own
fashion. Yet the issues of civic virtue and moral character remain central to good
governance everywhere, and John Stuart Mill‟s observation in his Considerations
on Representative Government remains pertinent to this day:
If we ask ourselves on what causes and conditions good government in
all its senses, from the humblest to the most exalted, depends, we find that
the principal of them, the one which transcends all others, is the qualities of
the human beings composing the society over which the government is
exercised (Mill cited in Berkowitz 1999, 3).

Aristotle was even more direct. It was his conviction that the very survival
of the regime depended on ensuring that its citizens received an education in
morality and civic virtue. This civic virtue was to be achieved both by discipline
and education, whose aim accordingly was to produce citizens with the habits and
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qualities necessary to the regime‟s sustainability and preservation (Berkowitz 1999,
8 - 14).
Many philosophers and political thinkers share the conviction that the
ability to exercise moral judgment is an important part of basic education, and that
one of the state‟s legitimate functions is to encourage if not ensure that this
capability is acquired and exercised. Jean Hampton – in considering how moral
education should best address the state‟s role in punishing immoral and criminal
behavior – also took the position that the state has a role in the moral education of
its citizens. She argued that such moral education was critical to the health of the
democratic institutions. It was only natural for those citizens actively to participate
(directly, or through their representatives) in the drafting of that state‟s laws, so that
these laws reflect the moral consensus of the community instead of just one class
within that community (Simmons and others 1995, 113 - 124). Gutmann and
Thompson argue that the state has an important role to play in ensuring – as a
minimum – that all children learn that all persons have dignity and worth, and that
children are taught the critical “skills and knowledge that are necessary for
protecting the liberties and opportunities of all citizens” (Gutmann and Thompson
1996, 65). Among these skills are the capacity for critical reasoning, use of
imagination, exercise of choice (even in areas where religious doctrine may deny
choice and impose answers), ability to justify one‟s actions and criticize the actions
of others – and to respond to their criticisms and justifications. Gutmann and
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Thompson advocate an even more demanding level of civic education if
deliberative democracy is to be nourished, calling for children to gain an
appreciation that the acceptance of the premise of universal human dignity is the
prerequisite to sustained political cooperation (Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 63 66).
It is usually not the city‟s role to ensure that civic education is a part of the
standard educational curriculum. The decision whether or not to include moral
education in the civic virtues as a component of the standard educational
curriculum in developing countries typically is a matter for the national level
governments, over which the local governments have very little influence other
than as advocates on behalf of their constituents. The resources required by a city to
add an external training program in this area would be prohibitively expensive and
logistically difficult to implement, and the long-term nature of the expected results
– difficult to measure in any event – would stand little chance for funding in the
face of many more immediate (and more measurable) needs. City governments
can, however, actively engage in public outreach on the ethical aspects of policies
under deliberation, so as to foster a public dialogue influenced by reflective thought
and self-examination. One possible way to bring this goal about would be to require
a specific focus on illuminating the ethical dimensions of development during the
course of an integrated development planning process, as discussed above.
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The national governments could also link moral education to urban
development, if and when they produce a national urban development strategy (as
the World Bank encourages them to do). This moral education component could be
integrated with curriculum development at the national department/ministry for
education.
A public that is educated in civic virtue is a public that will be more
demanding of ethically-responsive public policy. Development ethics offers a
variety of approaches that can assist the public in their reflections on the best and
most appropriate means and ends of urban development.

Contending Ethical Approaches Framed in the Urban Context
Development ethics has been described as a moral reflection on the means
and ends of development. But, in process terms, where, when, by whom, and how
in the development process does – or should – such reflective thinking occur? And
how might it be made effective, persuasive, and influential in decision-making?
Can and should development ethicists speak with one voice to advocate a method
of appropriate reflective thinking, a definitive list of moral values that describes the
good life – human flourishing – that urban development is intended to achieve? Can
and should development ethics assign responsibilities for ethical decision-making?
What can we learn from the way development ethicists answer that question that
might reinforce or guide the effort to justify and employ this model of ethically-
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focused, participatory urban planning? How might this model contribute to the
more general debates of development ethics?
Philosophy presents no definitive guidebook for public policy decisions.
Development ethics combines an interdisciplinary mix of philosophy, ethics,
economics, planning, sociology, anthropology, political science, geography, and
“development studies.” It engages the active intellectual contributions of academics
and practitioners, as well as interested members of the general public. While some
contend that development ethics should be viewed as a unified discipline, it offers
no unified prescription for urban development policy or good governance. In fact,
development ethics is a vibrant field of multiple debates and an ongoing variety of
contending theories, often fundamentally divergent with each other. Peter Levine
sums this up well when describing applied ethics generally:
Applied ethics is mostly a question of clarifying terms, applying
accepted standards, and using informal arguments to defend moral
positions. Ethicists point out contradictions, call attention to consequences,
interpret and apply professional codes, and invoke widely shared values
such as autonomy, equality, and utility. When these values conflict, ethicists
have no clear and compelling way to rank them (Levine 1998, 3).55
Suppose we accept Levine‟s description and give up the quest for unanimity
among development ethicists. Where, given many ways of doing development
ethics, would the ethicist best place herself within society to be heard and to
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Gutmann and Thompson have attempted to produce an approach – deliberative democracy – to
structure the moral dialogue and lead to the resolution of moral conflicts, or to the conscious
agreement morally to disagree (Gutmann and Thompson, 1996).
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effective? Decisions on development policies and on the implementation of those
policies arise out of “political struggles within institutional structures” (Kliksberg
2000, 8); it is therefore the domain of politics and the political process – but not
exclusively within government – that requires particular focus if development
ethics is to shape urban development and governance in the South.
Many contending ethical theories contain some set of moral values and
principles – the normative elements – associated with the means and ends of
development in general, and with popular participation56 in urban governance,
planning and management in particular. Each contending ethical theory seeks to
capture, describe and defend – and possibly measure – in a systematic, persuasive,
and coherent manner the values associated with the common good or with human
well being and flourishing. Likewise, a city‟s organized efforts (through the
processes of governance and the institutions of society) to pursue the communal
good life, good development, and human flourishing are rich in normative content.
The associated moral arguments ought to be central to political deliberations
concerning “good” urban governance. Development ethics belongs not just within
the academy but also within the political struggle of public policy in cities and
towns of the South, firmly within the “theory-practice” context that Crocker and
others advocate.
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In contrast to a process dominated by experts and technocrats.
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It is well beyond the scope of this essay to attempt to catalog or even
summarize, let alone evaluate, all of the leading ethical theories within
development ethics. Instead, Nigel Dower‟s writings in this context provide a very
helpful taxonomy, based on two major categories of some ethical theories that have
been applied to development issues. Dower‟s first category is grounded in national
sovereignty and international relations, without immediate or direct relevance to
urban or individual development. The second category – less concerned with the
moral significance of national boundaries – is more appropriate to the scale of
urban governance, and is itself sub-divided between communitarianism and
cosmopolitanism, which are not so much ethical theories as types or families of
such perspectives. It is here that the ethical relationships of individuals within a
given society, the means and ends of urban development, and the meaning of good
governance are best addressed. In this latter category, cosmopolitanism, one finds
such prominent ethical theories as utilitarianism, consequentialism, virtue ethics,
Kantianism, Marxism, natural law, the capabilities approach, the basic needs
approach, and human rights theories (Dower 1998b, 17, 19 - 20).
Of these moral theories, the ones that command the greatest attention within
current urban development theory and practice are utilitarianism, the basic needs
approach, the capabilities approach, and human rights theories. I briefly review
these first three below, and in the next chapter I address in more detail the moral
theory that I have selected to focus on in this essay – human rights approaches.
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Utilitarianism
Utilitarianism remains the most influential and most widely accepted moral
theory applied to public policy generally (Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 165) and
urban development and urban governance specifically. Under this theory, and here I
follow Gutmann and Thompson, decision makers are challenged to weigh and score
the anticipated impacts of a decision on the welfare (defined as expected utility or
preference satisfaction) of all citizens as they compare competing values of
alternative available options. In so doing, according to utilitarian theory, citizens
and/or their leaders ought to arrive at a morally responsive solution to any moral
issues that arise in the political, planning, and governance processes. The theory
offers distinct advantages – it insists on consideration of long-term consequences,
even impacts on generations yet unborn. In some applications, the quantification of
values that utilitarianism requires does offer guidance on policy matters, for
example, which policy offers the best quality of low income housing for the most
people in need. Yet in total, I contend that the fact that utilitarianism enjoys the
predominance that it does is due more to the preeminence of economics – which is
based strongly on utilitarian precepts – within public policy than to any obvious
superiority of utilitarianism over other theories. To the contrary, it is my view that
the obvious limitations of utilitarianism do not justify its elevated influence within
public policy. I suggest that the fact that utilitarianism is predominant – and that
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policy makers fail to recognize its limitations – speaks volumes about the low level
of moral reflection within political processes, planning, and governance.
There are two principal variations of utilitarianism. Act-utilitarianism
considers the rightness or wrongness of an action, judged by the good or bad
consequences of the action itself. Rule-utilitarianism considers the rightness or
wrongness of rules for actions that all would use in similar sets of circumstances,
and then evaluates the goodness or badness of the consequences of the application
of such rules (Smart and Williams 1973, 9 - 12).
At the heart of utilitarianism is the concept of utility, as an interpretation of
well being or happiness or the lack of suffering. Although utility has been
formulated in different ways, a typical approach is to understand it as getting what
one wants or the satisfaction of preferences. In the public policy and economics
context, the task is to achieve the best total score of the satisfaction of preferences,
especially if no one loses (Pareto optimality). Utilitarianism does not address
issues of equitable distribution of welfare or access to basic opportunities; the
desired end is the achievement of an aggregated total state of affairs that best
maximizes the satisfaction of the revealed preferences (indicated by behavior) or
informed preferences (indicated by hypothetical behavior). Put simply: “a utilitarian
policymaker tries to give people as much as possible of whatever they want”
(Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 170).
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Utility, however, may be difficult or even impossible to calculate. People
generally do not think in terms of “utiles.” Preferences too may change – this is a
common occurrence in the integrated urban development planning process, as
stakeholders are provided with detailed information about options, and are
encouraged to look beyond self-interest towards a more embracing view of the
common good. Deliberations carried out in workshop environments posses their
own complex dynamics, in which public opinion can be shaped by one‟s growing
awareness of the needs, wants, opportunities, and resources of the larger
community. This dynamic, deliberative evolution of preferences is a very different
process – and would almost certainly generate far different results – than an
aggregation of the individual and separable preferences of all stakeholders.
Calls for institutional changes within local government institutions are one
of the most common outcomes of the deliberations in an integrated urban
development planning process. While it is perhaps conceivable that a utilitarian
approach – if carefully structured, in for example, a focus group – would capture
some of these preferences, it is more likely that the utilitarian calculus would
assume that the political process of existing institution is given, that is, accept the
manner in which decisions are arrived at, and only be concerned with the decisions
themselves.
In translating all preferences to the one currency of utility, utilitarianism
does facilitate essential trade-offs in decision-making and governance, because
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everything of value is quantitatively more or less of the same thing. The utilitarian
trade-offs can be brutal, however; no values are held to be incommensurable or
exempt. Even very different aspects of an individual‟s life are subject to
aggregation and unitary measurement, potentially lumping together such disparate
satisfactions as vengeance and drug euphoria with good health, education, and the
enjoyment of basic freedoms. By combining them under one measure – utility as
preference satisfaction – enormous trade-offs could be taking place that diminish
some of these aspects disproportionately, while weighing others too heavily. John
Rawls used a similar argument against utilitarianism, when noting that the lack of
constraints in trade-offs between diverse goods could lead to inappropriate
sacrifices in political and religious freedoms (Rawls 1971, 156 - 173). For Rawls,
such trade-offs make eminent sense when an agent decides to sacrifice today‟s pain
at the dentist for next week‟s tranquility, but it makes no moral sense to sacrifice –
without her consent – one person for another.
Human life and fundamental liberties are not usually matters left to city
decision-makers, yet they may trade away many values with inadequate thought to
their broader significance to human flourishing. In urban development terms,
demands for resources to address aesthetic, cultural, or environmental priorities are
common victims of such trade-offs.57
Utilitarianism suffers fundamental problems through its boldness:
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Utilitarianism offers a single inclusive end – utility – that is intended to
accommodate all other ends citizens may have, insofar as they can be made
compatible with one another. Unlike the other preeminent political ends that
political theorists propose – Hobbes‟s security, Locke‟s life, liberty, and
property, or Rousseau‟s community, all of which exclude other ends –
utility is intended to include all of these and more. In the classical
utilitarianism of Bentham, any end that anyone pursues counts as a kind of
utility. Utilitarianism commends itself as a method that – at least initially –
welcomes all claims (Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 169).

The concept of the intrinsic value of each human being, advocated by Kant,
rejects the notion of valuing people instrumentally – to be used coercively or
without their consent. Utilitarians however deny traits alleged to make people
worthy of respect because of some intrinsic human value. To utilitarians, the
concept of intrinsic value has no moral application beyond the intrinsic value of
pleasure and preference satisfaction; otherwise “intrinsic value” is just a rhetorical
equivalent for saying something is very important to us, and hence irreplaceable
(Margalit 1996, 68).
Utilitarianism brings considerable advantages to targeted applications in
urban development, planning and governance, but it is not a suitable ethical
framework for an entire strategy of urban development. Were it to be adopted in
this manner, efficiency might quickly trump human freedoms in the calculus,
leaving “happiness” as a very suspect concept.
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Specific examples under these priorities include the preservation of endangered wetlands, the
provision of public recreation facilities, supporting art in public places, and preserving historic
districts.
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Basic Needs Approach
Paul Streeten, one of the original proponents of the basic needs approach,
observed:

The basic needs approach concentrates on what is provided and its effect
on needs such as health rather than income alone. It does not replace the
more aggregate and abstract concepts, which remain essential to
measurement, integration, and analysis; it gives them content. Nor does it
replace concepts such as productivity, production, and growth, which are
means to broader ends; but the end of meeting basic human needs may
require changing the composition of output, the rates of growth of its
different components, the distribution of purchasing power, the design of
social services and taxes, and the distribution system within the household
(Streeten 1984, 34).

The basic needs approach focuses on the development of the person by
providing essential opportunities and resources, both material and non-material. It
was formulated in the late 1970s as an extension and a synthesis of existing
development theories, but it introduced important new concepts in considering not
only material well-being and income, but also such non-material needs as
stakeholder participation in decision-making, security, self-reliance, selfdetermination, cultural identity, and a sense of purpose in life. These non-material
needs were valued both as means and ends of development. It also gave moral
priority to the creation of national policies intended selectively to meet the basic
needs of the poor first, before seeking to grow the entire national economy. The
basic needs approach recognized that a gap might exist between the available
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resources, and the resources needed to meet the basic needs of the poor, but by
concentrating on a “basic” set of goods (water, sewerage, nutrition, and health) it
claimed that the gap could be closed more quickly, and more goods made available
in a shorter time (Streeten 1984, 38). As described by Paul Steidlmeier:
The principal mechanisms of a basic needs strategy are, firstly, public
articulation of what are basic needs. Secondly, public policy processes
provide the integrative mechanism for all economic decisions. The agents of
change are the people themselves. There is a role for private entrepreneurs.
More important, major intervention of the state is envisioned, not merely in
income distribution but in production, in what is called “supply
management.”…To the extent that a market operates in basic human needs
approaches, it is very much a politically guided market economy
(Steidlmeier 1989, 106).
Compared to earlier approaches, which concentrated on income generation
and productivity, the basic needs approach pursued a more sensitive, realistic, propoor trajectory, even if still in a top-down manner. It recognized that the state had a
role in subsidizing certain goods, such as health care, education, and basic
infrastructure such as water and sanitation, and care for the sick, orphaned, and/or
disabled, to ensure that these goods reached and benefited the poor. It reflected
concern that an over-emphasis on earning cash income and the production of cashcrops might hide situations where cash crops displaced essential home food
production, where limited income was not being responsibly directed towards
meeting a family‟s nutritional needs, or where new infrastructure developments
generated negative impacts in health (e.g. spread of waterborne diseases from new
irrigation schemes). It also recognized that the family was not a good unit of
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distribution or measurement, since there were often great disparities inside the
family in who received resources to meet these basic needs, with women and
children often receiving inappropriately small allocations of food, education, health
care and other essentials.
Much of the criticism of the basic needs approach has focused on the
difficulty in establishing which needs are “basic” and which goods – and how much
of such goods – are needed to satisfy these basic needs. Due to this difficulty, the
impact of the basic needs approach was more one of creating a general pro-poor
orientation rather than detailed policy interventions. Like earlier development
approaches, the basic needs approach still largely viewed the poor as a “target
group” – with the poor to be acted upon, and not for “us” to act with “them” or for
“them” to initiate action (Steidlmeier 1989, 105 - 109). This top-down, central
bureaucracy bias led to its general decline as a leading development theory,
although it cracked the shell of reliance on markets alone to solve the problems of
poverty, and awakened many to a more detailed understanding of the plight of the
poor as individual human beings.

Capabilities Approach
The capabilities approach poses two questions with respect to development.
First, what is important to the good life, to human well-being? And second, how
should this good and important thing be distributed? In responding, the emphasis is
people-focused, recognizing that people can differ greatly in their needs, cultures,
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and values. There has been considerable attention in the past decade directed
towards the capabilities approach, which is seen as an alternative to utilitarianism
but complimentary to human rights approaches. Amartya Sen originated this
approach to development in the early 1980s, elaborated it over the next two
decades, and applied it to a variety of development issues. His most recent book,
Development as Freedom, is a popular exposition. Other philosophers, such as
Martha Nussbaum and David Crocker, have elaborated variations and applied them
to particular development challenges such as the status of women (Nussbaum) or
consumption practices (Crocker).58 The capabilities approach has various roots –
Adam Smith, Marx, and Kant influence Sen‟s version, while Nussbaum draws on
both Aristotle and stoicism. Both express great indebtedness to John Rawls.
The capabilities approach contends that government and social institutions
are obliged to create an environment in which all can realize certain human
capabilities – those associated with human dignity. Sen did not itemize those
central human capabilities – and argues against a fixed list, but Crocker, Nussbaum,
Alkire, among others, have proposed various lists, which in turn may be used as
parameters for policy analysis and formulation, and for monitoring the impacts of
development policies.
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Nussbaum‟s focus is on the full person, and her approach has affinities with virtue ethics. Unlike
Sen, she does view happiness as integrated with good activity rather than as a separate mental state.
Crocker‟s approach employs well-being as the key normative concept and explores its relevance for
all sorts and conditions of humans, such as the disabled and elderly, and non-humans. Crocker, like
Nussbaum, has offered an evolving list of components of well-being, but unlike Nussbaum, Crocker
argues that clashes among them ought to be resolved through democratic deliberation.
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Valuable human functionings correlate with central human capabilities.
Beyond the basic physical human functionings (digestion, longevity, health, sleep,
recreation, procreation) are other activities individuals have reason to value,
although they may specify and weigh them in different ways. Nussbaum
emphasizes freedom in the choice of functionings or “capabilities” for functioning
rather than prescribing that people function in certain ways. She values the exercise
of freedom of choice through the application of practical reason as distinctly
human, distinguishing human beings from all other animals and emphasizing the
freedom to choose:
The person with plenty of food may always choose to fast, but there is a
great difference between fasting and starving, and it is this difference that I
wish to capture (Nussbaum 2000, 87).

Although Nussbaum has created several different lists of central human
capabilities, I will describe briefly the one that she proposes in her recently
published Women and Human Development, in which she lists ten separate,
irreducible capabilities. These include, in summary form:
1) Being able to live a normal life span;
2) Being able to enjoy bodily and reproductive health and shelter,
3) Being able to enjoy freedom of movement and respect for bodily integrity
against security threats and violence;
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4) Being able to use and enjoy the senses, imagination, and thought in a “truly
human way”;
5) Being able to have emotional attachments to places, things and people, and
to live without emotional abuse;
6) Being able to use practical reason to form a conception of one‟s life plan;
7) Being able to affiliate – to live with, for and “toward” others, to have selfrespect, and to exercise compassion;
8) Being able to live in a concerned and respectful relationship to other
species;
9) Being able to play; and
(10) Being able to enjoy freedom to participate in government and in the control
over one‟s environment (Nussbaum 2000, 78 - 81).

Each of these central human capabilities must be satisfied at least to its
threshold level before trade-offs, if they can be considered at all59, can be made
between them. The satisfaction of each human capability does not require direct
government intervention, but instead demands that government delivers the
enabling environment – Nussbaum calls it the “social basis” – for all of these
capabilities:
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Nussbaum claims that her list of essential human capabilities is a list of separate components, and
that one cannot satisfy the need for one by giving a larger amount to another. The irreducible
plurality of the list, she claims, limits the trade-offs that it would be reasonable to make (Nussbaum
2000, 81).
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In order to be doing what they should for their citizens, states must be
concerned with all the capabilities, even when these seem not so useful for
economic growth, or even for political functioning (Nussbaum 2000, 90).

Nussbaum distinguishes three types of capabilities. First, basic capabilities
are the “innate equipment of individuals that is the necessary basis for developing
the more advanced capabilities, and a ground of moral concern” (Nussbaum 2000,
84). Second, internal capabilities allow a person to exercise the functionings of a
mature person. Finally, there are combined capabilities, which Nussbaum defines as
internal capabilities combined with suitable external conditions to allow the
correlative functionings to occur (Nussbaum 2000, 84 - 85).
As mentioned above, Nussbaum regards the achievement of capabilities as
having priority over the achievement of functionings, because of the importance of
free choice through the exercise of rational thought. But Nussbaum does
acknowledge that even the achievement of a basic level of capabilities for all would
require some redistribution of material goods (Nussbaum 2000, 86). One thorny
issue in the capabilities approach is establishing the threshold, the quantity – how
much of a human capability is enough? Should policies aim at the maximization of
human capabilities or aspire to full human flourishing? Alternatively, should the
objective be to secure a minimum floor or threshold for all? If so, how should this
minimum be conceived and measured? This question emerges as a central debate
among development ethicists – should the objective of development be the
satisfaction of basic human well-being or full human flourishing? Full human
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flourishing may be an inspirational ideal, but it remains an ideal. For the sake of
crafting effective public policy, I contend that the notion of achieving basic human
well-being is more practical, even if it does entail the problems of deciding how
much (capability, functioning, freedom) is enough.
The capabilities approach, with its focus on human dignity, freedoms, and
opportunities, shares a close relationship with human rights approaches, particular
those that include a wide range of rights as human rights (versus those approaches,
such as Henry Shue‟s or Peter Brown‟s, that isolate certain “basic” human rights, as
described in the next chapter). The valuable functions are to be protected and
promoted by rights as goals or tools. Nussbaum emphasizes that political liberties
have a central importance in establishing the human quality of well-being, and –
referring to Sen‟s writings – in characterizing the mutual respect that people owe
each other. Yet Nussbaum‟s view is that the capabilities approach does more than
complement human rights approaches, arguing that the best way to think about
rights is to see them as combined capabilities:
The right to political participation, the right to religious free exercise,
the right of free speech – these and others are all best thought of as
capacities to function. In other words, to secure rights to citizens in these
areas is to put them in a position of combined capability to function in that
area (Nussbaum 2000, 96 – 98)

While Nussbaum gives priority to capabilities over human rights, Xiaorong
Li has noted:
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Over the past decade, in responding to criticism and doubts, the main
architects of the capability theory have gradually moved toward mainstream
liberal constitutionalism and the international human rights approach…The
capability theory may still present a real rival to utilitarianism, but not really
so far as mainstream (political) liberalism is concerned. Rather, it helps to
define the purpose and objectives of liberal democracy and human rights (Li
2001, 3).
I have briefly described utilitarianism, the basic human needs approach, and
the capabilities approach, noting some of the strengths and weaknesses of each. In
the next chapter I will describe yet another moral approach that is common to
development ethics – the human rights approach – that I argue has distinct
advantages as an ethical framework for urban development. The fact that I argue for
a human rights approach does not require that I reject other moral theories. The
close affinity of the human rights approach to the capabilities approach, I contend,
adds persuasive force to both approaches. Both utilitarianism and the basic human
needs approach usefully inform our deliberations on public policy, as can other
moral approaches.
In the next chapter, however, I describe why I view the human rights
approach (and particularly the United Nations Development Programme‟s human
rights approach) as the best choice overall to provide a cohesive moral foundation –
an ethical framework – and remedy the deficiencies and lost opportunities that I
noted earlier (chapter two) in the World Bank‟s new urban strategy.
To summarize, in this chapter I have made the case that: (1) development
ethics reinforces my view that urban development has moral aspects and can benefit
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from moral reflection; (2) development ethics offers ideas for an urban
development approach that improves on the New Urban Strategy and supports
deliberative participation, and (3) an ethically-focused approach to urban
development in the South contributes to general development ethics.

Case Study
Development ethics was never mentioned expressly in the formulation of
the integrated development plan for Durban‟s North Local Council. Given the
historical legacy of apartheid, various stakeholders raised many important moral
concerns, but they framed these concerns as general aspirations for a more fair and
just world, and for some recognition of past hardships and injustices. These moral
concerns were not examined in any detail, other than becoming qualitative elements
in the Vision Statement that the stakeholders formulated and the North Local
Council officially adopted.
The Final IDP Report may have been very differently presented had the
process included a component to address moral concerns, based on principles of
development ethics as described above. For example, given an ethical framework
such as Nussbaum‟s capabilities approach, it would have been possible
methodologically (through a review of her list of ten capabilities) to examine – at
least through structured dialogue – the effects of the injustices of the apartheid
regime on the lives and prospects of present-day stakeholders and residents in the
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North Local Council. This would have greatly elevated the awareness of the
constraints to effective participation that the Zulu people still suffer from. From a
capabilities approach perspective, for example, the inability of many of the Zulu
people to participate effectively in a multi-ethnic public participation process can be
viewed as a denial of some essential human capabilities (senses, imagination,
thought, practical reason, emotions, affiliation, and control over one‟s
environment). The resulting heightened awareness of moral issues may have led
participants to raise some sensitive redistributive issues as to the reasons why the
white landowners, who enjoyed preferential access to the best land rights to
agricultural and tourism resources, should still receive disproportionate benefit
from such resources. They might argue, for instance, that all people ought to receive
the necessary social bases to enable them to develop all of their central human
capabilities, and this requires an adequate supply of resources (material goods,
social services, infrastructure, and so forth). The historical legacy of South Africa
now means, their argument might continue, that some white people still enjoy an
excess of the resources needed for these capabilities to flourish, while many black
people are deprived of many of their capabilities due to inadequate resource
distribution.
Instead of a vague reference to general moral obligations as assumed or
inferred in the context of development, the application of development ethics
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through a structured review of concrete local examples would have placed ethics
firmly on the North Local Council‟s development agenda.
As a microcosm of urban development, the North Local Council‟s IDP
process has much to say about urban development and important quality-of-life
issues. And moving in the opposite direction, from the top down, in 1977 the
Brandt Commission spoke pointedly to the experience of the North Local Council:
Development never will be, and never can be, defined to universal
satisfaction. It refers, broadly speaking, to desirable social and economic
progress, and people will always have different views about what is
desirable. Certainly development must mean improvement in living
conditions, for which economic growth and industrialization are essential.
But if there is no attention to the quality of growth and to social change one
cannot speak of development…Statistical measurements of growth exclude
the crucial elements of social welfare, of individual rights, of values not
measurable by money. Development is more that the passage from poor to
rich, from a traditional rural economy to a sophisticated urban one. It carries
with it not only the idea of economic betterment, but also of greater human
dignity, security, justice, and equity (Weisband 1989, 30 -31).
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Chapter 5

Human Rights Approaches

Human Rights Theory
I now investigate the resources of a fourth approach to development ethics
in order to ascertain whether it offers significant contributions to improve the
quality and scope of the New Urban Strategy and remedies the alleged deficiencies
that I identified in chapter two.
This chapter explores what role – if any – human rights can and should play
in the theory-practice of urban development and governance in the South. The
previous chapter provided a brief description and assessment of several leading
ethical perspectives used in development ethics, namely utilitarianism, basic human
needs, and the capabilities approach. This chapter reviews yet another important set
of ethical outlooks – those that emphasize human rights. I pay particular attention to
the human rights approach articulated in the United Nations Development
Programme‟s Human Development Report 2000. I argue that this ethic is especially
appropriate as a basis for improving the World Bank‟s new urban strategy.
First, I offer answers to some basic questions. Can and should a theory
based on human rights be used as an ethical framework to guide urban development
in the South? Is a human rights approach able to provide moral direction to
participatory, deliberative processes, assuming that stakeholders are even afforded
such an opportunity? Can and should human rights empower those stakeholders
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who are unjustly disadvantaged by existing power structures? Do human rights
protect and promote certain valuable features of a person‟s life?
This chapter begins with a review of some highlights of theories concerning
the nature and origin of human rights. It includes an explanation of both why
human rights are distinct from other rights and what distinguishes a human rightsbased theory from other moral notions or ideals. Later, the focus moves to human
rights practice and assesses the receptivity (or lack thereof) of the World Bank to
the implementation of any human rights-based moral approach to sustainable
development, in general, and urban development, in particular. I closely examine
the human rights approach of the United Nations Development Programme and
follow this review with an argued assessment of human rights approaches. Finally,
I consider how the UNDP‟s Human Rights Approach might be applied to
development policy and practice.
Rights can be characterized provisionally as morally important claims that
people make on each other, on social institutions, and on political authorities.
Rights depend on two foundational concepts. First, an identifiable subject, who has
entitlements, exists. Second, a duty-bearer, who is obliged to respond to claims of
such entitlements, also exists (Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 3). Jack Donnelly points
out an important related distinction when he differentiates between possession of a
right, the respect a right receives or should receive, and the enforceability of that
right (Donnelly 1989, 11 - 12). In the context of human rights, for example, many
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countries are signatories to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. By signing,
these countries formally acknowledge that all persons possess certain human rights,
as described in the thirty articles (see Appendix). Yet in much practice, a significant
number of these human rights are not respected, and may not be influential in the
establishment of public policy or legislation. Furthermore, where public policy
and/or legislation is derived from human rights principles, there may be a failure of
political will or capability, so that the human right remains merely an unenforced
right. The failure of a government to legislate, or enforce human rights60, does not
necessarily mean that the government concerned actually rejects the existence of
that human right. That may seem a diplomatic or rhetorical nicety, but the
acceptance of the existence of a human right provides, as will be described later, a
potentially strong starting point for political action.
Not all rights are human rights. Both human rights-based moral theories and
legal rights focus on claims to various entitlements and freedoms, such as claims of
ownership, property rights, and claims for decent working conditions. The role of
rights in moral theories and law also varies. Some view rights as desirable ends,
while others, such as utilitarians, conceive of rights as the means to achieve
desirable ends. Some moral theories and legal conceptions of rights understand
rights as both means and ends. Rights also can be viewed outside the means-ends
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I interpret this in practice to mean that the government fails to take appropriate measures to protect
or promote the features of a persons life that the specific human right addresses – access to adequate
nutrition, shelter, and clothing (“subsistence”), for example.
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relationship. Robert Nozick, for example, argues that rights are neither goals that
characterizes desirable end states nor means to that end state. Instead, for Nozick,
rights are “absolute side constraints” upon all people‟s actions. In this view, the
rights of others should constrain how one should act in the pursuit of my goals, and
my rights should constrain them in the pursuit of their goals (Nozick 1974, 28 - 29).
Rights should not be violated even if such a violation would achieve a great good or
prevent a terrible bad.
In contrast to rights defined merely by a particular legal system, human
rights are those claims that all persons are entitled to make or, alternatively, those
protections to which all people are entitled by the fact of the intrinsic value of their
common existence as human beings, by a common notion of human dignity, and by
a common aspiration for human flourishing61. Human rights provide us with a basis
for assessing negatively or positively legal rights and protections. Human rights,
however, are not just linked to what might be viewed as abstract values; the concept
of human rights also embraces those social practices by which these values are
realized.
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There is considerable debate as to the metaphysical sources of human rights; for example, natural
law or divine provenance. Some, such as Ignatieff, avoid the contestable metaphysical claims,
arguing that rights protect human agency. Ignatieff emphasizes their capacity to achieve rational
intentions. But Ignatieff places the debate about grounding human rights in perspective when he
comments: “People may not agree why we have rights, but they can agree that we need them”
(Ignatieff 2001, 55, 57).
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A central claim about human rights is that they are universal – a contention
that is grounded in several moral theories, including that known as natural law62.
The universalist premise is not without controversy, but it does not depend for its
defense on natural law. However, the moral debate between the implications of
adopting universalist or relativist assumptions – or something bridging these two –
characterizes many deliberations on human rights, as will be discussed later in
Sen‟s cultural critique of human rights.
Defining the “list” of human rights is challenging – engaging both political
and philosophical minds. Because human rights are norms or prescriptions, no
scientific means will yield a list of human rights. Instead, formulating a list and
subsequently codifying this into law relies in large measure on a process of political
dialogue, or more accurately perhaps, political struggle (Interhemispheric Resource
Center and the Institute for Policy Studies 1999). Moral considerations inform this
struggle, as human rights advocates invoke principles of social justice to expand
human rights concepts and human rights based laws to cover persons without
regard to ethnic origins, gender, religion, age, physical ability, nationality, or other
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Natural law is a universalist view which posits that there is a natural law that is derived from
nature or God, which exists independently of the positive laws of politics, and which is discernable
through reason. Natural law theorists relate rights to the aspiration for human flourishing and
therefore allow for a distinction to be made between absolute – in the sense of “exceptionless” –
rights and rights that may sometimes be overridden by other rights or are subject to trade-offs in
pursuit of the common good (Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 51, 110). Natural law is itself open to
challenge by those who question the grounding of universal moral concepts on transcendent Platonic
forms or moral laws. Among those who ground human rights on natural law are some leading human
rights theorists, such as Chris Brown, Tim Dunne, and Nicholas Wheeler (Dunne and Wheeler 1999,
4, 5). This essay will not address the metaphysical status of human rights but the view of human
rights offered is compatible with a variety of conceptions on the metaphysics of value.
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such characteristics. The arduous, knotty process by which the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights was formulated is an excellent example of the
intensity and valuable results of this struggle; yet even this document makes no
claims to be a definitive list of all human rights.
Political or diplomatic initiatives have taken center stage in the more
accessible public arena of human rights, yet philosophical perspectives have greatly
informed the debate over justification for and ranking of rights, and the
identification of what rights should properly be classified as “human rights.” This
topic is discussed presently.
While it is contextually important to note the existence of a variety of
human rights approaches, this essay does not offer comparative analysis and
assessment of the leading human rights theories. Instead, in this essay, for reasons
to be discussed presently, I assume the most widely accepted human rights
foundation or perspective – the Universal Declaration of Human Rights – and the
closely associated human rights approach formulated by the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP). The UNDP‟s Human Rights Approach is
expansive, embracing both human development and human rights in one theory,
which intends to show and contribute to convergence of the two normative and
policy approaches.
Before explaining the UNDP‟s new proposal, however, I want to discuss
briefly some relevant philosophical treatments of human rights as well as the
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institutional evolution of a human rights regime. To this end, I draw on Henry
Shue‟s, Jack Donnelly‟s, and Peter Brown‟s philosophical reflections on human
rights, and make general reference in this chapter to selected observations on
human rights by other moral theorists.
Shue bases his conceptual framework on a narrower premise, arguing for
the moral priority of what he terms “basic human rights” while giving secondary
priority to nonbasic human rights, such as property rights. Shue‟s basic rights are
associated with the enjoyment of such essential “substances” as subsistence,
security and certain human liberties. If human rights do not protect these three
valuable features of a person‟s life, there is little purpose in seeking rights-based
protections for the enjoyment of other valuable features (due legal process, freedom
to marry and found a family, property ownership, education, and so forth). Shue
defines “subsistence” as minimum economic security – unpolluted air/water,
adequate food/clothing/shelter, and minimum preventative public health care;
“security” as full physical security – not to be subjected to murder, mayhem,
torture, assault, or rape; and “liberty” as a right to both mobility and to participation
in the control of the political and economic policies and institutions that determine
the fulfillment of security, subsistence, and other rights (Shue 1996, 8 – 9, 18 – 23,
67, 78).
Brown also proposes a parsimonious human rights structure based on just
three unranked rights: bodily integrity; moral, political and religious choice; and
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subsistence. Government is held to be the ultimate guarantor of these rights. To this
structure, Brown adds the following nested set of three duties:
All persons have obligations to respect the basic rights of all other
persons.
Governments have backup obligations to enforce and/or execute
themselves the obligations of individuals when individuals fail to
discharge them.
The international community has the backup obligations to enforce
and/or execute these obligations when nations fail to discharge them
(Brown 2000, 20 - 21).
While both of these approaches, along with several other “basic rights
approaches”63 remain influential in moral deliberations on the essential nature and
foundations of human rights, the current international human rights regime is not
based directly on concepts arising out of philosophical basic rights thinking.
Instead, the international human rights regime effectively began with the 1944 U.N.
Charter and with the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Neither
definitively establishes the existence of human rights, and neither sets limits on
what constitutes human rights in ethical terms. In the Preamble to the Universal
Declaration, the principal actors are conceived to be nation-states, and the principal
actions called for are “progressive measures, national and international” (United
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Nations 1948, 1). Although no specific demands are ascribed to local governance,
significant human rights obligations are placed upon individuals and social
institutions generally:
every individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration
constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to promote
respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, national
and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and
observance (United Nations 1948, 1).

Of the variety of human rights articulated in the Universal Declaration (see
Appendix), the “list” traditionally has been divided into two major groupings: civil
and political rights, on the one hand, and economic, social, and cultural rights, on
the other. The former – civil and political rights, which many still refer to as
“traditional” or “first generation” human rights – include freedom of the press,
religion, speech, participation, and assembly; the right to vote and to petition the
government; and entitlement to due process of law and other legal protections. The
latter grouping – economic, social, and cultural or “second generation” rights –
embraces a perspective that is of particular interest to the poor. This perspective
concerns rights to basic necessities for a decent standard of living, including
education, employment, shelter, nutrition, and health care. Both groupings of
human rights can be seen to have direct relevance to good governance and to
development through enabling and protecting human well-being or flourishing,
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Examples include Ajami 1978; Bedau 1979; Matthews and Pratt 1985; and Reiter, Zunzenegui,
and Quiroga 1986 (Donnelly, 1989, 39).
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although until recently the prevailing international political consensus held that
greater priority should be given to civil and political rights.
Following the 1993 Vienna World Conference on Human Rights, the trend
changed towards a growing acceptance that this division of human rights into two
ranked groupings is conceptually questionable and politically unworkable. There is
now a growing acceptance – at least in theory – that human rights are essentially
indivisible in the sense that each is instrumentally efficacious in bringing about the
others, and that all human rights should be held to be of equal weight (United
Nations Development Programme 2000a, 16). This indivisibility claim is now
formally codified in one document, the International Bill of Human Rights, which
consists of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights (and its two optional protocols) and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (United Nations Development
Programme 2000a, 44).
As stated at the start of this chapter, human rights approaches are perceived
as distinctive. With the arguable exception of utilitarianism as the presumed (but
usually unstated) operative moral approach, no other ethical approach besides
human rights has come to be more persuasive and recognized in public
deliberations on development, and social and political organization (Dunne and
Wheeler 1999, 82). No other ethical approach has developed such a substantial
legal and diplomatic foundation, nor does any other enjoy such popular support.
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Human rights-based approaches also benefit from the organized and increasingly
networked support of many sectors of civil society and other institutions all around
the globe (Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 2). Yet doubts remain – can or should this
broad international moral and legal approach, coupled with widespread popular
support, be persuasive, empowering, and motivational in shaping public policy at
the international and national policy levels? If so, to what degree can and should it
influence policy and governance? If deemed a positive influence at the national
level, can and should it also be an effective influence at the more insulated level of
urban development policy and local governance?
These are important questions to address, which I will try to answer in this
chapter.

Human Rights Values and “Culture” in Practice
In considering the practical application of human rights to sustainable
development generally, and urban development specifically, is there an important –
and perhaps unique – role for a human rights based moral approach?
Some argue that a sustainable development strategy that appeals to human
rights, as a means, may be ineffective. Can and should the conscious articulation
and/or advocacy of human rights values and considerations effectively shape the
“absorption” and internalization of human rights into that society‟s values, affecting
the end-state character of the ideal society or the livable city? Is conscious and
explicit attention to human rights values and considerations an important part of the
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development process (perhaps including democratic deliberations and reflection)
through which society gives form to institutions, laws, policies, and qualities of
governance?
Richard Rorty contends otherwise, arguing that human rights must be
internalized not through an intellectual exposure to moral precepts or the
persuasiveness of moral theories, but instead through a society first achieving a
shared moral identity, by “hearing sad and sentimental stories (Shute and Hurley
1993, 133).” Of course, these two modes are not incompatible; concepts can
reinforce good sentiments (such as “Jews are industrious”) as well as help one to
resist bad sentiments (such as “Jews are vermin”).
Annette Baier (Shute and Hurley 1993, 129) also supports this concept of a
“progress of sentiments” as a form of “sentimental education,” but Booth (Dunne
and Wheeler 1999, 62) and Richard Wilson (Wilson 1987, 8) both reject the notion
that sentiment, emotions, or courage alone can adequately and consistently guide a
society‟s actions or rank its development priorities. Chris Brown offers a middle
view, describing how a human rights culture can emerge in reaction to certain
perceived injustices – racism, sexism, religious intolerance – and that this, in turn,
can become part of a society‟s shared moral identity. He attributes this process not
only to being able to sympathize with the plight of others, but also to the
achievement of a level of security in a society in which one is able to assert one‟s
self respect and worth without having to try to diminish these attributes in others.
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Brown‟s views allow only for the limited influence of human rights deliberations
ultimately making the inculcation of human rights values possible within a given
society. Like Rorty, he views human rights as effective only after they have been
broadly internalized into the moral identity of a society, but unlike Rorty beliefs
may have a role to play. Brown contends that without having achieved this moral
identity, the external imposition of human rights concepts onto a society will not
immediately or directly result in a shift in attitudes and values by that society. In
this light, international efforts to secure universal human rights standards and
behavior will only bear fruit – if at all – in the long term, as each society gradually
contends with a range of social and developmental issues in which those involved
in the deliberations see the value of using human rights as an effective lens to those
specific deliberations. Chris Brown sees human rights much more as an end than a
means to development, a symptom of civilization instead of a cause, when he
argues:
Rights are best seen as a by-product of a functioning ethical community
and not as a phenomenon that can be taken out of this context and promoted
as a universal solution to the political ills of an oppressive world (Dunne
and Wheeler 1999, 120).
To my mind, the best response to the Rorty-Baier-Chris Brown position of
human rights as an explicit end but not a strategic or effective means may be that of
Bhikhu Parekh, who raises two objections. First, he questions whether individuals
can – or should – be persuaded to care for each other on the basis of their
similarities. This would lead to intolerance of differences (which can never be
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eliminated), and demands that others become like us if we are to share solidarity
with them. This type of “manipulation of sentiments” to achieve solidarity could be
used just as effectively, Parekh claims, to destroy such solidarity (Dunne and
Wheeler 1999, 140).
Parekh also rejects that solidarity can be achieved through shared
experiences and story-telling alone; instead:
We need to show why some shared experiences are more significant to,
and an integral part of, our humanity, than others, and that requires
arguments based on some conception of human being. Although moral
reasoning is never wholly in terms of arguments alone and involves appeals
to emotions, shared sentiments, imagination and cultural values, as Rorty
rightly argues, arguments are necessary to regulate the content of these
appeals and to give the resulting sense of solidarity a relatively secure
intellectual and moral basis (Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 141).
Under Parekh‟s view, there are important opportunities to bring moral
reasoning – including moral reasoning responsive to the claims and duties implicit
in human rights – to the deliberative processes that shape development, without
sacrificing “appeals to emotions, shared sentiments, imagination and cultural
values.” In this view, which I support, human rights are an important but not
exclusive means towards the end of sustainable human development. As I argue in
the next chapter, a “moral hook” is an important element in motivating decisionmakers and stakeholders to engage in and be responsive to moral reasoning.
Emotions, shared sentiments, imagination and cultural values contribute to the
strength and efficacy of such a “moral hook.”
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It is important to distinguish in this practical (in contrast to academic)
context that not all moral reasoning is rights-based, and even when rights based, not
all such deliberations involve rights that are internationally recognized as “human
rights.” For example, in the field of environmental ethics there are wide-ranging
debates on various claims of environmental rights and duties, the outcomes of
which – I contend – can or should directly impact development policy and
implementation, and governance generally. Only some of these environmental
rights are also recognized as human rights, and some environmental rights conflict
with human rights. This conflict between environmental and human rights may
require trade-offs, which raises significant concerns, as discussed later.
Human rights claims may be powerful challenges to the status quo, calling
for a radical restructuring of human welfare, security measures, access to
opportunities, and the exercise of political and religious freedoms. Like similar
historical challenges to established power relationships and associated access to
resources, such as Marxism for example, the moral approach can be misdirected
towards less noble goals. Andrew Hurrell speaks to this question when he sees the
application of human rights to development as being fraught with political, legal,
and moral hazards, and possibly subject to self-interested interpretation and
imposition by the most dominant forces in international – or by inference –
domestic society. He asks:
What precisely should be the scope of the human rights agenda? How
far should human rights norms be enforced by the use of physical coercion?
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Who is the “we” who decide how and when this universal agenda will be
pursued and when deviations should be permitted in the interests of
practicality (Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 298)?
Hurrell‟s concerns are a cogent reminder that the processes of democratic
deliberation, broad based popular participation, and access to effective social
institutions such as a comprehensive legal code and an honest and principled
judiciary are essential to the application of any moral approach to the shaping of
public policy and development strategies.
In summary, human rights has an important, but not exclusive role to play in
the deliberations that guide and monitor development and governance. They may
also be the only viable recourse when deliberation fails, as in the case when
confronting genuinely intolerable abuses (Ignatieff 2001, 22). What then is the
relationship between human rights and other moral claims? James Nickel argues, in
a discussion on the use of rights-based thinking by environmentalists, that while
rights-based thinking has an important role in environmental deliberations, it should
not be the dominant – or at least not the only – normative concept in such
deliberations. Conflicts between the demands of various moral approaches are
inevitable. For example, should the needs of impoverished people for affordable
housing trump the demands to preserve a particular ecologically sensitive area of
land? Should the “human rights agenda” be the overriding moral framework for
decision-making? Should the two types of rights be strongly differentiated in this
context? And how should rights be introduced into the deliberative process, in
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order that they are most effective in influencing desirable outcomes (however
“desirable” may be defined in any given situation)?
Nickel addresses this as follows, in the context of environmental rights:
…if the language of rights is used loosely in environmental discourse,
people may begin to claim rights that are excessively metaphysical and
rhetorical. Conversely, if the language of rights is used strictly, people may
develop environmental prescriptions that are excessively rigid and that
preclude the trade-offs necessary for providing for human needs while
trying to work out today‟s environmental and population crises. Rights
claims are not completely immune to trade-offs, but the language of rights
does imply the restriction of trade-offs; thus, rights language should be used
sparingly in a field in which trade-offs are a necessary part of progress
(pages 282-283)(Nickel 1993).64

The language of rights is far ranging, and the specific role of human rights
in the political and developmental processes remains controversial. For human
rights to be effective in motivating positive change, the focus must be strategic. In
short, some definitive structure or framework of human rights is needed – such as
the UNDP‟s human rights approach – derived but separate from the broader and
more ambitious agendas of human rights and sustainable development. Only in this
way, I contend, can deliberations achieve practical results for decision makers.
Moral discourse on rights must avoid the pitfall of moral extremism – utopian
rhetoric demanding extensive, expansive and/or priority human rights that can
neither be supported by popular will nor translated into effective action, or the
pitfall of rigid prescriptionism where moral demands are repressively imposed on
64

We could also trade off rights for security or efficiency, for example.
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situations without regard to particular needs and conditions. The list of rights
claimed to be “human rights” also should not be unjustifiably expansive or
arbitrary. In this context, Paul Streeten points out that designating some objective as
a human “right” has the potential disadvantage of giving that objective a moral and
categorical supremacy over other development objectives, regardless of such a
right‟s nature, achievability, or cost (Streeten 1984, 186)65.
Those involved in the moral dialogue on development and governance must
also be prepared to contend with the challenge of positivists or political realists,
who claim that moral deliberations in general or on human rights in particular are
simply irrelevant to the power relationships that control development decisions and
the security concerns that inform the war on terrorism (Ignatieff 2002, 25A). A
similar challenge rests with those who dismiss or seek to diminish the importance
of a human rights approach with its emphasis on individual (and sometimes group)
rights, on the grounds that market-driven development objectives do or should take
precedence. In both cases, the response involves an appeal to ethics, to the
persuasiveness of carefully reasoned moral theory, and to common values. By
definition, there is no definitive, empirical proof for moral or normative theory, and
some will remain deaf to such appeals – particularly when their perceived selfinterests are challenged.
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Conceiving of human rights as prima facie or presumptive would meet this objection.
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Human Rights and Trade-offs
If the positivist‟s and the market advocate‟s challenges can be met, there
remains the complex dilemma of how to deal with conflicting moral demands, how
and when to make trade-offs, and what, if anything, should be held as irreducible
and not subject to trade-off. Stakeholders to the decision-making process must also
consider which moral demands are the more persuasive to public policy and
governance, and why.
Trade-offs are a necessary and strategic part of the deliberative, political
process, but to what extent might human rights be considered as subject to tradeoffs? Before considering whether human rights ought to be subject to trade-offs, it
is appropriate first to consider the process of trade-offs on moral issues. Sen has
explored this question, and describes three situations where values conflict yet
decisions must be made. First, on balance, one alternative is superior to another,
thereby resolving the conflict before a decision is made or in order to make the
decision. For example, urban squatters occupying vacant public land demand to
have their occupancy recognized as legal ownership, while adjacent landowners
argue that to do so would encourage illegal actions, strain existing infrastructure
services, and lower their own property values. The city council determines that the
demands for security of tenure by the squatters outweigh the other factors of
security, distributive justice, and property rights – the council decides to establish
tenancy rights. Sen acknowledges that in some situations this may entail some
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“tragic choices” involving great sacrifice, and the nature of how one determines the
“superior” solution would need to be articulated with care. Sen states that this
approach is the strongest in terms of institutional public policy decision making,
where unambiguous instructions may be essential to the successful implementation
of a decision.
If the conflicts on moral issues cannot be resolved in this manner, by a
balanced complete ordering in which the moral weight of one set of competing
moral issues can be seen to take priority over a different set or sets of moral
concerns, Sen suggests a second approach in which the two alternatives are left
unordered. An evaluation ensues in which some partial ordering66 may be achieved,
and possibly some congruence discerned. No clear priority of choice is evident, but
some of the moral issues involved within the conflict have more persuasive weight
than others. Both this evaluated partial ordering, and the balanced complete
ordering described above, require consistency of principles.
In some cases, moral principles conflict, and neither alternative can be
deemed to be morally compelling. In such cases, the need for public policy
decisions does not disappear – indeed, inaction has consequences equivalent to
having made a decision. The need for a decision does not, on its own, resolve the
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In contrast with the “balanced complete ordering,” Sen‟s second approach may leave two
alternatives unordered. “This approach does not require a complete ordering in each case, and
permits incompleteness in the partial order emerging from plural evaluation. When there is a
congruence of the different parts of the plural evaluation, a clear overall ranking can, of course, be
reached on the basis of „dominance reasoning‟, i.e. „x is better than y in all respects‟. The partial
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conflict, and there are situations in which institutional public decisions must be
taken on the basis of partial justification (Sen 1987, 65 - 67).
Shue also explored the issue of trade-offs, in particular the premise that the
achievement of subsistence may entail an overriding of some civil liberties. He
notes Rawls‟ ready acceptance of such a trade-off for the sake of economic wellbeing in poor countries (Rawls 1971, 542), but Shue emphatically demurs, claiming
that at least some civil liberties (political participation, freedom of movement) are
nearly always as fundamental – and hence not subject to trade-off – as the basic
rights to subsistence or security.67 He further claims that the enjoyment of these
basic rights to civil liberties are essential to the enjoyment of all other human rights
(Shue 1996, 65 - 87).
While Shue limits his fundamental human rights, which cannot be traded
away, to a few “basic rights,” most recent human rights theorists reject the
dichotomization of human rights into types or priorities, such as the division of
human rights into economic, social, civil, cultural, and political human rights. But
even advocates of an integrated, expanded list of human rights, such as are
contained in the UN Declaration, may be forced to agree that “scarcity of resources

ordering ultimately arrived at will include the dominance relation but may of course go much
further” (Sen 1987, 66).
67

Shue does state one hypothetical exception. “If a regime actually provided better protection for
every right, including of course security rights and subsistence rights, except rights to liberties like
political participation and freedom of movement, than any of those rights would receive if rights to
liberties were acknowledged and honored, then the regime‟s failure to provide for liberties would be
permissible, other things being equal. The minimum standard is a higher level of protection for
every other right” (Shue 1996, 87 – italics in text).
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and institutional constraints often require us to prioritize concern for securing
different rights for the purposes of policy choice” (United Nations Development
Programme 2000a, 23). Several leading developmental theories, such as the
dependency/world systems theory and the bureaucratic-authoritarian model accept
the developmental necessity of massive human rights trade-offs (Donnelly 1989,
163). On what basis can this prioritization take place, and what happens to those
human rights that have been relegated to a lower priority?
Donnelly has identified three trade-offs that are widely advocated: the needs
trade-off, the equality trade-off, and the liberty trade-off. The needs trade-off
accepts the existence of relatively high levels of absolute poverty as a necessary byproduct of attracting investment. Once investment has succeeded in creating
additional production, the needs of those in poverty will be able to be addressed.
Until then, those needs must remain unmet. The equality trade-off accepts that as a
state moves from a traditional to a modern economy, gaps in income distribution
will grow, to level off only once the state has achieved a moderately high level of
average national income. Finally, the liberty trade-off views the exercise of civil
and political rights as disruptive or destructive to the aims of development, at least
in a state‟s early development stages (Donnelly 1989, 164 - 165). All three tradeoffs have been held to be both necessary yet temporary and self-correcting, but
ultimately Donnelly rejects all three:
Human rights trade-offs, except perhaps at the very early stages of a
move from a “traditional” to a “modern” economy are not development
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imperatives. They are contingent political choices undertaken for largely
political, not technical economic, reasons (Donnelly 1989, 166).

The concept of an unfulfilled human right, as I will discuss in some detail
later, is captured in Sen‟s notion of imperfect duties. While this approach provides
the basis for holding duty-bearers (usually the state) responsible for the ultimate
satisfaction of all accepted human rights claims and allows for a gradual
progression in attending to these obligations, it does not provide a rationale or basis
for prioritizing rights, or for holding certain rights as not being subject to trade-offs
or deferment.
The issue of human rights trade-offs ultimately appears to rest within the
dynamics of the political process, and great attention must therefore be given to
encouraging a democratic and deliberative process characterized by wide
participation, excellent dissemination of information, give and take of reasons and
criticism, transparency of decision-making, and the isolation of fundamental
principles as not normally subject to trade-offs. The moral claims of human rights
also often find expression in legal rights, and the need is also critical for effective,
unbiased, and principled legal institutions.
There are many arguments for the application of fundamental universal
moral principles to the dilemma of trade-offs on moral issues, yet the final decision
rests with each state. Donnelly offers his counsel (italics in original):
We should be particularly wary of trade-off arguments in environments
of despotism and oligarchy, for under such conditions “trade-offs” tend to
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involve people being sacrificed rather than making sacrifices (Donnelly
1989, 180).
In summary, I am most persuaded by Shue‟s arguments that there are some
basic human rights principles – subsistence, security, and certain liberties – that are
not subject to trade-offs, except in very unusual circumstances (see earlier
footnote). With respect to other human rights and moral principles generally, there
must be room for trade-offs, but I remain cautious as to the character and legitimacy
of the decision-making process that can justly decide on such matters. Ideally a
process of deliberative democracy at all levels – in which people agree to principles
and weightings that they can all live with – best handles these decisions. While
some might advocate for this ideal of deliberative democracy as applied to
decision-making on important trade-offs, I am unconvinced that this standard of
deliberations can be achieved at the level of urban policy and governance in the
South, except perhaps in rare instances. There is simply not enough common
ground between the typical participants, divided by immense differences in the
wealth, education, power, and social status. And, I worry, key stakeholders such as
the poor often will be excluded – by intention or capacity – from participating in
such critical trade-off deliberations.
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Human Rights and Human Development
The international focus on human rights has promoted a concern for setting
global and fostering national standards of social justice within the context of
development (United Nations Development Programme 2000a). This focus also
emphasizes the obligation of governments and others with social power to be
accountable to their citizens. These human rights-based concerns are directly
relevant to development theory and practice. Advances in development theory and
practice similarly have strengthened the progress towards fulfilling the demands of
human rights. When situating human rights in a development context, the case is
made that attention must be placed on creating and sustaining – over the long term
– the social and economic conditions to enable human rights perspectives to
become rooted. And without institutional strengthening, for example the rule of law
and the fair administration of such laws, the application of human rights principles
is severely constrained (United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 70).
I have described many of the ways in which human rights are conceived, but
how is human development defined? For many years “development” in the context
of changes in the quality of life in the South was a term that was used
synonymously with “economic development” or “economic progress.” Its focus was
the expansion of only one human choice – income. Only within the last twenty
years has the paradigm changed, as the consensus on the range of human choices
broadened to include the enlargement of all human choices, even if some are held
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to be more valuable than others. Income expansion, which was seldom tied to
reforms aimed at distributive justice, often did little to improve quality of life for
the poor. This does not mean that economic growth is not important, but the quality
and character of such growth determine the degree to which human development –
for all – will be achieved. Under the “economic development” paradigm, the focus
is more on capital as the means, and production as the goal. People – remarkably –
get left out in this conception of development, a fact noted wryly by Mahbub ul
Haq: “Human beings, fortunately too stubborn to lend themselves to becoming
mere abstraction, are conveniently forgotten” (ul Haq 1999, 3).
Human development is now perceived by most in more expansive terms, as
evident in the definition (which Sen influenced) offered by the United Nations
Development Programme:
Human development is a process of enlarging people‟s choices, by
expanding human functions and capabilities. Human development thus also
reflects human outcomes in these functionings and capabilities. It represents
a process as well as an end.
At all levels of development the three essential capabilities are for
people to lead a long and healthy life, to be knowledgeable and to have
access to the resources needed for a decent standard of living. But the realm
of human development extends further: other areas of choice highly valued
by people include participation, security, sustainability, guaranteed human
rights – all needed for being creative and productive and for enjoying self
respect, empowerment, and a sense of belonging to the community (United
Nations Development Programme 2000a, 17).

The UNDP conception of development, and human rights, appropriately
conceived, need each other. As described above, human development has many
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valuable features that human rights are intended to protect and promote. Yet human
rights themselves also are among the list of valuable features, capturing the sense of
the implicit value of human rights as an objective worth securing and as an
expression of our essential humanity. The UNDP‟s definition of human rights
reflects this:
Human rights are the rights possessed by all persons, by virtue of their
common humanity, to live a life of freedom and dignity. They give all
people moral claims on the behavior of individuals and on the design of
social arrangements – and are universal, inalienable and indivisible. Human
rights express our deepest commitments to ensuring that all persons are
secure in their enjoyment of the goods and freedoms that are necessary for
dignified living (United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 16).

James Weaver, along with Michael Rock and Kenneth Kusterer, also
include human rights prominently in their description of development. While noting
that longstanding disagreement exists in the meaning of the political component of
development, they nevertheless claim that a broad based consensus exists between
players in development that development consists of four subgoals: (1) a healthy,
growing economy in which resources are moving from lower to higher levels of
productivity, (2) wide distribution68 of economic benefits, (3) a political economy
that does not conflict with environmental preservation, and (4) a political system
that provides for effective governance, freedoms, and human rights (Weaver, Rock,
and Kusterer 1997, 13, 29).

68

It should be noted that their subgoal on distribution calls only for “wide,” not “equitable” or “just”
distribution.
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Weaver et al, in insisting that human rights, freedoms, and democracy must
be accorded a priority at least equal to economic growth as a goal of development,
are not alone in linking human development with human rights. Among the most
articulate and comprehensive arguments of this linkage is that of the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) in its Human Development Report 2000, which
begins with the statement:
Human rights and human development share a common vision and a
common purpose – to secure the freedom, well-being and dignity of all
people everywhere (United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 1).

The Human Development Report also argues that each of the two
perspectives can benefit the other. Human rights lend moral legitimacy and the
principle of social justice to the objectives of human development, and they
facilitate and justify a shift in development priorities to focus on the poorest and
most excluded persons. Economic and human development, in turn, makes us
sensitive to the positive or negative attributes of the enabling environment under
which human rights can be realized; they contribute a long-term perspective on and
strategy for realization of human rights (United Nations Development Programme
2000a, 2).
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UNDP‟s Human Rights Approach
Begun in 1990 by Dr. Mahbub ul Haq, the United Nations Development
Programme has published an annual Human Development Report (HDR) since
then, each on a different theme within the context of human development. Themes
have included, for example, people‟s participation (1993), gender (1995), economic
growth (1996), consumption (1998), and globalization (1999). The current theme is
technology (2001), and the upcoming edition will focus on governance (2002).
The theme of human rights and human development was chosen for HRD
2000, and the resulting document reflects the contributions of distinguished
development professionals and eminent economists. The HDR does not, however,
provide a definitive declaration of United Nations policy, nor does it impose any
specific set of development parameters on the operations of the Bretton Woods
institutions – the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD,
or World Bank), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), or the International
Financial Corporation (IFC). The HDR is however widely distributed and read, and
its many annual human development indicators strive to portray a comprehensive
and informed analysis of the state of development, defined as human development,
in countries around the world. HDR 2000 included thirty-two sets of indicators,
including the human development index (HDI), gender-related development index
(GDI), gender empowerment index (GEM), and the human poverty index (HPI).69
69

The human development index (HDI) measures average achievements in four aspects of basic
human development (longevity, education, standard of living, participation in politics) in one simple
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HDR 2000, with its theme on human rights and development, has come to
be recognized as the UNDP‟s Human Rights Approach. It is distinctive in its focus
on the desirable convergence between human rights and human development. These
two ways of thinking and acting, it argues, share a common vision and a common
purpose (United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 1) and each of the two
ways can and should benefit from the other. In its subsequent six chapters, HDR
2000 describes the elements that best represent the convergence of human rights
and human development, the importance of inclusive democracy and empowering
people to alleviate poverty, and the promotion of human rights and proposed
actions to achieve this. HDR 2000 also describes the long social, diplomatic and
political history of the progress of international commitment to human rights, and
the evolution of international human rights legislation in the 20th century, beginning
with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, which HDR 2000
includes in full. It notes in some considerable detail that the fulfillment of human
rights potential to shape human development and well-being depends on the
establishment of rule of law and the fair administration of justice in countries
around the world. It also argues that the advent of the 21st century brings significant
new threats to human freedoms.

composite index and produces a ranking of countries. The gender-related development index (GDI)
measures achievements in the same dimensions and using the same variables as the HDI does, but it
takes into account gender-related inequalities. The gender empowerment index (GEM) measures
gender inequality in economic and political opportunities. The human poverty index (HPI) is a
composite measurement of poverty that focuses on the same deprivations as does the HDI. The HDI
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Central to HDR 2000‟s approach are its identification of seven essential
freedoms, and of seven key features needed for a broader approach to secure human
rights. Before analyzing this discussion, however, it is appropriate to review HDR
2000‟s general theoretical basis for linking human rights and human development,
which is articulated in Chapter One of the report. Amartya Sen was the principal
author of that chapter, and in Chapter One the HDR 2000 asserts from the outset
that it takes a strongly affirmative view to the following two key questions:
How compatible are the normative concerns in the analyses of human
development and human rights? Are they harmonious enough – to be able
to complement rather than undermine each other?
Are the two approaches sufficiently distinct so that each can add something
substantial to the other? Are they diverse enough – to enrich each other
(United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 19 - italics in text)?

The capabilities approach and Sen‟s influence are both evident, for Chapter
One of HDR 2000 links human well-being to the achievement of essential
freedoms, which in turn it claims are integrally linked with the enhancement of
certain capabilities – “the range of things a person can do and be in leading a life”
(United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 19). The definitions and
characteristics of both capabilities and human rights are described in some detail, as

is divided into separate human poverty indexes for developing countries (HPI-1) and industrialized
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was done in this essay in chapter four, and it brings these two streams together as
follows:
If human development focuses on the enhancement of the capabilities
and freedoms that the members of a community enjoy, human rights
represents the claims that individuals have on the conduct of individual and
collective agents and on the design of social arrangements to facilitate or
secure these capabilities and freedoms (United Nations Development
Programme 2000a, 20).

While acknowledging that human rights and human development share
common motivations and aims, HDR 2000 does recognize that each is substantially
different from the other. The basis of human rights – the insistence on a claim on
others – is a larger ambition than that of most human development thinking. Human
development thinking typically is more focused on what development should be
and how it should be achieved than (if at all) on who or what has the duty to
achieve it. It is even less demanding on when development should be achieved.
Instead, the human development dialogue concentrates on the characteristics of
human flourishing, by what means this flourishing can be promoted and protected,
and on a diverse and comprehensive range of empirical indicators to monitor
progress in many aspects of human development. Human development theories
rarely impose specific moral duties upon others to bring about human development.
In both respects, human rights thinking contributes to concepts of human
development.

countries (HPI-2). (United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 147).
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Human rights proponents ask when and by whom questions, and demand
specific answers. I contend that effective urban development and governance
depends on having these two questions answered, openly and fully. They are the
kinds of questions that urban planners ought to be concerned about if they are to be
effective facilitators of good development and good governance. My attraction to
human rights approaches– at least in part – rests on the ethical and motivational
“empowerment” that this moral grounding provides, so that in my capacity as an
urban planner I can help move these how, when, and by whom questions
prominently out into the open dialogue of urban development and governance. As I
review the World Bank‟s new urban strategy later in this essay, these questions will
be much in evidence.
This shift in making human development not merely something that ought
to happen in some undifferentiated sense of “ought,” but also something to which
people are entitled and something that specific agents have duties to bring about, is
associated with a significant change in consciousness on the part of all roleplayers
concerned. This point also ties back into the earlier human rights work of Shue,
who noted the empowering characteristics of human rights, through which human
beings need not grovel for the crumbs off the tables of their (hopefully) benevolent
and more affluent leaders, but instead become empowered to assert claims to have
their essential dignity respected – and responded to accordingly (Shue 1996, 116,
120). Claims impose duties, and the element of accountability places new and
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rigorous obligations upon government and other social institutions to be responsible
to meet the demands of various human rights, and to make or facilitate the advances
in the associated demands of human development. In an excellent example, HDR
2000 asks who is responsible for the failure to allow a girl to benefit from free
public elementary education. Depending on the particulars, the blame may fall upon
the parents, the government, or a combination of factors such as poverty,
inadequate school facilities, or a lack of security. Blame is associated with an
expectation of blameless behavior, and the human rights movement has a tradition
of holding government officials and those in the public trust accountable for their
performance and conduct. This focus on accountability in turn may lead to a
process of nuanced institutional analysis, in which the definite specific roles and
responsibilities of those associated with determinate failures to satisfy specific
human rights claims are evaluated. The result is that targeted remedies and duty
bearers can be identified.
Allocating or sharing of blame – and the identification of who is held
responsible to remedy the situation – is but one important tool that a human rights
perspective brings to human development. Another, as noted in HDR 2000, is that
human development almost always involves sacrificing – for the common good –
some of the interests of some stakeholders. Human rights constrains the
conseqentialism that is implicit in much development theory and practice. Human
rights places limits on the extent to which any individual should bear losses to
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support the development goals – even the most worthy of development goals – of
the larger community. Important limits are, thus, imposed on the permissible means
that may be used to achieve development objectives, particularly those economic
growth strategies that may have little to do with the development needs of the poor
and vulnerable.
The HDR 2000 also argues for a richer view of human development and
social progress, in which individuals enjoy – in a secure and stable environment –
certain rights and freedoms. The accomplishments of human development become
subject to an assessment of the extent to which these gains have become protected
against potential threats. The gains ought also to be distributed justly; unlike more
general community goals for development, human rights thinking demands that no
individuals or groups be excluded from the benefits of development, no matter their
minority, economic, ethnic, religious, gender, or social status.
Examining the other side of the coin, HDR 2000 also considers what human
development theory and practice may offer to a human rights approach; in this
context it identifies four significant contributions. First, HDR 2000 argues that the
rigor and nuanced character of the analysis of human development, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, can bring a similar discipline and concreteness to
the literature and analysis of human rights. Second, consider the public policy
context in which takes place the evaluation of the impacts of various policy
alternatives on the fulfillment of specific human rights and the balancing of
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associated rights-based claims. Such an evaluation of achievement, UNDP argues,
is much like human development analysis. While rejecting an evaluative framework
in which some human rights are considered more important than others, or in which
human rights can be hierarchically ranked, HDR 2000 does accept that countries
(and, by implication, cities) in the South cannot do it all at once:
But it cannot be denied that scarcity of resources and institutional
constraints often require us to prioritize concern for securing differing rights
for the purposes of policy choice. Human development analysis helps us to
see these choices in explicit and direct terms (United Nations Development
Programme 2000a, 23).

Third, HDR 2000 contends that fulfilling human rights depends on an
enabling environment of appropriate social conditions. The focus on “enabling
environment‟ is a common reference to institutional capacity and effectiveness, and
to access to adequate development resources, and is a concept I will return to
presently.
The fourth contribution of human development to human rights is to
question any claims to absoluteness or nonrevisability with respect to any given set
of human rights. Development‟s “inescapable dynamism” reinforces the idea,
which many human rights proponents urge, that no human right is exceptionless or
fixed in stone. Countering those approaches that demand fulfillment of all human
rights in the short term, this development perspective urges a focus on discernable
and demonstrable change over time. It encourages a more determinate concept of a
longer-term progression in the expansion of human rights, gradually encompassing
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the full range and intensity of human rights as specific human rights claims are
progressively satisfied.
The comparison of human development to human rights and the relations
between them in the HDR 2000 leads up to a central argument that many aspects of
human rights performance should be considered as imperfect duties:
…imperfect duties leave open both how the duty can be discharged, and
how forceful the duty is. Nevertheless, the neglect of the demands of an
imperfect duty also involves a serious moral – or political – failure (United
Nations Development Programme 2000a, 24).

The concept of imperfect duties was articulated first by Immanuel Kant
(Kant 1987, 339), and recently championed by Amartya Sen (United Nations
Development Programme 2000a, 16), (Sen 1999, 230). A perfect duty specifies
both how the duty is to be performed, to whom it is owed, and that it must be
satisfied now. The concept of imperfect duties, by contrast, argues only that the
entitlements arising from human rights claims would be good for people to have,
and ought to be provided at some time or other (when conditions are – or can be
made to be – appropriate).
The imperfect duties concept acknowledges the reality that satisfying human
rights based claims may be impossible under current conditions, but it still allows
for the assignment of those duties. This assignment places a moral obligation on the
associated institutions of society constantly to demonstrate progress in the
discharge of duties imposed by recognized human rights, and to maintain this as a
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priority in policy formulation. Human rights can remain unachieved right now, but
still impose a moral burden to attend to their progressive fulfillment over time. The
identification of certain human rights as imposing only longer-term imperfect duties
does not exempt them from the consideration of policy makers and planners now,
nor does it make such rights any less forceful or cogent. To the contrary, the
concept of imperfect duties can be used by stakeholders to hold governments – at
all levels – accountable for making and demonstrating gradual but sustained
progress across the entire spectrum of human rights. If the right cannot be respected
now, there is an obligation to change the conditions so that it can be.
The articulation, public and institutional acceptance, and fulfillment of
human rights generates conflicts, demands for resources, and many challenges to
the interests of those in power under the status quo. As such, the evolution of
human rights has properly been called an on-going political struggle70, and the
HDR 2000 provides ample empirical evidence of both the progress made to date,
and the enormity of the challenge that lies ahead. With statistical details of
widespread internal conflicts, malnutrition and starvation, huge discrepancies in
quality of life, crushing and persistent poverty, the onslaught of HIV/AIDS,
malaria, and other health problems, HDR 2000 makes the case compelling – the
challenge is indeed daunting. The way ahead, it asserts, is to concentrate efforts in

70

Ignatieff refers to human rights as a “fighting creed” and notes: “No authority whose power is
directly challenged by human rights advocacy is likely to concede its legitimacy” (Ignatieff 2001,
56).
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the realization and securing of seven essential freedoms, both positive (freedom
for/of) and negative (freedom from), as follows:
1) Freedom from discrimination – for equality.
2) Freedom from want – for a decent standard of living.
3) Freedom from being thwarted in self-realization – for the realization of
one‟s human potential.
4) Freedom from fear – with no threats to personal security.
5) Freedom from injustice.
6) Freedom from repression – for participation, expression and association.
7) Freedom from exploitation – for decent work (United Nations
Development Programme 2000a, 31).
This is an ambitious and comprehensive agenda. If truly acted upon, with
deep popular commitment and political will, the international changes to the
economic, political and social environment at all levels – global to local – would be
profound. The marginalization of poor countries of the South in trade and
investment would no longer be tolerated, the efforts made towards poverty
alleviation and eradication would be exponentially larger and more intense, both
representative and participatory democracy would flourish, and a morally-rich
process of deliberative dialogue would characterize development planning and
governance at all levels. Social and political institutions would be characterized not
as mechanisms for bargaining between competing interests, but more as the
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internalization of agreed upon and shared moral values. Perhaps above all, the
enabling environment would have changed so that a human rights culture finds
fertile ground to flourish and take root – both within government and civil society.
Such a radical change in outcomes would require a similarly dramatic
transformation in the means of development:
But enhancing human development and respecting human rights calls
above all for one basic action – pursuing a human rights approach to
development. And that requires a fundamental shift in development
strategies at all levels (United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 43).
Recall that the UNDP‟s human rights framework, as articulated in HDR
2000, is far more extensive and ambitious than many other human rights strategies,
such as those of Henry Shue or Peter Brown, who emphasize the achievement of a
very limited list of basic human rights. A fundamental question arises – is the scale
and scope of the UNDP human rights framework too bold? Will it suffer the
dismissal of policy makers and planners as being unachievable, idealistic, and
hence ineffective as a guide to development and governance?
Before shrinking back to a more modest human rights agenda for human
development, it is worth noting that even if Shue‟s less extensive concept of
“basic” rights – subsistence, security, and liberty – were to become truly operative
in public policy and international relations, the outcome would be, by his own
admission, dramatically to change the status quo (Shue 1996, 8 - 9). There is simply
no way to maintain the interests of the powerful within the existing order and
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painlessly accommodate human rights in development, planning, and good
governance. But is the medicine too bitter to be swallowed? Or is the cure worse
than the disease?

Criticisms of Human Rights Approaches
In the theoretical and practical deliberations on development ends and
means, and on good governance (which would include urban development and
urban governance), there are several arguments against employing human rights
considerations, let alone grounding moral reflections on human rights. These
arguments – summarized in the eight topics below – challenge the theoretical and
practical soundness of human rights, and therefore directly pertain to the UNDP‟s
human rights approach. Before examining the relevance and application of human
rights to urban development and good governance, it is important first to address
these foundational concerns.

1) Intrinsic or instrumental value: Are human rights intrinsically valuable, or are
they only instrumentally valuable as a means to achieve other goals? If the latter,
then it would appear that human rights are subordinated to other moral
considerations.
Controversy continues as to whether human rights should be held to be
intrinsically valuable, instrumentally valuable, both, or neither. As to the latter
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possibility, Sen observes candidly that from the perspective of traditional
economics, moral rights or freedoms command little interest – at best perceived as
purely legal entities of instrumental use only (Sen 1987, 71). This view is, of
course, not surprising, given the dominance of utilitarianism and consequentialism
to economic theory, which allows nothing but utility to have intrinsic value.
Are human rights intrinsically valuable as a goal? As defined by Peter
Singer, “something is of intrinsic value if it is good or desirable in itself” (Singer
1993, 274). If human rights, or the features of human life that they protected, were
judged to be intrinsically important then this would give preeminent value to such
things as life, liberty, human expression, freedom of expression, and so on.
UNDP‟s Human Development Report 2000 accepts as a given, without argument,
the premise that human rights – or better, the features of human life they promote
and protect – are intrinsically valuable. But HDR 2000 also unquestioningly accepts
and describes the instrumental value – meaning valuable as a means to some other
end or purpose – of human rights, and the manner in which the realization of one
right may well involve causal links to the realization of other rights (United Nations
Development Programme 2000a, 74). There may also be what Sen calls a
“constructive aspect” between rights:
The exercise of basic political rights make it more likely not only that
there would be a policy response to economic needs, but also that the
conceptualization – including comprehension – of “economic needs” itself
may require the exercise of such rights (Sen 1999, 153).
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Sen‟s point is that the political process – and the process by which our
values and priorities are identified and shaped – depends for its quality and
effectiveness on the degree to which people are able to have access to information,
engage in open discussion and debate, express dissent, deliberate, and make choices
based on reflection.
Most philosophers agree that human rights are means, particularly means to
the achievement of human dignity. Others, but not all, argue that human rights can
be conceived as both means and ends. Those who hold that human rights are
intrinsically valuable as ends may also view them as means to such goals as
sustainable development, and/or poverty eradication. Booth takes the argument so
far as to view human rights as a means to being human, claiming that since human
beings are socially made beings, human rights are a part of what constitutes their
social identity at this place in human history. “We have human rights not because
we are human, but because we want the species to become human” (Dunne and
Wheeler 1999, 52).
I take the position that human rights norms are often good means to promote
and protect features of human life that are both intrinsically valuable and
instrumentally contribute to other features that are intrinsically valuable.
The means-ends debate has particular relevance to the practical application
of human rights. I have noted my support for the intrinsic value of human rights as
ends, while still contending that such a status does not preclude their function as
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means to other valuable goals, such as sustainable development and/or poverty
eradication. But is there an argument for only considering human rights primarily
an end, and less so (or not at all) instrumentally?
This question might best be stated in a different manner. If one takes the
position – which I do not – that less developed societies are unable to respect
human rights, then the conception of human rights as an instrumental means for
development becomes questionable, at least until that society attains some
“threshold” where the moral weight of human rights protections becomes operative.
Before and after this threshold is reached, the end goal of development remains the
achievement of a “civilized” society characterized by the full protection and
promotion (within reason) of those valuable features of people‟s lives that human
rights address. But in the pre-threshold state of affairs under this conception,
deliberations on policy formulation, development, and governance would be
directed at the creation and maintenance of a general “enabling environment,” and
less specifically (or not at all) at human rights as a means to the ultimate end of a
the “civilized” society described above. Under this view, human rights might be
perceived in two ways. First, human rights might be considered merely as an
attribute of a “more developed” state of affairs, in which there is a discernable lack
of threats to certain valuable features of a person‟s life. Alternatively, human rights
retain their descriptive sense as an attribute of a “more developed” society, but at a
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certain stage – some moral threshold – they also become an effective and additional
means to guide that society‟s development and governance.
Such threshold thinking about an ideal city or ideal society – in which the
enabling environment has been created that somehow guides development in such a
way that all human rights ultimately are respected and enforced – is admittedly
utopian.71 By comparison, the goal of facilitating a society‟s arrival at the moral
threshold at which human rights thinking – and the express reference to human
rights in public policy – becomes instrumentally effective initially appears to be a
more plausible target, but only until one has to determine and justify the basis for
the threshold. Where does one set the threshold in determining when an enabling
environment (focused, one assumes, on other means leading to development, such
as economic growth) has resulted in a state of affairs in which human rights are
respected and enforced enough? Would this determination require different
threshold conditions for each recognized human right? These questions make
plausible answers very difficult, and for this reason I suggest that the threshold
condition problem is commonly ignored in arguments advocating that development
policy and governance ignore human rights. These arguments concentrate instead
on the creation and evolution of the “enabling environment” – the social bases –
leading progressively to an end-state ideal of a society in which the protections
offered by human rights are simply unnecessary, because no threats exist to the
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valuable features of people‟s lives that human rights address and promote. My
challenge is simply that one cannot and should not concentrate on creating the
enabling environment for development unless one refers to human rights values and
some future state of affairs.
I contend that it is both arbitrary and inaccurate to argue that society must
achieve some (undefined but – one assumes – intuitively perceived) threshold
condition of civilization before governance and decision-making on the common
good is appropriately subject to the direct influence of human rights values. The
value systems of even primitive, poor, or repressive societies demonstrate many
attributes – at least among minorities or dissenters – of respect for the claims and
obligations that arise under many human rights. As development progresses – due
perhaps in some measure and at some stage to conscious development efforts to
bring about or consolidate a human rights culture in this respect – a society
gradually grows in its capacity to both respect and institutionalization human rights
in that society‟s laws, practices, and deliberations. When I consider human rights
practice later in this chapter I will return to this topic.

2) Too burdensome: Are the burdens imposed by human rights too rigid,
prescriptive, or inflexible to make human rights a viable basis for deliberative
discourse or for practical implementation?
71

As I will describe in more detail later, this emphasis on the “enabling environment” and the
rejection of human rights as a means to guide development reflects the current position taken by the
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One popular view of a human right is that it prescribes an absolute or
exceptionless demand that cannot be overridden or waived in relation to other
normative or practical considerations. Consider the practical development
challenges implicit in the rapid urbanization in the South that I described in some
detail at the beginning of chapter three. Given this context, many would argue that a
rights-based development strategy would unduly burden nations and their
constituent cities and towns with too many demands – which are exceptionless and
forbid trade-offs. Are not the existing challenges already sufficiently daunting,
without adding a longer or shorter list of human rights as absolute side constraints?
The UNDP HDR 2000 lists seven rights-based freedoms, the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights includes thirty Articles, and the International Bill of Human
Rights recognizes thirty-eight distinct rights (see Table 2, Dunne and Wheeler
1999, 74). These are very high thresholds indeed, if one assumes that all rights must
be respected and promoted, and no trade-offs be permitted between them.72 There is
no question that advocating for the simultaneous achievement73 of all human rights
is exceedingly ambitious, given the record to date of frequent neglect of even civil
and political human rights. If too many human rights demands are placed on the

World Bank.
72
There are strong arguments, which I support, in favor of allowing for trade-offs in deciding to
which human rights – or the features of human life they promote and protect – to give priority. See
my discussion on Sen‟s concept of imperfect duties.
73

“Achievement” as discussed earlier in this chapter, includes the recognition that all persons
possess the human right, that the human right is universally respected in that society, that appropriate
policies and laws enforce that human right, and that persons really enjoy the “substance” of the right.
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international, national, or local political agendas, will the topic lose traction due to
the enormity of the changes required?74
Who should bear the duty of responding to a long list of human rights?
Rights entail duties, yet libertarians such as Nozick – who advocate for a minimalist
state with few duties – worry that the claims of such rights impose far too many
additional obligations on the state (Nozick 1974, ix, 26, 27).
Political realists also resist the impositions of international treaties that
attempt to prescribe exceptionless human rights performance standards (domestic
and international) to the state. One outspoken critic of such cosmopolitan views,
Charles Krauthammer, believes that the obligations of human rights (and
humanitarian concerns in general) pertain appropriately only to the individual, not
the state, and emphatically not to a “superpower” state (Krauthammer 1999).
There are two challenges raised by the “too burdensome?” question. In
answering the multiplicity of human rights challenge, I would distinguish basic
from nonbasic human rights, although I contend that the full range of human rights
continues to exercise moral authority under the concept of imperfect duties. In my
answer to the inflexibility of the human rights challenge, I argue that human rights
are always prima facie or presumptive, always overridable in relation to more
pressing rights, other normative considerations, or other practical considerations
such as survival or national self-interest. But the burden remains on those who
74

Sometimes this challenge is formulated as the inflation problem: adding too many human rights is
like printing excessive amounts of money – the money loses its original value. Here the problem is
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would override human rights – the justifications must be good and persuasively
weighty.

3) Rhetorical flourishes: Some argue that the claims of human rights are not
persuasive – and can therefore be dismissed – because they are idealistic, utopian,
rhetorical, or hard to comprehend.
Despite progress on the articulation of various justifications in support of
human rights theory, some political realists (as well as utilitarians in ethical theory)
dismiss such moral positions on the theoretical indivisibility and equality of human
rights as largely exercises in rhetoric, and ultimately inconsequential, expendable,
or derivable from more basic moral notions:
Realism is conflict-oriented and state-centered, dismissing law and
morality as encumbrances upon the rational calculation of national interests,
which should be associated as objectively as possible with the power and
wealth maximization of a given political actor and not be deflected by
sentimental considerations associated with adherence to the norms of law
and morality (Falk 1999, 58).

Skeptics and cynics point out that even though most countries have signed
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, many of these countries demonstrate
on a regular basis a flagrant and disheartening propensity to ignore these
commitments. Such critics point out that the global political situation remains a
sobering reminder of massive and persistent human failures to respect the dignity

not stringency or inflexibility but sheer number of moral concerns.
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and value of each human life, despite the many initiatives underway to strengthen
the appreciation for human rights and to address violations of human rights. In its
1997 report, Amnesty International noted that of 185 sovereign states, fully 123
routinely practiced some form of torture (Dunne and Wheeler 1999). In the 2001
Annual Report, Amnesty International notes that the figure has now risen to 149
sovereign states that routinely practiced some form of torture (CNN.com 2001).
Unless there is a global enforcer of human rights, will human rights remain
ineffectual? As Thomas Hobbes famously noted, covenants without swords are but
words.
Without a global power above the state to demand human rights
performance, will human rights only be recognized and become influential with
respect to domestic public policy when countries reach a certain level of
development and stability? Chris Brown takes this view, saying that only as states
become civilized will they achieve the Universal Declaration‟s standards.
Standards do not civilize states, argues Brown (Dunne and Wheeler 1999). While I
accept the limitations of imposed standards, I argue that consideration ought to be
given to the opposite premise – that good development is dependent on first
achieving a much higher and more consistent standard of respect for human rights.
Does this discrepancy in human rights ideals and actual performance make
the Universal Declaration inconsequential, or at least not persuasive? If so, this
would undermine the UNDP‟s human rights approach, whose seven essential
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freedoms are grounded on the Universal Declaration. Jack Donnelly believes that
states that fail to respect their human rights commitments can be pressured by other
states and by public opinion gradually to improve their behavior and move closer to
adherence to their formal commitments. Falk, however, argues that adding the
claims of human rights to the development agenda (as means and ends) detracts
from other worthy development objectives, is too utopian, or at least imposes too
heavy a burden on resource-poor economies (Falk 1999, 92, 128). Sen questions
what might motivate adherence to human rights principles and cautions that the
self-interested motivations of people seldom allow room for full moral acceptance
of rights that are valued and supported, such as human rights: “Even a partial and
limited move in that direction in actual conduct can shake the behavioral
foundations of standard economic theory” (Sen 1987, 57). And Chris Brown argues
that human rights are in some senses fictional, yet he claims that they are valuable
fictions – they are associated with a way of life and a set of values that most people
in the world are attracted to (Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 121).
Rorty approaches this debate from a very different perspective. In his view,
rhetorical pronouncements intended to impart moral knowledge or better beliefs are
ineffectual; Rorty claims that only through an “education of the sentiments” by
which a society develops its consciousness of human solidarity will human rights
values be instilled as a guide to actual behavior. This view seems to explain the
observations of Sakiko Fukuda-Parr, the Director of the Office of the Human
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Development Report at the United Nations Development Programme. Having
overseen the production of the Human Development Report 2000, and thereby
being uniquely well placed to view any consequent institutional changes arising out
of this Report, she expresses dismay at how little impact the rhetoric, and the
intellectual and moral arguments featured in the Human Development Report 2000,
have generated. In her view, the interest in human rights at the UN and the World
Bank is actually waning. Despite the persuasiveness of the rhetoric and intellectual
arguments, the development community has failed to understand and
institutionalize many of the principal arguments of that Human Development
Report.75
As suggested in the previous chapter, rhetoric has a role in motivating
people, but the responsible use of rhetoric entails having a cogent and defensible
argument to back up the rhetoric. This is certainly true when the subject is human
development, as noted by the United Nations Development Programme:
But to divorce the rhetoric from the substance of an approach goes
entirely against the tradition of the human development literature, which has
been committed, right from the beginning, to standing on articulated
concepts and exacting argumentation, rather than concentrating on moving
language and stirring phrases not matched by explicit defence (United
Nations Development Programme 2000a, 24).
I reject realism‟s amoral premise that states are aloof from moral
considerations. This claim, I argue, is contrary to the experience of most people,

75

Ms. Sakiko Fukuda-Parr, interview by author, UNDP offices, New York City, 17 January 2002
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who derive important guidance from moral values and principles and who wish
their nations to express these values. I find some persuasiveness – but no proof – in
the notion that a country might only respect human rights upon achieving a more
advanced level of development, yet I question the unit of analysis. Might not an
urban society take the lead in demonstrating – through policy and action – a respect
for human rights? Why consider a nation as a moral monolith? Similarly, the more
intimate scale of an urban society reinforces a city government‟s obligations of
accountability; I contend that this proximity (spatially and socially) could lead to
much greater alignment between human rights-based local policies and human
rights-based government performance.
I address Sen‟s concerns on motivation in chapter six, where I argue that the
notion of human rights as a moral “hook” and the existence of the international
human rights regime provide an initial basis for disadvantaged local people – and
some civil society organizations – to advocate for including human rights
protections and promotion within their own development and governance policies.
As human rights protections gradually find expression in local and national laws
and policies, and in deliberations on governance, the poor and disadvantaged might
seek primary recourse within their own legal and political systems for achieving
their development aspirations.
I regard Chris Brown‟s comments on human rights as valuable fictions as
largely a rhetorical device, helpful only in the sense that one might consider all
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moral values in the same light. The concept of valuable fictions simply avoids the
debate on metaphysical and other justifications for moral values, including human
rights.
My primary argument, which I will develop in chapters six and seven, is
that human rights inspire and empower people – specifically poor people in the
urban South – to assert their demands for a form of development that respects their
human dignity. I reject Rorty‟s strict separation of sentiment and argument; instead
I contend that a human rights approach contains argument and sentiment, moral
intuition and articulated moral principles.
In addition to the three concerns discussed above, Sen examines further
objections to human rights based moral approaches, which he groups under the
three headings (4 – 6) described below (Sen 1999, 227 - 228).

4) The legitimacy critique: Do human rights exist on their own inherent moral
merits, or are these rights acquired only through the legislation of a sovereign state?
Sen states the argument, which he later refutes, as follows:
Human beings in nature are, in this view, no more born with human
rights that they are born fully clothed; rights would have to be acquired
through legislation, just as clothes are acquired through tailoring. There are
no pre-tailoring clothes; nor any pre-legislation rights (Sen 1999, 228).

Sen and others correctly counter this critique by viewing human rights as a
set of ethical claims, which need not be identified with legislated legal rights. In
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some cases, human rights have influence where legal rights would be inappropriate.
For example, the moral right of a wife to share equally with her husband in making
important decisions affecting the family would not lend itself to police
enforcement, but still carries weight without being legislated. Similarly, the human
right to be treated with dignity and respect does not translate into specific
legislation.

5) The coherence critique: Rights entail duties. Under this view, asserting a claim
based on a human right becomes incoherent unless a specific duty (and duty-bearer)
is identified and that duty is somehow enforced. Otherwise, notes Sen wryly:
Human rights, in this understanding, are heartwarming sentiments, but
they are also, strictly speaking, incoherent. Thus viewed, these claims are
best seen not so much as rights, but as lumps in the throat (Sen 1999, 228).

This critique also entails concerns about the realism or practicality of
assigning duties on those unable to discharge them. In particular, considerable
controversy surrounds the demands placed by human rights advocates on the
governments of resource-poor countries. Does a lack of essential development
resources invalidate human rights claims?
To respond to this critique, philosophers and ethicists have relied on the
concept of imperfect duties, which I discussed previously. Claiming a human right
entails imposing a duty on certain others, a duty to act positively or to refrain from
negative, destructive, or humiliating actions. In many instances these duties place
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an unrealistic burden on the duty-bearer, and have led many to question the efficacy
of human rights claims entirely. The concept of imperfect duties, and the related
concept of the progressive satisfaction of human rights claims over time, helps to
quell such criticism; the specific details of how and when a duty will be discharged
– or the weight of that duty – are left open. Under this view, leaving such duties
undischarged is acceptable only if there is firm evidence that the duty-bearer is
making some efforts and achieving some progress – even over the long term –
gradually to identify the requisite resources and means to satisfy the claim. The
concept of imperfect duties does not lend itself simply to ignoring human rights
claims because such claims cannot immediately be satisfied.
Ignoring human rights is not a responsible option, but neither is an approach
based upon resolving certain human rights claims through a “quick fix” recourse to
economic or social handouts. Instead, human rights claims should properly be
viewed as claims to a certain “…set of social arrangements, norms, institutions,
laws, an enabling economic environment – that can best secure the enjoyment of
these rights” (Sen 1999, 73). Sometimes it takes a long time to get these in place
and enable them to make a difference in people‟s lives. Individuals and institutions
don‟t have a duty to be successful, especially not in the short run, but they do have
the duty to build – often slowly and incrementally – institutions that eventually
improve the prospects of human rights compliance.
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6) The cultural critique: Many argue that human rights are an imposition of Western
values, even an extension of Western imperialism. If human rights are based on
ethics, whose ethics apply? These critics question why the ethical standards and
principles that underlie human rights should be actually or ideally universal across
all cultures and all societies. Aren‟t there significant differences, they argue, in
operative76 human values and ethics that make the definition of human rights
meaningful only within the context of a specific group or society?
This criticism opens the door to a perennial debate in philosophy and ethics
between universalism and particularism (or relativism). How does one select and
justify the choice of moral values from the different values evident in many
societies? This question raises several fundamental divisions of thought within
development ethics, which Crocker summarizes in three meta-ethical views:
universalists77, particularists78, or a position based on cross-cultural consensus,
embracing elements of both (Crocker 2001, 9).
This dilemma of choice between moral values is echoed in large measure
by Booth‟s critique on what he terms “culturalism,” in which he questions whether
the demands of cultural authenticity and relativism are a permanent impediment to
progress on the universal acceptance of human rights. Does culture (or cultures)

76

There may be significant differences between values that are valid and values that are actually
operative in people‟s lives. One set of values that are valid for everyone – for example, that all
human beings should be treated with respect – does not preclude the existence of enormous
differences in operative values.
77

Refer to definition in chapter four footnote 47.
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become the trump card in any debate about human rights (Dunne and Wheeler
1999, 36)?
Many arguments on moral values assert that each culture is unique, and that
its behavior, social order, operative moral norms, and development priorities differ
from those in other cultures and can only be understood and addressed by reference
to the particular beliefs, traditions, rationalities, and values of that culture. Others
such as Crocker counter that this view is extreme, arguing that we can accept great
diversity with respect to operative moral norms, and still work to evolve agreement
about cross-culturally valid norms. And we must also be careful what we are
referring to as a “culture,” as Booth remarks:
Culturalism assumes there is an objective reality to cultural authenticity,
but it can be shown in practice that these ostensible Archimedean points are
invariably contested from within, and human rights are supposed to be
relative to the traditions and outlooks of particular cultures, to what, or
whom, within that disputed culture are human rights supposed to be
relative? …For some reason, these days, culture is privileged above all, and
especially when human rights is the subject. Against those who assert that
human rights must be embedded in an ethical community, I would say:
which „ethical community‟ – that of culture (which usually means
traditionalism) or that of class, gender, nation, generation, or some other
category such as the „poor‟, „the hungry‟, „the oppressed‟ – the victims? To
whom or what has human rights relativism to be relative? (Dunne and
Wheeler 1999, 38 – 39 – italics in text).

Extreme relativism also can make it problematic to challenge the traditional
status quo – and that culture‟s distribution of winners and losers in wealth and
power. For example, traditional societies may encourage a fatalistic view of one‟s
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place in society, as seen with the caste system in India, and can make – through
their prevalence – certain practices seem acceptable, such as domestic violence.
Another challenge to the universality of human rights comes from those
who perceive the claim that human rights have universal validity as nothing more
than a means of extending the political power, influence and cultural values of the
North (or “West”). The related challenge is that the North may advocate human
rights, yet the North itself offers few exemplary models of consistent human rightsbased governance. For example, after September 11th, the United States is
returning to its Cold War penchant of supporting repressive regimes if they support
the United States in combating international terrorism. Human rights become a
casualty of wars, both hot and cold.
Peter Baehr successfully refutes the claims of cultural imperialism by the
North, however. His argument, which I support, is that it is the critics in the South
who are paternalistic by claiming that people in the South are either not ready or see
no cultural relevance for human rights and the associated political freedoms (Dunne
and Wheeler 1999, 54). Still, the view persists that human rights concepts are part
of a Western political agenda, and that human rights are unsuitable for development
objectives in non-Western societies (Falk 1999, 104 - 105).
Donnelly has explored the arguments of cultural relativism in considerable
detail, articulating a range of positions from radical cultural relativism (culture is
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Refer to definition in chapter four footnote 48.
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the sole source of validity of a moral right), to strong cultural relativism (culture is
the principal source of validity of a moral right), and finally to weak cultural
relativism (culture is an important source of validity of a moral right). Donnelly
accepts that while human rights are based in human nature, human nature is to a
certain extent culturally defined. In a move that I find persuasive, Donnelly argues
for the latter position, weak cultural relativism, allowing for a deviation in universal
human rights standards primarily in the manner in which they are implemented
(Donnelly 1989, 109 - 112). Donnelly also offers a very interesting test on the
premise of the universalism of human rights in the context of implementation:
Rights are formulated with certain basic violations, or standard threats to
human dignity, in mind. Therefore, the easiest way to overcome the
presumption of universality is to demonstrate that the anticipated violation
is not standard in that society, that the value is justifiably not considered
basic in that society, or that the object of the right is guaranteed by an
alternative mechanism…Such a test can be met only rarely today (Donnelly
1989, 122).

Booth offers yet further arguments in support of the actual (and justified)
universalism of human rights, observing that there already exists a significant level
of universality in these terms, and that a high degree of value commensurability
exists between communities and across cultures. Booth also argues that a consensus
already exists among all people – perceived from our animal nature and social
character – of what constitutes a wide range of human wrongs. He further contends
that universal ethical communities appropriate to human rights considerations
already exist, based not on territory or culture but on the multiple identities all
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people have as parents, oppressed women, white collar workers, poor people, etc.,
and – with reference to Rorty – out of our common experience as human beings
(Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 58, 59, 61, 62, 64).
Most international treaties have taken the position that there is an adequate
degree of commonality in operative norms within all human societies sufficient to
support human rights, even without any definitive proof of this claim79. And
contrary to much anthropological practice and development theory, where
relativism carries considerable weight, the premise of the universality of human
rights is the predominant practical position in the international dialogue between
nation-states and within civil society. As stated by Mary Robinson, the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, in the UNDP Human Development
Report 2000:
Universality is, in fact, the essence of human rights: all people are
entitled to them, all governments are bound to observe them, all state and
civil actors should defend them. The goal is nothing less than all human
rights for all (United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 113).

It is clear, then, that various views exist on the universality of human rights.
Upon reflection, I have adopted a position in line with Donnelly, that of weak
cultural relativism, accepting the universality of human rights principles while still
allowing for and encouraging a wide margin of local determination in the manner in
which human rights are implemented.
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Besides his culturalism critique described above, Booth identified two
further challenges to human rights theories, which – together with culturalism – he
refers to as “tyrannies that oppress the theory and practice of human rights” (Dunne
and Wheeler 1999, 6). I turn to these additional challenges.

7) Presentism: Should the social world be viewed as the status quo, a natural state
not likely to change? Or is humanity constantly evolving, reflected in part by
progress in achieving a moral consensus on the universality of human rights? By
this, Booth suggests that our moral perceptions may be narrowed by an
unquestioning acceptance of the immutability of the status quo, and he challenges
us to discern an evolving moral trend moving towards a cosmopolitan worldview in
which all humanity is one moral community.

Many theorists argue forcefully that there are no reasonable grounds, based
at least on an examination of the status quo, upon which to conceive of a global
moral community existing now. Hence there can be no valid appeal to universal
values to support the claims of human rights because valid appeals presuppose a
global moral community. Booth takes the discussion out of the present sense,
turning the argument back to the critics:

79

Logically, everyone could agree and such agreement does not deductively entail they are right;
similarly, everyone could disagree and such disagreement does not entail that universally valid
norms do not exist.
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The argument is not that a strong universal rights culture will happen,
only that there are no grounds – historically or anthropologically – for
saying that it will not (Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 35).
Booth‟s arguments rest on two principal observations. First, he contends
that no one can predict with any accuracy what will be the social and cultural
impact on moral values of the complex process of globalization now in force.
Second, he suggests that humanity is not entirely passive, challenging us with the
thought that “we might be what we strive to become” (Dunne and Wheeler 1999,
36). Under this thinking, it may be possible to view the attainment of human rights
consciousness not as some moral threshold defining the boundaries of civilization,
but instead as an indicator of a richer and continuous moral evolution of the human
species.

8) Positivism: Some argue that claims of the universalism of human rights be
dismissed as irrelevant or inconsequential, compared to reliance on scientific,
values-free objectivity, and existing power relationships.
Booth contends that positivism – through its premise of values-free,
apolitical, objective thinking, and its close affinity to realism in international
relations theory – reinforces the status quo and the values of the status quo (Dunne
and Wheeler 1999, 47). Donnelly also notes that positivism – and the realist –
considers human rights to be irrelevant (Donnelly 1989, 230 - 231). The realist
defines national interests in terms of power and the sanctity of domestic
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jurisdiction, not an international moral standard. Booth replies by observing the
status quo with a different lens, noting that there already exists a considerable
global consensus on human rights. There is also a significant degree of
commensurability in the values held by different societies, and growing evidence of
a trend towards the gradual emergence of a global ethical community (Dunne and
Wheeler 1999, 54). And the articulation of a human rights vision may play a role in
broadening and deepening this global community. Even on the basis of the
common experience of being human, as noted by Rorty, a commonality of human
sentiment binding us all into a universal wholeness is gradually becoming evident
(Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 60), offset to some extent perhaps by a gradual erosion
of our widely dispersed moral resources and moral identity (Glover 1999, 28, 35).

Application of the UNDP‟s Human Rights Approach
As evident from the preceding section, the are many criticisms of human
rights approaches. Addressing some of these criticisms, although not always
naming them as such, the HDR 2000 presents a set of actions to give evidence that
its ambitious agenda is feasible. Grounded on the concept of the progressive
realization of human rights (linked to the concept of imperfect duties), HDR 2000
lists a wide variety of specific actions to promote and achieve objectives common
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to both human rights and human development. This task begins with a detailed,
human rights-based evaluation of the status quo.
Assessing the status quo with respect to human rights requires qualitative
analysis, but also the considerable analytic power of quantitative approaches
involving statistical indicators. It is important to know how much of the good and
the bad is occurring in a given area and to what extent, if any, progress has
obtained. Typical human rights indicators focus primarily on human inputs and
outcomes, with specific indicators selected to evaluate both averages and
disaggregations of the data. As established by the UNDP (Dunne and Wheeler
1999, 89), an assessment of the status quo should address such factors as:
1) Making better policies, and monitoring progress.
2) Identifying unintended impacts of laws, policies, and practices.
3) Identifying which actors are having an impact on the realization of
rights.
4) Revealing whether the obligations of these actors are being met.
5) Giving early warning of potential violations, thereby prompting
preventative action.
6) Enhancing social consensus on difficult trade-offs to be made in the face
of resource constraints.
7) Exposing issues that had been neglected or silenced.
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The UNDP also has identified useful questions pertaining to benchmark
indicators to establish the initial baseline situation, and subsequently to monitor
progress. These include:
1) To what extent are people aware of their rights?
2) How much information is actually collected and made publicly
available?
3) Are there opportunities for people to be involved in consultations?

Once an analysis is complete, the challenge becomes one of crafting an
effective program of interventions to improve human rights. Even with the
universality premise rhetorically enshrined in the international conventions on
human rights, there are different ways in particular national and local situations by
which to implement human rights interventions, just as there are different
democratic systems through which such interventions should be structured. This
limits the appropriateness of any generic approach to human rights interventions.
Conceptualizing basic options for human rights interventions, however, is helpful
before focusing on specific applications appropriate to the conditions in any
specific country or city.
At this general conceptual level of national interventions, the UNDP has
articulated the “NILE” principles: Norms, Institutions, Laws, and Enabling
economic environment, and proposed a general five step approach to human rights
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interventions as follows (United Nations Development Program 2000a, 112 – 119,
126) (Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 112):
1) Launch independent national assessments of human rights violations and
compliances.
2) Align national laws with international human rights standards and
commitments.
3) Promote human rights norms.
4) Strengthen a network of human rights institutions.
5) Promote a human rights-enabling economic, social, and political
environment.
In addition to the NILE methodology, HDR 2000 also describes five
priorities for international action. These include the reduction of global inequality
and marginalization, the prevention of deadly conflicts, the strengthening of
international systems for the promotion and monitoring of human rights, providing
support to regional institutions in their promotion of human rights, and the securing
of commitments from global corporations to operate in a responsible manner,
respectful of human rights (United Nations Development Programme 2000a, 119 127).
HDR 2000 makes a careful effort to portray a credible process through
which its ambitious and radical agenda would gradually but dramatically transform
the status quo, foster development and human flourishing, and inculcate an
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appreciation of and respect for human rights throughout all social institutions.
Where it fails to be persuasive is to specify the manner in which an appropriate
motivation can be found and/or generated to affect these profound changes – a topic
to which I turn in my next chapter.

Case Study
The motivation of the North Local Council (NLC) of Durban to undertake
an integrated development plan (IDP) was not shaped by human rights concerns
directly. There was an indirect influence, however, in that the new South African
constitution requires all local authorities to carry out IDPs, and the constitution is a
document deeply influenced by human rights principles that had their origin in the
international human rights regime.
In practice however, neither the constitution nor human rights featured on
the IDP agenda. The meaning of “development” did come up in discussions, and
verbal references to human dignity and solidarity were not uncommon, but the
primary emphasis was on economic growth. The unstated assumption was that
economic growth for the North Local Council region would benefit all, even though
no measures were proposed or even discussed to ensure a more equitable
distribution of the benefits of that growth, other than a general set of
recommendations to reorder the spatial characteristics of land ownership in the
NLC, which had historically favored the white race.
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The failure of human rights to percolate to local level decision-making is
perhaps not surprising, even in a country as beset by past human rights violations as
South Africa. After all, aren‟t human rights matters for the national policy makers
to attend to?
The answer is emphatically no. While the South African government has
signed the international treaties on human rights, and enshrined sophisticated and
demanding human rights principles in its constitution, morally or legally possessing
a human right does not necessarily mean that the residents of the North Local
Council enjoyed the freedoms offered by that human right. As noted by Donnelly,
as a matter of fact, people do not usually claim a right until the enjoyment of that
right is threatened, which has significant implications in governance, even local
governance:
Claims of human rights are the final resort in the realm of rights; no
higher rights appeal is available. They are also likely to be a last resort in the
sense that everything else has been tried and failed, so one is left with
nothing else (except perhaps threats or violence) (Donnelly 1989, 13).

There were many potential human rights claims awaiting action in the North
Local Council. Recalling each of the HDR‟s 2000 seven freedoms, economic and
racial discrimination were still very much in evidence, and the majority of the
residents – by nearly anyone‟s measurement – certainly did not enjoy a decent
standard of living. Opportunities for advanced education were few, as were choices
for careers and personal pursuits – in short, the realization of one‟s potential would
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require both enormous luck and unusual determination. Security concerns were
pervasive for the poor, as the nationally controlled police force seldom bothered to
enter the poorest neighborhoods where political-based rivalries often exploded into
terrible violence. The rule of law was much improved, yet few NLC residents could
afford legal counsel, and police and officials routinely harassed poor people.
Opportunities to participate in the political affairs of the NLC were improving
significantly, yet power still rested disproportionately with the white landowners
and white business interests. Finally, completing the cursory survey of the NLC in
the light of the seven freedoms, employment opportunities were extremely scarce,
poorly paid, and with almost no longer-term security.
It should be noted that compared to most urban authorities in the South, the
NLC enjoyed relative affluence, an excellent infrastructure base, reasonably good
access to development resources and investment funds, relatively sophisticated
institutional capacities, significant governing autonomy, and democratically elected
officials. Given all these advantages, why did the NLC‟s low score on
acknowledging and aspiring to promote the HDR 2000‟s seven freedoms not give
rise to vociferous demands for the realization of human rights claims? Is it because
the people of the NLC did not perceive themselves to be at the “last resort” stage
described by Donnelly above? Or did they simply not know their rights, believe in
the importance of human rights, or know how to assert them?
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Based on my experience, the lack of rights awareness is probably the
primary reason. Moral education was formally nonexistent outside of the religious
institutions, and there was only the most general awareness of human rights and of
the obligations of local government to attend to the conditions that would obviate
the need to claim one‟s rights. The national government offered no guidance to the
local authorities on these matters, and the terms of reference for the consultants
facilitating the IDP process never mentioned any need to address human rights.
In retrospect, the simple fact that the IDP was focused on development
allowed ample opportunity to introduce a human rights approach like the HDR
2000‟s, with its focus on the convergence and commonality of human rights and
development. Had this perspective been introduced, there would have been a clear
and strong basis to give priority concern to the needs of the poorest in the NLC, to
demand that the Zulu residents receive training in participatory skills so that they
could be empowered to join the process, and to place the moral burden of
development onto the leadership of the NLC. This rights-based approach, combined
with the fact that the majority of the residents of the NLC were poor, might well
have provided ample motivation to act.
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Chapter 6

Motivation

Ethics and Motivation
This essay has had a particular focus on the moral dimensions of urban
development and governance. Arguing for ethically-relevant and participatory
urban development and governance is important. One fundamental question,
however, has been neglected. Why would someone be motivated to behave
ethically? In this chapter I confront this question directly and evaluate leading
examples of current thinking on the concept of motivation.
It is not difficult to explain why one would be motivated to take actions that
he or she believes favor his or her own self interest. One definition of rational
behavior is precisely this attention to self-interest.80 This assumption that selfinterest is the primary if not the only motivating factor of human action is central to
mainstream economics (as well as much of game theory). But what would motivate
someone to act beyond his or her own self-interest or to act in a way which he or
she knows runs counter to his or her own self-interest?

80

Sen notes that the self-interest interpretation of rationality has been one of the central features of
mainline economic theorizing for several centuries. Not only do many still hold that the pursuit of
one‟s own self interest is uniquely rational, others go so far as to suggest that anything other than the
maximization of one‟s self interest is irrational – a claim which Sen rejects as “altogether
extraordinary” and “patently absurd.” Sen argues that it is not uniquely rational to pursue one‟s own
self-interest to the exclusion of everything else, because the self-interest view of rationality involves
a firm rejection of the „ethics-related‟ view of motivation. “Trying to do one‟s best to achieve what
one would like to achieve can be a part of rationality, and this can include the promotion of non-selfinterested goals which we may value and wish to aim at.” (Sen 1987, 15, 16).
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Ethicists have studied this question intently, exploring the many instances
when human beings consciously choose not to act in their own self interest, but
instead to further a worthy cause, to respond to a sense of loyalty or duty, to further
the interests of a loved one, or to support what is perceived to be in the common
interest of a community. Sen draws our attention to a passage in Adam Smith, in
which he argues for other-directed behavior on the basis of a common membership
in a global moral community:
Man, according to the Stoics, ought to regard himself, not as something
separated and detached, but as a citizen of the world, a member of the vast
commonwealth of nature…to the interest of this great community, he ought
at all times to be willing that his own little interest should be sacrificed (Sen
1988, 22 - 23).

If one is not persuaded to put aside self interest to favor a cause or selfinterest of another, or a perceived obligation toward another (or others) by her own
sense of moral duty, rightness, or goodness, or by her sense of caring and affection,
there is no rational argument to persuade her to do so. Or, as stated in “Hume‟s
axiom,” “only motivations motivate”81 (Goodin 1992, 4). It is somewhat easier to
make the case that collective action extends beyond self-interest. However, the
exercise by each group member of purely selfish interests would not be tenable.
People are most likely to be motivated to move from an awareness of ought to
definite action if there are specific incentives in place to encourage that result.

81

Goodin is arguing by this axiom that one must be predisposed to further a collectively desirable
outcome.
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Providing such incentives is more difficult than merely providing an intellectual
reason for morally responsible behavior and hoping for the best. As Frankena
remarks:
Why should society adopt such an institution as morality? Why should it
foster such a system for the guidance of conduct in addition to convention,
law, and prudence? To this the answer seems clear. The conditions of a
satisfactory human life for people living in groups could hardly obtain
otherwise. The alternatives would seem to be either a state of nature in
which all or most of us would be worse off than we are, even if Hobbes is
wrong in thinking that life in such a state would be “solitary, poor, nasty,
brutish, and short”; or a leviathan civil state more totalitarian than any yet
dreamed of, one in which the laws would cover all aspects of life and every
possible deviation by the individual would be closed off by an effective
threat of force (Frankena 1973, 114).

This argument may be no more than an appeal to long-term and enlightened
self-interest. The selfish individual – at least in the short-term – may remain
unconvinced to put aside self-interest. In fact, in many circumstances not doing the
“morally excellent” thing might further one person‟s individual self-interests – for
example, buying a luxury automobile may serve one‟s perceived self-interest, while
purchasing an economy automobile and applying the balance towards a worthy
cause might be more morally excellent behavior. Even the influence of one‟s peers
in situations of strong social cohesion and solidarity might not hold – to paraphrase
Goulet, a hunger for personal wealth and power can easily destroy a sense of
solidarity with one‟s neighbor and make it impossible to motivate support for
development efforts on the basis of moral incentives (Goulet 1974, 39). Similarly,
there are those who take pleasure in doing harm, exercising revenge, or furthering
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group egoism; their influence may result in weakening and overwhelming the moral
resources of sympathy for others and the respect for everyone‟s moral dignity
(Glover 1999, 33-36).
Motivating individuals to act morally is challenging enough, but the larger
goal of moral motivation is to achieve a situation where people on a regular basis
do the morally right or good thing not out of self-interest but for the morally right or
good reasons. Robert Goodin has made a study of morality and motivation, and has
proposed three moral and three political reasons, or sets of incentives, to support
sustained moral motivation conducive to moral behavior in politics. In large
measure these means rely on redirecting self-interest to view one‟s interests within
a larger temporal context.
Under what Goodin terms “the moral tack,” he describes as motivations:
1) reciprocity82 (i.e. the Golden Rule – do unto others as you would have
them do unto you) and the duty of fair play;
2) being impartial in our social dealings (the best example may be John
Rawls‟ “Veil of Ignorance”), uncertain of when you might be in need of
aid from others; and

82

Gutmann and Thompson also use the term reciprocity, both as the basic moral concept of making
a proportionate return for goods received, but also in a larger sense within their concept of
deliberative democracy, where the job of reciprocity primarily is to regulate public reason – the
“terms in which citizens justify to one another their claims regarding all other goods” (Gutmann and
Thompson 1996, 55).
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3) non-exploitation, or not taking unfair advantage of others, and the
related goal of eliminating involuntary dependencies (Goodin 1992, 21 84).

Under the “political tack,” Goodin lists:
1) extending the franchise;
2) entrenched rights and constitutional constraints; and
3) publicity and accountability (the classic example being Kant‟s “all
actions affecting the rights of other human beings are wrong if their
maxim is not compatible with their being made public,” or Woodrow
Wilson‟s “open covenants openly arrived at”) (Goodin 1992, 85 - 148).

The moral tack that Goodin proposes is largely structured on the various
implications of the Golden Rule. Playing on the natural uncertainties in life, people
may be motivated to treat others well simply out of a sense that a time may come
when they may need to be treated well themselves, particularly should their
positions of affluence or relative self-sufficiency deteriorate. In its most systemic
form, this would motivate people not to exploit people or groups that are of an
inferior economic or power status. This point has limited application, as Goodin
admits:
There are some people who are not now, and most probably never will
be, in a position to help or to harm us. And so long as we can be really
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pretty certain of that fact, neither reciprocity nor even uncertainty will give
us any compelling reason for taking their interests seriously into account
when framing our own actions. Reciprocity or uncertainty might force an
attitude of impartial concern upon us with regard to those people who might
someday be in a position to retaliate. Those who never will be in such a
position, however, lie beyond the pale of reciprocity or uncertainty-based
rationales for impartiality (Goodin 1992, 62 - 63).
For those “beyond the pale” of reciprocity – and many of the urban poor in
cities of the South would almost certainly be viewed this way by the wealthier elites
– the hope of appealing to some element of self-interest in the rich is not justified.
This conclusion is reinforced by the spread of the market ethos and “strategic
thinking – the art of outdoing an adversary, knowing that the adversary is trying to
do the same to you” in which driving a hard bargain by pressing your advantages is
considered commendable (Dixit and Nalebuff 1991, ix). The plight of the
vulnerable and the poor presents an exploitable situation, and Goodin can only
suggest that it would be more effective not to attempt to help them directly, but
instead to address the inequality of powers and the consequent conditions that led
them to become the poor and the vulnerable (Goodin 1992, 75).
People do sometimes act against their self-interests when they are convinced
that a situation is morally deplorable, such as when the powerful become aware that
they prey upon the disempowered and the vulnerable. Glover describes situations in
which human responses break through even carefully constructed blockages to
sympathy and respect (Glover 1999, 37-38). Goodin refers to historical precedent to
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support this claim, specifically to changed attitudes by the powerful towards slaves,
Native Americans, and women:
Historically, we seem to have been able to find it within ourselves to
internalize norms of fair dealing with those who are utterly at our mercy,
and who cannot help or harm us in any important way. And that we have
done so shows that there is, motivationally, something within us that would
enable us to practice a rule of non-exploitation more generally. There is,
apparently, within us a sense of morality that will usually stretch to a norm
of non-exploitation, at least in cases of dramatic disparities in power
(Goodin 1992, 76 - 77).

While Goodin does demonstrate historical examples in which people have
chosen to act against their self-interests when confronting a morally unacceptable
situation, Goodin does not mention dramatic examples that run counter to this
argument. Glover, by contrast, has identified many such examples. One need look
no further than the Jewish holocaust, the ethnic slaughter of Rwandans, or the death
of over three million Cambodians at the hands of the Khmer Rouge movement of
Pol Pot to see that social pressure, indoctrination, fear, timidity, and revenge,
among other things, may weaken and even extinguish the moral inclination to
confront a moral crisis through unself-interested behavior (Glover 1999, 47-68).
Glover‟s argument is more persuasive; in summary, Goodin‟s moral tack holds
little promise for motivating significant changes in the status quo to the benefit of
the poor.
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Turning to Goodin‟s political tack supporting motivation, he relies again on
the Golden Rule, this time operationalized through the ballot box, constitutions,
and through public participation in decision-making.
Constitutions as embodiments of a society‟s highest laws and principles can
offer a partial solution to the exploitation of minorities, the poor, and the powerless.
While most people are no longer persuaded that constitutions are the embodiment
of transcendent truths and the precepts of natural law, constitutions do serve the
long-term interests of people for an environment in which certain protections and
rights are dependably protected:
Constitutions are cast in the relatively immutable form out of which they
characteristically are, then, at least in part out of high-minded moral
principle. People want to think in the long term, when choosing the basic
institutions of their society, even when they do not strictly need to do so.
And they want to do that, at least in part, precisely because of the moral
merits of projecting our collective reflections further into the future than any
of us can selfishly calculate our own private advantage (Goodin 1992, 117).

Goodin makes only passing mention of the many countries in which new
regimes have risen to power and have engaged outside experts to draft their
constitutions (often based on British or American models). Such imported models
can easily fail to generate popular allegiance or understanding and can be of little
real influence in motivating desirable social or political behavior. In countries such
as the Philippines under Marcos, or Kenya under Moi, the constitutions have done
little to restrain the extravagant self-interest of power-hungry presidents or
predatory elites.
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As in Goodin‟s moral tack, there are “perpetual losers” in the political
domain. The mere reliance on the use of the ballot box is not an effective means to
motivate the powerful to socially responsible behavior. Goodin does place great
store in the ability of public deliberations to be a mechanism to deter the pursuit of
narrow interests – it being socially unacceptable openly to advocate something that
is obviously favoring one‟s self-interest over others. Yet he acknowledges the
ability of rhetoric to be used to manipulate a participatory process towards the goals
of a narrow interest group. “Rhetorical tricks are cheap and easy and, at least in the
short term, reasonably successful” (Goodin 1992, 136). The power of rhetoric,
when misused, can endanger any participatory process, although a participatory
process based on an ethical framework would, I contend, be more likely to confront
the character of such motivations by asking such key questions as: “why?,” “who
decides?,” “who benefits?,” and “on what basis?”
Goodin‟s final political appeal addresses the threat posed by rhetoric. He
calls for the maximum use of accountability in public decision making in the sense
of publicly making it evident how people act and which interests are served. By
holding decisions up to public scrutiny, the effect is to return to a reliance on the
moral sense of decision makers, perhaps reminding them of this moral basis
through requiring them to be open in their decisions.
Goodin concludes his study by proposing three broad styles of strategy for
motivating moral behavior:
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Codetermination ~ showing people that the same thoughts that lead
them to conclude that something is morally right or good should
motivate them to behave accordingly.
Ratcheting up ~ building upon people‟s intuitions about what is the right
or good thing to do in a range of specific situations, until they gradually
become generalized into principles with broad application.
Bridging down ~ helping people to see that the principles that they
already claim to hold imply certain actions in response to them (Goodin
1992, 151).

Each of these strategies returns to Goodin‟s emerging theme, that morally
good or right behavior seldom results from appeals only to self-interest, no matter
how portrayed or redirected, but instead more often depends on some internalized
moral hook: “if we are to get a motivational grip on people, there must already be
something within them for us to grip onto” (Goodin 1992, 137).
This point is relevant to a human rights approach to development, where the
moral hook is the fundamental dignity of every human being. Nations that signed
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and associated rights-based laws and
treaties, may have done so – at least in part – as a national expression of affirmation
for the moral values explicit in human rights. If so, the same moral motivation that
convinced nations to sign these instruments ought to lead the citizens of these
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nations – through codetermination – to behavior respectful of these rights and
freedoms. Human rights entail correlative moral obligations – a relationship people
sometimes miss – but through a bridging down strategy they might be motivated to
respond appropriately to the moral claims of human rights claimants.
The ratcheting up strategy builds more upon our considered everyday
judgments rather than any specific moral theory, but the use of an ethical
framework for development policy and implementation generate an explicit moral
dialogue that might, in time, lead to principles for broad application. By adding the
language of moral values to the participatory development process, I contend that
participants become more aware of the moral dimensions of development and,
consequently, the prospects improve for the effective use of the ratcheting up
strategy.
When treating Goodin‟s work on the moral context of motivation, the
effectiveness of motivating moral action also depends in large measure on the
degree of moral resonance with the existing values of those to whom the moral
challenge is addressed. If the values are not already internalized, moral appeals may
be ineffective. Certainly, no amount of moralizing (in the sense of exhortations
based solely upon the moral judgments and presumed authority of the speaker or
writer) is likely to motivate the good or right actions of others. The UNDP‟s human
rights approach, to which I return in the next chapter, carefully avoids moralizing
by laying out its ethical framework and rationale in considerable detail, appealing to
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the rational sensibilities as well as the moral values of the reader. The specific
motivational impact of the moral message of the UNDP‟s Human rights approach,
however, cannot be easily disaggregated and measured.

Case Study
What were the motivating factors that induced the North Local Council to
embark on a participatory integrated development planning process? The formal
answer by the NLC officials was “…to ensure orderly development. We wish to be
leaders and not observers” (David 1997, 1). This tells us something about
acknowledging the duties of civic leadership, but from this comment one cannot
differentiate between self-interested motivations and motivations from other than
self-interest.
During the course of the participatory process in the NLC, many people
advocated for many different development priorities, yet no one ever framed their
proposed priorities in terms of the pursuit of their own self-interest. Quite the
contrary – the usual refrain was to claim that whatever was being sought was for the
good of all, or at least for the good of a deserving group. Examples include the
provision of community centers for the poor Zulu communities, the provision of
sports facilities for the youth, and the implementation of baseline environmental
research to allow for the monitoring of future environmental change. These were
not controversial, and participants seemed to share a belief that supported these
objectives.
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There were two issues, however, that posed a more important test of
motivation. First, the consultants confronted the NLC leadership with the clear
challenge that additional interventions (informational workshops in the Zulu
language and training for Zulu people in basic public speaking and advocacy) were
required if the Zulu people were to be appropriately represented as stakeholders in
the participatory process. Second, the white landowners along the coast were
claiming that their land values were being diminished by the presence of nearby
illegal squatter settlements of poor Zulu people. If the NLC chose to formalize the
ownership of these land parcels for the Zulu squatters, the adjacent white
landowners argued that the NLC leadership would be encouraging illegal land
occupations. Also, formalizing these squatter settlements would result in
measurable loss in the value of the land of adjacent white land owners – would the
NLC compensate these landowners for this financial loss?
In both cases the moral dimensions of the questions were evident and deep.
Yet neither the stakeholders nor the consultants, including me, framed these
arguments (either for or against) openly in moral terms. Not surprisingly perhaps,
the NLC leadership was not motivated to act, and neither issue was addressed. No
additional time or funding was granted to the consultants, and therefore they were
unable to engage local NGOs to help strengthen the capacity of the Zulu people to
participate effectively in the IDP. The land issue was simply deferred.
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I can speculate that the outcome might have been different had the IDP been
structured on the basis of an ethical framework. Supposing, for example, that a
human rights based approach had been chosen, it would have been relatively easy to
argue a very strong case for respecting the important right of the most vulnerable,
poorest, and historically most aggrieved stakeholders – the indigenous Africans – to
participate in deliberations leading to important decision-making under the IDP.
The land issue would have been more complicated, pitting the contractual and legal
rights of landowners against the human rights claims of the squatters. Had they
referred to infringements they had suffered to their freedoms from discrimination,
from want, from fear, and from injustice, the squatters would have had a very
strong argument in the UNDP Human Rights Approach. For the second example, a
resolution may not have been possible outside of a court of law, but the
deliberations surrounding both of these cases – had they involved a moral dialogue
such as human rights based claims – would potentially have involved all three of
Goodin‟s broad styles of strategy for motivating moral behavior.
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Chapter 7: The UN Human Rights-based Development Approach and
the World Bank‟s New Urban Strategy
Human Rights and Human Development Revisited
In earlier chapters, I analyzed and evaluated the process of urbanization
affecting the South with increasing speed and intensity as well as the World Bank‟s
response to this phenomenon in its recently released urban and local government
strategy. My evaluation was based on a model of ethically-focused, participatory
urban development, which in chapter three I made explicit and defended. I sought
to gain additional support for my model by appealing to the more general approach
called development ethics. Then I analyzed and assessed one explicitly normative
approach – that of the United Nations Development Programme – and argued in the
last chapter that human rights beliefs and language often provide motivation to do
the right thing.
This final chapter directly answers the central question of this essay. What
role, if any, might the UNDP‟s human rights approach play in reorienting and
improving the World Bank‟s New Urban Strategy? I have already argued that the
New Urban Strategy, as articulated in the Bank‟s publication Cities in Transition,
has several deficiencies and should be improved, but I now add one further
criticism – the New Urban Strategy makes no reference to an ethical framework of
human rights in the context of urban development. The Cities Alliance, in its
several documents proposed – as ways of implementing the New Urban Strategy –
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the City Development Strategies (CDS) and the Cities Without Slums (CWS)
initiatives, but these documents similarly make no connection to human rights.
On the face of it, this fact may seem unremarkable, as the direct linkage
between urban development in the South and a guiding framework of human rights
may not seem obvious. Yet I contend that linkages do and should exist. The
development challenge confronting cities in the South certainly should be viewed as
a human rights challenge. The UNDP‟s human rights approach supports this urban
development - human rights connection in its general contention that “human rights
and human development share a common vision and a common purpose – to secure
the freedom, well-being and dignity of all people everywhere” (United Nations
Development Programme 2000a).
Others too have recognized this urban development - human rights
connection. For example, the principle that urban residents ought to enjoy at least a
set of basic urban rights guides the European Urban Charter (1993). According to
the Charter, this basic set of rights includes:
the right to protection from aggression; from pollution; from a
difficult and disturbing urban environment; the right to exercise
democratic control of their local community; the right to decent
housing, health, cultural opportunity and mobility…It is one of the
responsibilities of local and regional authorities to protect such
rights through the development of appropriate strategies (European
Council/CLRAE, 1993).
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The European Urban Charter does not specify a more fundamental ethical
basis for its rights-based conception of urban development. Yet one can assume that
ethical deliberations preceded the formulation.

Five Propositions
An ethical approach based on a human rights framework can, I contend,
serve a constructive – and motivational – role in the achievement of good
development and, more specifically, good governance in these burgeoning cities
and towns. I submit the following five propositions:
1) Claims grounded in a human rights framework effectively initiate,
empower, motivate, and sustain stakeholder participation throughout the
lengthy, demanding development process, and provides a way for
stakeholders in the urban development process more easily to agree on a
common set of shared values.
2) The achievement of human rights is an inherently worthy goal and an
appropriate urban development objective, especially when the pursuit of the
progressive realization of human rights reflects the long-term aspiration of
stakeholders.
3) Concern for and implementation of human rights is also a valuable tool for
urban development and good governance, and yield important urban
development, planning, and governance principles.
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4) A human rights framework helps stakeholders and decision-makers to
understand the role that political, economic, and social power plays in urban
development, and the trade-offs that are required.
5) The heightening of a consciousness among political leaders of their moral
and legal obligations to respect, protect, and fulfill human rights is likely to
improve the practice (and theory) of good governance. Where such local
democratic institutions are weak, a human rights framework, if applied,
would improve urban governance.

I shall try to clarify and defend each of these five propositions later in this
chapter, but I first must observe that this list is by no means exhaustive. While
sufficient to make my point, this list is not intended to exclude many other
propositions that can be offered to further substantiate and justify the claim that
strong linkages exist between human rights and urban development in the South,
particularly with respect to development policy, planning and governance
considerations. These five propositions concern the relationship between human
rights and development ends and means, and the motivation needed to achieve such
means and ends. Yet, as important as this perspective is, no explicit human rights
frameworks or considerations specifically based on human rights informed the
formulation of the New Urban Strategy.83 And, I argue, some of the weaknesses of
83

Christine Fallert Kessides, urban economics advisor in the Urban Development Division at the
World Bank, interview by author, 6 April 2001. Amy Nolan, former consultant to the Urban
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the New Urban Strategy that I described in chapter two are directly traceable its
lack of a human rights framework.
The absence of human rights references in the New Urban Strategy ought to
be considered remarkable. Recall that both the World Bank, originator of the New
Urban Strategy, and the United Nations, who joins (through UNCHS/Habitat) with
the Bank in the Cities Alliance, place human rights at the center of development
theory and practice.84

The Bank and Human Rights
Why then are the New Urban Strategy and the Cities Alliance‟s documents
silent on the topic of human rights? And, why should human rights be made explicit
and help shape the New Urban Strategy?
Despite formal statements released by the Bank on the topic of human
rights, evidence of overt human rights consciousness within the operations and
strategy-development processes at the Bank is spotty. The Bank never restates this
human rights perspective as a Bank-wide position in any of its strategy or thematic

Development Division, interview by author, 28 March 2001. Dr. Timothy Campbell, advisor in
Urban Development Division, interview by author, 19 April 2001. All three were key authors of
Cities in Transition.. Dr. Campbell was a principal author of the draft of Making Cities Work for All:
Global Action Plan for City Development Strategies.
84

This is evident in the World Bank‟s 1998 publication Development and Human Rights: The Role
of the World Bank (World Bank 1998, 2), and in the United Nations Charter, which states the
members‟ determination: “to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of
the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small” (United
Nations Conference on International Organization 1945).
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documents pertaining to its thirty Development Topic areas85. In the course of my
many conversations and interviews with Bank staff while researching this essay, not
one Bank official I spoke with had any knowledge that the Bank had ever published
Development and Human Rights - The Role of the World Bank, much less of its
content.
Besides the New Urban Strategy, the Bank also recently released two other
strategy documents. The Public Sector Group‟s strategy, Reforming Public
Institutions and Strengthening Governance, makes no mention of human rights
other than in a passing reference within a quote from Bank president James
Wolfensohn (World Bank 2000b, 1). In contrast, the World Bank‟s Policy Research
Report on gender, Engendering Development, has many references to human rights
in the context of gender equality (World Bank 2001, 2, 113 - 124). The World
Bank‟s next World Development Report 2002/3 on the theme of sustainable
development will be closely linked to human rights (Moser, Norton, and with Tim
Conway 2002, vi).
The World Bank, which is technically an agency of the United Nations, is
an institution whose origins and continued existence depend on international moral
norms and international legal vehicles such as treaties and conventions. The
international human rights regime has similar origins, arising out of the moral
weight of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the legal weight of an

85

see www.worldbank.org/html/extdr/thematic.htm
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expansive body of international human rights law. Both the World Bank and the
current international human rights regime have some relevance at all levels of
governance – international, regional, national, and local. These commonalities
should provide a mutually understandable institutional context, facilitating the
integration of the international human rights regime into World Bank principles,
policies, and operations. Yet this integration has not occurred. Why? There are
several possible explanations, of which I offer three. First, the Bank is constrained
by its Articles of Agreement from taking strong advocacy action on human rights or
from featuring the application of some human rights in its policies and practices.
Second, the bank is an institution of people, in which the dominant discipline is
economics. Modern economics clings to an assertion of value neutrality. In my
view, Bank professionals also are prone to concentrate on practical, means-oriented
approaches to development, and are less likely to engage in deliberations or frame
their activities based upon ethical reflection or commitment. Third, several member
countries of the Bank have an uneasy relationship with the international human
rights regime and would be likely either to oppose or fail actively to support a Bank
strategy based on human rights. These reticent Bank-member countries includes
those with poor records of human rights performance, as well as countries such as
the United States that do not accept the priority of international human rights law
and theory over domestic laws and policies, which are based on certain human
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rights as a product of a social contract of the American people enshrined in the U.S.
Constitution.
The Bank‟s primary focus is on economic and financial aspects of
development. This fact alone, some argue, may disqualify it as an institutional
candidate for acknowledging the international human rights regime. It is true that
some aspects of human rights do not easily fit within an economic sphere and hence
fall outside the Bank‟s economic mandate, as least as conventionally interpreted.
Examples include rights not to be subjected to torture, arbitrary arrest, or arbitrary
interference by the State; and – with less certainty – the rights to freedom of
opinion, expression, and peaceable assembly. The Bank, however, more recently
argues otherwise, saying that its “economic and social approach to development
advances a comprehensive, interconnected vision of human rights that is too often
overlooked” (World Bank 1998, 3).
I would expect that the proponents of a stronger international human rights
regime would almost certainly welcome the World Bank as a “subscriber”. Even
considering the existence of the United Nations Human Rights Commission, the
international human rights regime has no institutional champion of similar size,
scope, or influence as the World Bank. The international human rights regime
does, however, have a large and expanding body of international and domestic law,
international treaties and agreements, and a growing consensus on standards that
provides its own significant presence. Ethical principles also constitute part of the
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human rights regime, and derive considerable legitimacy from it (and vice versa);
no other ethical principles relevant to development issues can claim such a solid
international grounding.
Given that the Bank‟s publications regarding human rights only make
passing reference to urbanization and municipal governance, and given that the
formal institionalization of human rights values and rights-based operational
practices is uneven at the Bank, it is not surprising that the New Urban Strategy and
other urban initiatives largely ignore human rights concerns. Neither the New
Urban Strategy publication Cities in Transition nor the documents describing the
initiatives of the Cities Alliance make other than scant reference to human rights or
to a normative human rights approach. A framework of human rights has not been
considered as an ethical lens for viewing urban development or as a motivating
means.
This relative absence of human rights references in the Bank‟s and Cities
Alliance‟s urban initiatives may further substantiate my observation that there is a
lack of human rights consciousness within the Bank. Yet my claim is more basic; I
argue that there is a lack of any form of moral assessment in these urban initiatives.
My research indicates that no alternative ethical framework was considered in lieu
of a human rights approach. The failure of the Bank to ground the New Urban
Strategy in an ethical framework based on human rights is an indication that the
structured application of development ethics in this capacity is not part of normal
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Bank practice. Because of this general and specific lack, the New Urban Strategy
has defects; I contend that a human rights dimension would improve the New
Urban Strategy.
A lack of attention to development ethics does not of necessity mean that all
Bank people are opposed to applied ethics; in fact, Ismail Serageldin (at that time a
Vice President at the Bank) was very supportive of such an approach in his
welcoming address at a conference on environmentally and socially sustainable
development:
It is clear that the problems of development that we are addressing must
be approached with a moral compass that will help us maintain the sense of
purpose and moral outrage necessary to tackle the enormous inequities that
lie at the nexus of the issues this conference seeks to address:
environmental protection in the interest of future generations, current
patterns of production and consumption, and related questions of food
security, poverty, and empowerment (World Bank 1997a, 5).
My claim is that the UNDP‟s human rights approach is a good candidate for
Serageldin‟s “moral compass” – at least as it applies to the World Bank‟s New
Urban Strategy. Even if the UNDP‟s human rights approach fails to be persuasive
in this regard, there does appear to be some recent receptivity at the Bank for
development ethics to enrich, strengthen, and focus Bank strategy and development
policy.
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The UNDP‟s Human Rights Approach and the New Urban Strategy
I have already discussed some of the important actual and potential
contributions of development ethics to public policy, planning, and governance
(chapter four). I argued that considerable value comes from a structured application
of a coherent moral approach – an ethical framework – to public policy, planning,
and governance.
The choice of ethical framework has considerable significance, and ideally
more than one such approach would be applied. Earlier I argued that such
comparative approaches might include variants of utilitarianism, Kantian theory,
virtue ethics, feminist ethical frameworks, the capabilities approach, a different
human rights approach, and so on. For reasons already stated in chapter five, I have
elected in this essay to apply the UNDP‟s human rights approach, and it is beyond
the scope of this essay to do more comparative analysis. I accept, however, that a
broader analysis on the basis of one or more of these other moral theories would
enrich the present analysis and involve a wider range of moral concerns. As such, it
may form the basis of an interesting trajectory for my future research.
Even if no one formal ethical approach qualifies as the ideal candidate for
the position of World Bank moral compass, any of the leading approaches noted
above would almost certainly generate some trenchant observations, enrich the
Bank‟s concept of development and poverty, and propel the Bank to greater
reflective capacities. In this quite limited sense, as a stimulus for deliberations and
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reflection, I would argue that there is a role for the UNDP‟s human rights approach.
Given the prominence and wide readership of the UNDP‟s Human Development
Reports – the 2000 edition of which presents the human rights approach – this role
is already operational to some extent within the Bank and throughout the
international development community.
In chapter four I also made the case that development ethics more generally
fosters a reflective capacity in the consciousness of development theorists,
practitioners, and decision-makers, with respect to definitions of “development”
and “sustainability,” and more generally how development is conceived, evaluated,
described, and understood in particular situations. For example, development
ethics, when associated with human rights conceptions, clarifies relationships
between a moral rights claim maker and a duty bearer, and invites a deliberative
process regarding where one‟s moral obligations lie and to what extent these pertain
to any given subject. Development interventions based on principles rooted in
development ethics articulate the moral dimensions of the development agenda.
While they run some risk of entrenching opposing viewpoints, development
interventions of this kind can illuminate, resolve, and/or diminish conflicting
development interests through structured, normative “quality-of-life” focused
processes. This is perhaps most clearly seen in one tangible product of the
participatory urban development planning process – the development vision
(Coppel and Rains 1993, 18) – the articulation by representative stakeholders of the
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ultimate ends and fundamental means of urban development for their situation. The
New Urban Strategy would be much improved, on this basis, were it to advocate
(and, in implementation, provide the requisite funding for) deliberative
participation of a character that would provide the opportunity for such an
articulation of means and ends.
With specific reference to the normative dimensions of the New Urban
Strategy, chapter two of this essay evaluated the primary objectives, secondary
objectives, and the proposed means of the New Urban Strategy. I found several
deficiencies within the New Urban Strategy. Now my aim is to argue that the
UNDP‟s human rights approach would help justify modification of the New Urban
Strategy as well as stimulate motivation to realize it. I also argue that the Bank and
the Cities Alliance should explicitly advocate a more robust form of deliberative
participation, so that the New Urban Strategy‟s professed support for participation
could move from rhetoric to reality.
According to international relations expert Chris Brown, the “language of
rights” has facilitated the establishment of some of the freest, safest and most
civilized societies – including urban societies – known to history (Dunne and
Wheeler 1999, 105). Will the language of rights – as contained in the UNDP‟s
human rights approach – improve on and motivate the vision and objectives of the
New Urban Strategy? To answer this question, I return to the task of defending the
initial five propositions at the beginning of this chapter. In my arguments, I make
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some bulleted references – but not restate fully – many of the arguments and
observations that I reached in chapter five in my analysis of human rights
approaches generally, and the UNDP‟s human rights approach in Human
Development Report 2000 (HDR 2000) in particular.
The first proposition, which I consider very important to my argument, is
that claims grounded in a human rights framework effectively initiate, empower,
motivate, and sustain stakeholder participation throughout the lengthy, demanding
development process, and facilitate agreement on shared values.
Unlike the New Urban Strategy, HDR 2000 advocates – based on
human rights principles – for inclusive democracy and the
empowerment of poor people.
Through the concept of imperfect duties, stakeholders are
empowered to hold government accountable to demonstrate gradual
but sustained progress in response to a wide range of human rights
concerns.
As articulated in the NILE principles, governments and society at
large is challenged to promote a human rights-enabling economic,
social, and political environment – through which marginalized
peoples will be empowered to participate.
One of the seven freedoms is freedom from repression, so that all
stakeholders are free to participate in decisions that affect them, to
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express their views, and to enter into associations with other likeminded people.
Attention to human rights helps to provide structure to deliberative
participation by isolating certain values and rights as not subject to
trade-offs (except – if it can be morally justified – in extreme
circumstances).
HDR 2000 observes that human development almost always
involves sacrificing some interests of some stakeholders in the name
of achieving “the common good.” Human rights places limits on the
extent to which any individual should bear losses to support the
development goals of the larger community – a particularly
important protection, I would argue, for the poor. The New Urban
Strategy contains no such protections.
Human rights empower stakeholders, and give them a strong moral claim to
more than spectator or beneficiary status in participatory processes. I contend that
the prospect of securing and sustaining the freedom and right to participate, which
the UNDP‟s human rights approach demands, provides a strong motivation for
stakeholders to consider themselves empowered to initiate and sustain deliberative
participation in urban development, planning, and governance. And, as HDR 2000
observes, one of the best means for securing and sustaining stakeholder
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participation is through a process of democratization and local autonomy. This
perspective ought to be incorporated into the New Urban Strategy.
Under human rights thinking, social institutions are conceived not as
mechanisms for bargaining between competing interests (which favors the powerful
over the poor), but more as the internalization of agreed upon and shared moral
values. This assertion directly challenges the New Urban Strategy‟s advocacy of
competitiveness, and leads one to wonder why collaboration in urban development
does not attract equivalent Bank support.
The second proposition is also central to my main argument in this essay
and holds that achievement of human rights and essential human freedoms are
inherently worthy goals and an appropriate urban development objective. Human
rights approaches supports this claim:
At the very least there are some human rights – for example Shue‟s
basic rights of subsistence, security, and certain liberties – that are
essential to development, and should be advocated in development
strategies.
Sen argued in HDR 2000 that the realm of human development must
encompass the expansion of choice for capabilities that people hold
to be especially valuable – including guaranteed human rights. This
is a much richer concept of development than that offered by the
New Urban Strategy.
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Sen and the HDR 2000 further argue that human well being is linked
to the achievement of seven essential freedoms, and in turn to the
enhancement of certain capabilities. Again, this is a much richer and,
to my mind, more persuasive articulation of development than the
sustainable, livable city model, and offers far more texture and
guidance to any deliberative participation on urban development and
governance.
Shifting from human rights as an objective of development to human rights
as a means for development, proposition three argues that human rights are also a
valuable tool for urban development and good governance, and yield important
principles. The New Urban Strategy should avail itself of such a tool, because:
Human rights may be the only recourse when deliberation fails, such
as when confronting intolerable abuses.
As argued by HDR 2000, human rights lend moral legitimacy and
the principle of social justice to human development.
HDR 2000 also argues that through human rights and the seven
freedoms, people are empowered and motivated to alleviate poverty
and become more effective agents of their own development.
Under human rights thinking, people are empowered to ask the when
and by whom questions when considering development alternatives.
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Human rights thinking demands that no individuals or groups be
excluded from the benefits of development.
The highest priority for development actions ought to go to the
needs of the poor, and that no one should be excluded from the
benefits of development.
Human rights protections offer an important means to the goal of respecting
human dignity – a goal that I have asserted resonates as deeply valuable to most
people. HDR 2000 argues that the achievement of human rights protections as an
objective of development requires the pursuit of a human rights approach to
development – for example, an assertion by poor people that they are entitled to be
treated in a manner appropriate to the recognition of human dignity. HDR 2000
further observes that such attention to human rights as a means to respect and
protect human dignity in turn requires a fundamental shift in development
strategies. That required shift, I contend, applies to the New Urban Strategy as well,
placing a much greater emphasis on fostering deliberative participation, and
accepting the moral obligations to be responsive to the development aspirations of
all people – not just those in Bank-selected cities. The New Urban Strategy also
would be much improved, I contend, by a morally justified framework empowering
stakeholders to demand accountable, responsive, and principled governance, with
strong – if minimal – protections for urgently attending to basic human rights
protections.
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The fourth proposition claims that a human rights framework clarifies and
illuminates the role of power as it affects governance and development. Without
human rights protections, only the good will of the powerful – or the perception of
some larger self-interest by the powerful – will motivate those with wealth and
power to attend to the just distribution of the benefits of development. Recall that
the New Urban Strategy calls for a “dignified standard for the poor that permits
them to share the resources of society” (World Bank 2000a, 47). Permitting the
poor to share has little force as an appeal to those who hold power, and leaves the
action “to permit” with those who have control of the resources. Human rights
thinking, in contrast, not only makes a moral demand for a share, but for a fair
share, appropriate to protect and respect the human dignity that all people are
entitled to simply by being a human being. Human rights empowers people – even
poor people – to pursue appropriate development goals. Consider also the
following:
HDR 2000 describes the struggle for human rights protections
essentially in terms of a political power struggle. Human rights
proponents know the dimensions of this struggle, the progress made
to date, but the immense challenges remaining. Human rights would
bring a gritty realism to the stakes involved in sharing power more
effectively that the current modest plea in the New Urban Strategy to
permit the poor a share of resources.
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When the powerful are not inclined to respect basic human rights
protections, the disadvantaged do have recourse to national human
rights laws – where these exist and are enforced – or, failing that, to
the international human rights regime. In specific instances these
appeals may prove to be ineffectual, but the existence of a larger
body of rights-based moral and legal protections offers some hope,
and occasionally some relief, over and above reliance on the
disposition of those in power to exercise benevolence or civic duty.
The New Urban Strategy ought to embrace this method of
counterbalance to the misuse of power that thwarts legitimate urban
development interests.
The fifth proposition is of particular application to the New Urban Strategy,
in that it provides an answer for one fundamental deficiency of the Bank‟s urban
approach. This proposition – that a human rights framework, if applied, would
improve urban governance in conditions of weak or non-existent democratic
institutions – addresses the huge gap that exists because of the Bank‟s and Cities
Alliance‟s policy of selectively choosing to assist only those cities and towns that
already demonstrate good potential for positive development and good governance.
Instead of abandoning these urban societies to the potential and all too often real
victimization or exploitation by autocratic, corrupt, or undemocratic leaders, human
rights protections are held to apply to all human beings everywhere. As with the
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sixth proposition above, and as argued by Ignatieff, appeals to national or
international human rights regimes may be the only recourse of people in urban
societies afflicted by poor or exploitative governance. Civil society organizations
that focus on human rights have demonstrated the power that internationally
recognized human rights protocols and treaties have to energize a local constituency
to advocate better governance and genuine opportunities for development. This
appeal may not be much succor to those urban residents afflicted by poorly
performing, unresponsive, or autocratic local governments, but it is a far better
answer than the offhand dismissal they receive under the New Urban Strategy.

Case Study
We might best achieve the ethical society, in which human rights would
flourish, at the level of local society. At the local urban scale, consensus building
benefits from similarities in local conditions, better and more widespread
knowledge of the priorities and character of the stakeholders, and closer lines of
accountability. It is here, in Ken Booth‟s words, that we might best “be what we
strive to become” (Dunne and Wheeler 1999, 36). Yet the dialogue surrounding the
North Local Council‟s integrated development plan (IDP) never consciously
adopted this ambitious objective. A common language of morality, such as would
countenance references to “the ethical society,” fails to pervade local governance
institutions in South Africa and elsewhere. Instead, a relatively haphazard
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participatory process drove the IDP process, in the sense that the priorities that were
identified by the process were assumed to be the all-inclusive operative priorities
for the North Local Council (NLC) with no reference to whether important issues
(such as certain human freedoms) had been inadvertently missed. The Final Report
of the NLC‟s IDP was thin on normative content. In that regard, it missed a critical
opportunity to raise many important concerns of social justice to the attention of the
stakeholders, and then to reflect their views on social justice in subsequent
development strategies. Had it done so, I believe that certain key outcomes would
have changed – particularly through the much greater inclusion of the concerns and
aspirations of the poor Zulu population, and through the frank assessment of the
moral relevance of entitlements that only the white population obtained under
apartheid rule, and which they largely still enjoyed.
The IDP fared better when compared to the New Urban Strategy alone.
While my Siyakhana consultant team and I never modeled the IDP directly on any
external or internationally sanctioned strategy, the IDP did reasonably well in
addressing the many factors essential to the creation of an enabling environment for
economic growth. The IDP also proposed institutional reforms within local
government, so that some degree of public participation – although not as
demanding as the deliberative participation model I argue for in this essay –would
become institutionalized in many decision-making processes. Competitiveness was
an important focal point of the NLC‟s IDP, as were aspects of bankability and good
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governance. By incorporating fairly extensive research and participation on
environmental and ecological issues, and on the spatial planning dimensions
important to the efficiency and aesthetic appeal of the region, the IDP went further
than the four central dimensions of the New Urban Strategy.
The NLC experience also provided an interesting anecdotal perspective on
the important issue of motivation. Many of the stakeholders and residents of the
NLC were motivated to participate in the IDP out of the novelty of the exercise, and
the opportunities to air their concerns and interests. This motivation was in turn
strengthened by the existence of a requirement under South African law by which
local government budgets must be publicly demonstrated to align with the priorities
established through the IDP participatory processes. In South Africa, this
arrangement empowers stakeholders by establishing a series of legally enforceable
rights based on social contract, and allows for claims based on such rights to be
pursued against unresponsive local governments. Yet even in South Africa, the
priorities that acquire this legal weight through the IDP process depend not on
conscious deliberation of universal values of human freedoms associated with
human development – and their relevance to local application – but instead on good
fortune. If stakeholders happen to raise such moral principles, if there is adequate
time, if those chairing the forum consider this relevant, and if there are sufficient
participants able to discern the application of such values to their own situation so
that deliberation can be sustained, moral deliberation of this character might take
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place. Under these haphazard conditions, I doubt the likelihood of a participatory
process to achieve stakeholder agreement on a set of moral priorities that hopefully
accomplishes the same ends as a more structured deliberation on important human
freedoms. That is asking a lot of participatory processes. Unstructured or loosely
organized participation – such as the NLC‟s participation process that considered
broad “quality of life” themes – in which issues only arise as individual participants
feel inclined (and confidant) to raise them cannot approximate the richness of
deliberations based upon careful consideration of the many constituent moral issues
in the UNDP‟s human rights approach.
Recall that Goodin concluded that motivation may always depend to some
extent on “appeals to self-consciously moral sentiments” (Goodin 1992, 149). A
more credible source for popular motivation would be the empowerment and
reclaimed human dignity that human rights based approaches provide. This
motivational source does not obviate the necessity of political struggle, but it does
provide an ethically cohesive basis to sustain and justify that struggle.
In my view, as suggested repeatedly, the single most important failure of the
IDP was its inability to be an effective means by which the most disadvantaged
NLC minority – the Zulu people – could empower themselves, asserting and
reclaiming their human dignity. Due to the lack of time, financial resources and
political will, and despite the concerted efforts of the planning consultants, the
leadership of the NLC chose not to extend the time and funding to enable the
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prerequisite capacity building process to take place. The voice of the Zulu minority,
which would have enjoyed priority treatment under the principles of the UNDP‟s
human rights approach, was not heard in the North Local Council of Durban.

Summary and Conclusions
HDR 2000‟s central argument is that the human rights – human
development relationship is strongly interdependent, balanced, and highly
complimentary. The World Bank‟s view is not the same; to the extent that it does
accept a role for human rights, the Bank‟s emphasis is heavily weighted on the
development side and not the rights side of this balance. The Bank‟s view is
captured in its own rhetoric, in which it focuses on programs that “help unlock
human potential – the most fundamental right of all” (World Bank 1998, 4). The
Bank advocates an enabling environment for development characterized by the free
expression of human potential – but it avoids a conscious human rights framework
to describe or structure this enabling environment. While the Bank views
development as both a means and end, and human rights primarily as one end or
objective of development, it does not dispute the main conceptual conclusion of the
UNDP‟s human rights approach – if it is stated less tightly. The Bank will agree
that human rights and human development have very much in common and need
each other – but the Bank does not see this as a balanced relationship.
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The Bank also does not frame human rights as a motivational means to the
ends of development. Instead, the Bank focuses on the Bank‟s role in creating the
enabling environment that ultimately leads to the fulfillment of human rights.
I have argued in support of my five propositions above, and elsewhere in
this essay, that a human rights approach makes valuable contributions to the theory
and practice of urban development and good urban governance. But the Bank‟s
answer to the main question of this essay – whether the UNDP‟s human rights
approach has a role to play in the New Urban Strategy – is partial and negative. At
this time, the World Bank generally does not conceive of human rights as an
important instrumental means towards motivating people to achieve development
ends, and hence would not be receptive to the potential instrumental value of a
human rights approach in relation to the specific sector of urban development.
In this essay I have argued that the UNDP‟s human rights approach – in
addition to helping articulate development goals – is a neglected but potentially
important means, and perhaps the best principal means, to motivate the
development actions needed to achieve the World Bank‟s urban development
objectives in the New Urban Strategy. It is important to remember, however, that
the UNDP‟s human rights approach is also a development strategy, with its own set
of means and ends. The development ends of UNDP‟s human rights approach and
of the New Urban Strategy both are ambitious, but they are not the same. The
objective of the UNDP‟s human rights approach is the progressive achievement of
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seven essential freedoms, while the Bank‟s New Urban Strategy‟s objective is the
achievement of the “sustainable city” – associated with the attainment of a decent
quality of life and equitable opportunities for all. Are these two objectives –
although stated quite differently – essentially the same?
No, but similarities between the two exist. The New Urban Strategy,
through its emphasis on a closer association with local-level governance, does
claim to be instrumental to the World Bank‟s more general strategic objectives of
improving development effectiveness, increasing the participation of civil society,
forging partnerships, and reducing corruption (World Bank 2000a, 3). All of these
strategic objectives can be directly linked to specific (and often multiple) human
rights aspirations within the UNDP‟s human rights approach. Even if the overt
language of “human freedoms” does not appear in the New Urban Strategy, I
contend that the UNDP‟s human rights approach and the Bank‟s New Urban
Strategy share many common aspirations and instrumentalities. Both recognize the
importance of an enabling environment to the achievement of important
development goals. Both claim to support a strong participatory role for
stakeholders – even if the weakness of participation in the Bank‟s implementation
efforts appears to dilute its claim. And both talk about achieving conditions
conducive to human dignity.
To the extent that HDR 2000‟s seven essential freedoms are viewed as
attributes of the enabling environment for both development and human rights, the
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UNDP‟s human rights approach compliments the World Bank‟s formal position on
the enabling environment. Yet human rights theory goes much further than the
creation of an enabling environment. The enabling environment under the UNDP‟s
human rights approach conception includes the moral obligations to implement or
realize human rights protections because they are inherently valuable. Being aware
of these obligations and being committed to their fulfillment helps motivate people
to achieve their human rights. The first duty is to accept human rights as good in
themselves – a claim that my second proposition above addressed. The enjoyment
of human rights is linked to valuable freedoms, and the opportunity to exercise
important human capabilities. Human rights characterize essential human dignity.
There can be little doubt, I argue, that human rights are inherently valuable.
The means of development – policies and actions – under such a human
rights based view include moral and (to varying extents depending on context) legal
obligations to give priority to the needs of those who are most in want, who have
been most discriminated against, whose security is most threatened, and who have
the least opportunity to achieve well-being: the poor and disadvantaged. The New
Urban Strategy, while pro-poor in emphasis, neither urges nor stimulates such
weighty pro-poor obligations. Yet under the UNDP‟s human rights approach, the
morally and legally legitimized human rights claims associated with development,
with the seven essential freedoms, are not simply considered as good and desirable
– they are morally obligatory. These claims ought to be fulfilled; they call forth
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moral motivation and demand action. It would be morally wrong – and inconsistent
with one‟s commitment to respect human dignity – not to do what is morally
obligatory.
How demanding are such obligations? Are these demands too burdensome
to motivate action? Will only those people who believe in the intrinsic dignity of
human beings be motivated to a sense of duty by the concepts of human rights?
I have already argued that the demands of human rights are burdensome, but
I also argue that the concepts of imperfect duties and the progressive realization of
human rights transform impossible burdens into inspirational ideals that motivate
positive action. And yes, I would accept the contention that some sense of human
dignity is a prerequisite to finding human rights motivational, but this need not
limit the validity of this argument to only those of strong religious beliefs86.
The UNDP‟s human rights approach does not specify the extent, timing, or
priority of government and civil society obligations to fulfill specific rights claims
(moral and/or legal), leaving these instead to the determination of governance
processes in each society. It does not specify a threshold when those demands
should be considered as satisfied, again leaving this to be locally determined. The
UNDP‟s human rights approach does, however, exhort national and local
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In the commentary section of Michael Ignatieff‟s recent book Human Rights as Politics and
Idolatry, the Ghanaian born Harvard philosopher K. Anthony Appiah poignantly observed “ordinary
people almost everywhere have something like the notion of dignity,” and war crimes legal expert
Diane Orentlicher wondered how anyone could ground a duty not to torture or abuse other people
without subscribing to some primary notion that human beings are entitled to “ultimate respect”
(Ignatieff 2001, 164).
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governments, civil society, and the private sector to attend to many weighty moral
demands that include:
1) The duty to strengthen social arrangements for securing human freedoms
(norms, institutions, legal frameworks, enabling economic environment) –
not just legal and institutional reform;
2) The duty to create inclusive and accountable democracy;
3) The duty to eradicate poverty, in the broader definition of poverty (not just
income poverty); and
4) The duty to promote transparency and accountability.

By comparison, the New Urban Strategy, in its less demanding agenda to
promote sustainable development, assigns no duties to government or civil society.
The New Urban Strategy does not prescribe when the duties and obligations
associated with the promotion of sustainable development (and the creation of
sustainable cities and towns) are to be met, or by what measure one might
determine that these obligations have been satisfied. Where such duties and
obligations are implicit, these are to be satisfied within the particular context of the
nation, and to a much lesser extent, the city or town. But such a national focus
hardly gives local people a motive to act for the common (local) good.
Fulfillment of the objectives of the UNDP‟s human rights approach is
instrumentally tied to the nurturing of human rights consciousness, the
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strengthening of social arrangements that enable rights commitments to take
institutional root, and the establishment of inclusive and accountable democratic
governance. Progress in these aims will be evident through the articulation of and
advocacy for the specific legal and moral claims of human rights claimants. While
complete success is utopian, significant progress will be evident when the
conditions of social justice, and the associated policies and actions of governance,
no longer lead individuals to press human rights based claims. Local government
has an important role in addressing many issues of social justice, but when it fails to
do so, aggrieved individuals may need to initiate human rights claims at a higher
tier of government.
For the New Urban Strategy, fulfillment is tied exclusively to the nurturing
of a sense of empowerment of local residents and stakeholders, and of local
government. Similarly, fostering an increased level of local government autonomy
and responsiveness in turn motivates an active and sustained participatory process.
The set of developmental and governance obligations placed on local government
emerges through a participatory process in which stakeholders articulate their
expectations of government. Significant progress will be evident when urban
poverty is greatly reduced, and a decent and sustainable standard of living is
achieved for nearly all urban residents.
To achieve development, whether that is expansively described as in HDR
2000, or more narrowly expressed as the achievement of the sustainable, livable
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city, will – under a human rights conception – involve the participation of
stakeholders making claims that they be respected and their human rights be
realized. This establishes a claims maker – duty bearer dyad, polarizing the
relationship between those who govern and those who are governed.
It is a common practice of local politicians during integrated development
planning processes to intentionally blur this distinction between those who govern
and those who are governed – between local government conceived as a separate
institution, accountable to the public, and local government conceived as a direct
institutional extension of the people‟s will. The latter concept is clearly not accurate
– no democratic mechanism or institution other than the direct vote by voters on
candidates and issues can claim to be a direct expression of the people‟s will, and
even a direct vote is fraught with technical problems in the very nature of
aggregating preferences. Instead, local governments typically are more responsive
to powerful and articulate interest groups, and the presumption of local government
being the natural ally of the poor is idealistic at best. Yet no government in any
democratic country wishes to publicly oppose human rights, opening up an
opportunity to introduce human rights as an effective means to empower the poor.
The application of human rights to issues of local governance provides a clear and
systematic basis for participating stakeholders to hold local governments
accountable to the development priorities of all residents, not just the powerful –
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provided that the linkages can be established between recognized human rights and
local development issues.
Recall that motivation drives beneficial change. Stakeholders must be
motivated to participate and local governments must be motivated to be responsive
to the aspirations, priorities, and demands of the stakeholders as articulated through
participatory processes. To be successful, both the New Urban Strategy and the
UNDP‟s human rights approach would require a change of consciousness and a
sustaining level of motivation among both stakeholders and decision-makers. I
argue that the UNDP‟s human rights approach carries its own motivational energies
– its own “moral hook” – to these ends, springing from the new empowering sense
of each individual‟s entitlement to dignified treatment and essential human
freedoms. This consciousness of human dignity has the potential to change the selfimage of the most disadvantaged persons from that of a powerless victim of
misfortune and lack of opportunity to that of a dignified human being who has been
unjustly treated, that is, in a less than dignified manner. I conjecture but cannot
prove that the presumption of human dignity that all people possess – and that
ought to be respected – is potentially transformational psychologically, empowering
individuals and groups to make demands for raising the threshold of tolerance so
that extremes of poverty are no longer tolerated as the inevitable status quo.
In short, stakeholder advocacy of the human rights claims associated with
the UNDP‟s human rights approach demands intervention, which in turn places a
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direct burden on the social mechanism of intervention – the governance of each
state – radically to reform economic and social policies, ensure equitable
distribution, and create accountable institutions. The ultimate duty-bearer is the
institution most empowered to intervene – the national government. Its legitimacy
is directly tied to its responsiveness to this moral burden:
Most broadly conceived, human rights are a standard of political
legitimacy; to the extent that governments protect human rights, they and
their practices are legitimate (Donnelly 1989, 14).

Does this national level of primary obligation relieve the local government
of a similar challenge to its legitimacy? No. The moral burden of governance at all
levels is to change existing institutions, practices, and norms so that human rights
claims need not be exercised:
Where human rights are effectively protected, we continue to have
human rights, but there is no need or occasion to use them….That one must
claim human rights means that fundamental social changes are required, that
one is not enjoying the human rights one has (Donnelly 1989, 14, 15 –
italics in text).
The UNDP‟s human rights approach therefore introduces a universal set of
development aspirations, which if not satisfied give rise to human rights claims for
essential human freedoms, all based on a universal premise of common human
dignity. The reality of differing cultural norms and aspirations is accommodated by
leaving the determination of which essential human freedoms require priority action
(and associated resources) to local democratic decision-making and participatory
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practices, yet the deferment of the full realization of some human rights does
nothing to diminish the moral weight of such deferred claims. Societies are free to
revise their priorities as conditions change, and deferred human rights claims may
become paramount. The active role of sustained public participation and democratic
inclusion is what drives this determination of priorities, the motivation is the
prospect of realizing the seven essential freedoms, and the consequent benefits to
poverty eradication and human flourishing. This motivation, however, is dependent
in large measure on the legitimacy and political will of government and social
institutions seriously to respond to human rights claims. Without a mobilized,
organized, informed electorate assertively and effectively demanding human rights
claims, it is doubtful that this requisite political will can be generated. This is
particularly relevant with respect to the poor. Poor people may not know they have
human rights, or they may not know how to press a human rights-based claim. Civil
society organizations play an important participatory role here, helping to educate
and empower the poor better to represent their interests – including their human
rights-based interest – in their interactions with government.
The New Urban Strategy, by contrast, offers the vision of the sustainable,
livable city, but provides no rationale by which the motivation can be generated to
effect the significant changes required. The development goals remain aspirational
– there are no moral grounds for demands included in the New Urban Strategy.
Instead, the New Urban Strategy provides a process, based on participation, through
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which common interests and local priorities can be articulated. There is nothing to
drive it beyond perceived individual self-interest – which the common interest may
not support – and the intellectual argument that at least some of the benefits of
development will follow if only the process is adhered to. Where a strong common
interest cannot be identified, stronger interests will prevail over weaker. To fulfill
the development aspirations of urban stakeholders by recourse only to the New
Urban Strategy returns the development agenda, at best, to the creation of the
“enabling environment” for economic growth and equitable distribution, trusting to
some extent in the beneficence of the institutions of governance to further the
agenda of social justice. Without specific claims-based demands to focus
government on a moral (and sometimes legal) obligation to attend to good
development, the moral and legal obligations of the state to attend to development
become diffuse, and the interests of the poor lack sustained voice. The only
recourse left to the poor is the threat of the vote, expressing displeasure through the
polls. This tool is often blunt and ineffectual in the South, where democratic
institutions are often immature, and where the poor are almost always unable fully
or effectively to exercise their democratic rights or become a majority influence on
public policy decisions.
As described above, poorly conceived and/or badly executed participatory
methods often blur the boundaries between decision-makers and stakeholders
through an emphasis on collaboration and partnership in pursuing a common
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development vision. Instead of seeking meaningful deliberative participation, as I
have previously advocated, the legitimate decision-making prerogative (and
obligation) of local government leaders can become obfuscated under the pretense
of consensual decision-making,87 even if the scope of decisions in reality is limited
to defining a general overview on development objectives and strategies, and the
“decisions” of participating stakeholders are not enforceable on local governments.
Yet not since the failed Quaker experiment in running the colony of Pennsylvania
on the principle of common discernment of divine guidance has government
attempted to withdraw from its responsibility to hold itself apart and accountable, to
make decisions, and to be accountable for those decisions (although many
governments are guilty of trying to avoid accountability for some of their
decisions!).
This appropriate separation of decision-makers from other stakeholders is
also strengthened by the moral conception of public trust, an expression of the
confidence of the public in the ability of government to utilize resources well so as
to meet the legitimate claims of the citizenry. The New Urban Strategy accepts the
distinct and accountable governance role, although it is more specific:
Municipalities bear the basic responsibilities of government at its lowest
tier for allocating resources and promoting social equity, within constraints
set by higher levels of government (which assign functions and fiscal
authority), and for ensuring the provision of local public goods and services
87

The ideal of genuine consensual decision making by all stakeholders on a basis of total equality is
the ideal of Gutmann and Thompson‟s model of deliberative democracy. While I find this model
morally commendable, and a long-term ideal to strive for, I am not yet persuaded that it can be
effectively applied, particularly in currently immature democratic societies.
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through partnerships with the private sector and civil society (World Bank
2000a, 44).
Under human rights approaches generally, and the UNDP‟s human rights
approach specifically, the power relationship changes. Stakeholders and
participants in local urban development are now claims-makers, empowered by law
and morality to demand performance and respect from their government. Even
when governments are not democratic, or where democratic institutions are weak,
an effective human rights regime allows – in theory if not in practice – a way for a
poor individual to press his or her claims against a powerful government. While
one might contend that undemocratic or autocratic governments are unlikely to
respond to due legal process, the moral weight of such claims is powerful, and
potentially persuasive.
The issue of motivation is critical to the effective implementation of the
New Urban Strategy. The model proposed – the sustainable, livable city – remains
merely an interesting intellectual abstraction without some motivation or incentive
in place to cause it to be implemented. Achieving the fruits of urban development
might be considered as one important incentive, but this depends on the legitimacy
of the local government to be responsive and capable in addressing the priorities
and development interventions as advocated by participants engaged in urban
development planning and governance processes. This level of popular trust in the
civic virtue of local political leadership to bend to the express will – the common
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interest – of the people, often in the face of the conflicting interests of more
powerful minorities, is rarely credible. A clear need exists to hold such
governments accountable to be responsive to the expressed priorities of the
stakeholders, and in many cases civil society organizations are taking up this
monitoring and advocacy mission. This is important, for without something more
than reliance on the civic virtue of local leaders, motivation is likely to fail over the
longer term.
While the World Bank is currently not amenable to a conception in which
human rights have a major instrumental role, the motivational appeal of this
concept remains attractive. The constituency for human rights is almost certainly
growing stronger in every country; is this not a powerful force to harness to drive
development, and to hold government accountable? The influence of the moral
argument of human rights claims and obligations, and of the seven human
freedoms, would likely go far to motivate the achievement of the urban
development aims of the New Urban Strategy.
In retrospect, however, I have contended that the single most significant
potential contribution of the UNDP‟s human rights approach to the aims of the New
Urban Strategy would be to transfer the urban development priorities articulated by
local stakeholders from an aspirational basis to morally – and legally – backed
claims based on human rights standards and to duties inspired by the correlative
human rights. These human rights based duties would oblige government to
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perform in a morally responsive manner. Of only slightly less importance, I have
further contended that the UNDP‟s human rights approach‟s much richer concept of
human development more appropriately captures the full range of morally
important – and often obligatory – means and ends. Adopting these two
contributions would require significant modifications – and essential improvements
– of the New Urban Strategy.
In conclusion, it is clear that the World Bank will not accept the human
rights role that I argue should reorient the New Urban Strategy. Despite my
pessimism, I remain convinced that the UNDP‟s human rights approach has the
potential to make many valuable contributions to the New Urban Strategy, and –
through such contributions – greatly enhance the motivation of stakeholders to act
for improved urban development and better governance. The rich moral content of
the UNDP‟s human rights approach would, I am convinced, provide a strong
framework and catalyst for engaging urban stakeholders in a deliberative form of
participation. These stakeholders are keenly conscious of the influence of the
powerful and the difficulty of transforming the status quo. Through the fostering of
a human rights consciousness and culture, these stakeholders would be empowered
to be active, dignified agents, jointly expanding their freedoms, opportunities, and
choices through the creation of the genuine livable city in the South.
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Appendix
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(Adopted by UN General Assembly Resolution 217A (III) of 10 December 1948)
Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights
of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace
in the world,
Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts
which have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in
which human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from
fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people,
Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last
resort, to rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be
protected by the rule of law,
Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations between
nations,
Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their
faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person
and in the equal rights of men and women and have determined to promote social
progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,
Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in cooperation with
the United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance of
human rights and fundamental freedoms,
Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest
importance for the full realization of this pledge,
Now, therefore,
The General Assembly
Proclaims this Universal Declaration of Human Rights as a common standard of
achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and
every organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by
teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by
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progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and
effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of Member States
themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction.
Article 1~ All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are
endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit
of brotherhood.
Article 2 ~ Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this
Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other
status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political,
jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person
belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other
limitation of sovereignty.
Article 3 ~ Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.
Article 4 ~ No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade
shall be prohibited in all their forms.
Article 5 ~ No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.
Article 6 ~ Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the
law.
Article 7 ~ All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination
to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any
discrimination in violation of the Declaration and against any incitement to such
discrimination.
Article 8 ~ Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national
tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or
by law.
Article 9 ~ No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.
Article 10 ~ Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an
independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and
obligations and of any criminal charge against him.
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Article 11 ~ 1. Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed
innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had
all the guarantees necessary for his defense. 2. No one shall be held guilty of any
penal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal
offence, under national or international law, at the time it was committed. Nor shall
a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal
offence was committed.
Article 12 ~ No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy,
family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation.
Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or
attacks.
Article 13 ~ 1. Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence
within the borders of each state. 2. Everyone has the right to leave any country,
including his own, and to return to his country.
Article 14 ~ 1. Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum
from persecution. 2. This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions
genuinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes
and principles of the United Nations.
Article 15 ~ 1. Everyone has the right to a nationality. 2. No one shall be arbitrarily
deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality.
Article 16 ~ 1. Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race,
nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found a family. They are
entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution. 2.
Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending
spouses. 3. The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is
entitled to protection by society and the State.
Article 17 ~ 1. Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in
association with others. 2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.
Article 18 ~ Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion;
this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either
alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion
or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.
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Article 19~ Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression: this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.
Article 20 ~ 1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and
association. 2. No one may be compelled to belong to an association.
Article 21 ~ 1. Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country,
directly or through freely chosen representatives. 2. Everyone has the right of equal
access to public service in his country. 3. The will of the people shall be the basis of
the authority of government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine
elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret
vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.
Article 22 ~ Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is
entitled to realization, through national effort and international co-operation and in
accordance with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic,
social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of
his personality.
Article 23 ~ 1. Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just
and favorable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment. 2.
Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work. 3.
Everyone who works has the right to just and favorable remuneration ensuring for
himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if
necessary, by other means of social protection. 4. Everyone has the right to form
and to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.
Article 24 ~ Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable
limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay.
Article 25 ~ 1. Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health
and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and
medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of
unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood
in circumstances beyond his control. 2. Motherhood and childhood are entitled to
special care and assistance. All children, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall
enjoy the same social protection.
Article 26 ~ 1. Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least
in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be
compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally available
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and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit. 2.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to
the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall
promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or
religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the
maintenance of peace. 3. Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education
that shall be given to their children.
Article 27 ~ 1. Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the
community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.
2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests
resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the
author.
Article 28 ~ Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the
rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.
Article 29 ~ 1. Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and
full development of his personality is possible. 2. In the exercise of his rights and
freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by
law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and
freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of mortality, public order
and the general welfare in a democratic society. 3. These rights and freedoms may
in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of the United
Nations.
Article 30 ~ Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any
State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act
aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.
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